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LITERATURE REVIEW ON GENITAL RETRACTION SYNDROME OR KORO 

This review of the International Koro literature is mainly 

based on reports and accounts published in the English language 

journals and books. Obviously, it is not an all-inclusive literature 

review since a large number of Koro information have been published 

in the Chinese, Indonesian and Thai languages. In spite of several 

attempts the present author has failed to procure the English ver

sions, if any, of these publications and regrets his inability to 

make this review a global Koro search in the truest sence. 

In the International section a review of 118 publications 

has been done, spaning a period of 127 years from 1865 to 1992. 

In the Indian section a total of 24 publications are reviewed, cover

ing a span of 50 years from 1943 to 1993. The literature reviewed 

are presented in a year-wise serial with a special mention of 

the epidemics within the dotted lines. The materials that appeared 

as 1 letter to· the Editor 1 of a journal is marked with an ( L) sign. 
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19th CENTURY REFERENCES ON GENITAL RETRACTION OR KORO 

The earliest reference of the term Ko ro is of 187 4 and its 

use in clinical description was first done by Dr. J. C. Blank (the 

then 2nd Class Health Officer in Ouch-India i.e. Indonesia) in 

1895. 

A recent report by Jilek ( 1986) evinces that the first world 

reference of genital shrinkage (an epidemic form) was m ted in 

Guangdong province, China in 1865. This is probably the first reoo r

ded clinical material on genital shrinkage illness. Interesting to 

mte that the examples of genital shrinkage symptoms are found 

in at least three publications in the late part of this Century, 

albeit without the use of the term Koro for obvious reasons, from 

three goo graphically wide-apart regions viz. USA ( Hammond, 1883 ) , 

Russia (Ivamv, 1885) and England (Raven, 1886). 

1865 Sm Yang Epidemic in Hainan Island, China 

1. This is probably the earliest reference of a suo yang or 

genital retraction case and that too of epidemic form. There 

is m published report of this epidemic. This information 

was mmmunicated by Dr. Kan-Ming Mo, 1:-bmrary Director, 

Guangdong Psychiatric Hospital 1n Dr. Wolfgang Jilek from 

the archives of the Tang District in North-Western Hainan 

Island of Guangdong Province, China, who reported it in 

1986. 

2. 1874 

* B.F. Matthes 

1 Ovet de B.i.Moe' 6 o/; He.i.den6che Pt.i.e6tet6 en Ptie6teteMen 
de Boeg.i.nezen. 

C.G. Vendet Po6t, Am6tetdam, 1874. 
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# This is the first km wn reference of the term 1 Ko ro 1 
, 

in B.F. Matthe 1 s Dictionary of Buginese Language of 

South Sulawesi. 

Koto = "to shrink" 

La6a KO'LO "a shrinking o f the penis, a sort of disease 

that is mt unusual amongst the natives 

and must be very dangerous" ( p. 31). 

3. 1883 

* W .A. HamDDnd 

, Sex.ua~ Impotence in the Mate, New Votk. 

# It oontains a report of a hypochondriacal case with 

oomplaints of genital shrinkage (Hes 6 Nassi, 1977). 

4. 1885 

* A.A. Ivamv 

, Rusian Medical Journal. 

# An exact reference is missing. The a coo unt of a case 

of genital shrinkage is qwted by Raven (1886) as follows: 

5. 1886 

II the penis had bodily disappeared, and was recaptured 

only after prolonged manipulation. Even then the patient 

seems to have distrusted its tendency to remain in its 

natural position, for he had tied a string around it above 

the glans, in order that it should not again escape him". 

* T.F. Raven 

, Retraction of the penis 

The Lancet, 1886, Augu6t 7, 250. 

# This is probably the first report of genital retraction 

published in the British Medical Press. The oo py of 

the original text is appended here (Fig.1). 



250 THE LANCET,] HOSPITAL YEDICINE AHD SURGERY 

~j,. ~.A·¢ T r 0 l'f 0 P T K E P E rt I S. 
' . .Jlr !rJloe. F. R.t.TBN, L.R.C.P., .\c. 

, ~~.hi~ publi&beod tbe following Bingnlar case eome 
bi{~'&~'h~ I not feared that tb'e strangt> details would 
~ 'Wvtia With incredulity, but since a similar but more 
*-atJ JUlked example of the aame condition has recent!)' 
..... noordad by Dr. I va.noff iJl. a Ru88ian medical journal, 
1~"'* lseeit&te to bring my own experience forward. 

A. B--, a healthy,st.eady, single man, aged t wenty-!ll'>en 
,..n, abortly after he had gone to bed one night, f~lt a 
eensatioa of _cold in 'the region or the penis. lit! was agitate1 
to find that ·the org&D, a fairly ael'elopE'd one, WI\~ rapidly 
ahrinking. &Dd wa~ be tbonght, 'finally l't'tirin~. He at once 
pwtileat&tm, .... .I waa haatilraummoned from rr.y bed 
.ta....a-..hu.;: •:ton~ bim highly nervoaa And alarmed. 
~~!"mOl\ d;isa.ppeared, the J;la.ns being just per-

ibli-iiiider tbe pub1c arch. The skin of the penis alone 
' . ~. u~ looking as it does "'rben the organ is buried 
'li~e,or,in&D extre:ne degree; uit does after death 
·'b!'~· :r'J ftUIUred him,e.ndga.n him eome ammonia, 
8114 load .aut day that tbt1 nabl{al Mte of thin~ h~ 
~- B•t. lae l'8m&ine1w~&k and nervou9 fouome dayL 
,&-~ ~ve ~ e:rl'la.nation of the OCCIU'l'ence, and tbt! un
~tOilmt.ion has nel'er Tt'tarned. Tbe circumstances of 
~~"Jiot of 80 distrf'a!ful aehiU'aCt~ u those 1"81at...d 
~~-.I~ In hi~ CL."t' the penis had bodily disappeared, 
~~~aptnred onlr aftf'rprolooged m!l.nipulation. Evt'Il 
~-·~btl ;,.tient ~~eems to hne di8tl'U8t~ 1tl! tendent'y to 
~~ 1~ n&tlll'&l [''lsition. for be had tied a strin~ around 
~-~~~ the g1an.a, in ordt•r that It should not &giUD escape 
111)!1 .. JDthil instane<>, too, thereAtlt wu ~~&tillfactory, bu~ tho 
~d~ to retraction wa• not ftnally subdued until tho 
patient bad tM,en m days under treatment. He wu a peuant, 
~~-three, a married man_with a family. 
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[AUGUST 1, 1886 

First report of genital retraction in British Medical Press. 

Fig .1. 



6. 1895 

* J.C. Blonk 

, Koro 

Gerzee6fwrzd{g Tijd6c.h'l.i/;t voo'l. 

Nede'l.iarzd6c.h-lrzdie, 1895, 35, 562-563. 
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# Dr. Blank, a Dutch physician is credited for the intro

duction of the concept of Koro illness first in the Wes

tern World. He used the term Koro first to address 

the clinical phemmemn of penile retraction. He gathered 

information of this genital shrinkage malady and got 

the term 1 Koro 1 from a jak.6a (native Legal Officer) who 

was his informant as well as a Ko ro sufferer. The OJ py 

of the first . page of the original text is (shown in Fig. 2) . 

7. 1896 

* P.C.J. Van Brero 

, Naar Aanleiding van het Opstel over 1 Ko ro 1 van den 

Hear J. C. Blank in de Vorige Aflevering van dit Tijds

chrift. 

Gerzee6k.urzdig Tijd6c.h'l.i6t voo'l. 

Nede'l.iarzd6c.h-lrzdie, 1896, 36, 48-54. 

# It is a detailed psychoanalytical study of the Koro case 

reported by Blank (1895). The ropy of the first page 

of the original text is appended here (Fig.3). 

8. 1897 

* P.C.J. Van Brero 

, Koro, eine eigentuemliche zwangsv-orstelllJ!lg· 

AUegemeirze Zeit6c.h'Li6t 6u'l. P6yc.hiatuc. and p6yc.hi6c.h

geuc.htti.c.he Medic.trz, 1897, 53, 569-573. 

# This is the first report rontaining a detailed clinical 

acrount of Koro along with its msological status in res

pect of the Ko ro belief of the south Celebes pea ple. 

The author discusses the Koro anxiety in terms of death 

anxiety emanating from penile retraction. He postulates 



K 0 RO, 

1>001\ 

J. C. BLON K, 

OnJcr tlczcn naam IS Lij de Bocgincczcn en Mo.1kassarcn 

CCII zicktcuccJd uckcnd, dat, naar ik liiCCil, 1101,! nict is be· 

schrcven. Ook is hct mij nict lllOI,!Cll g-clukkcn hct voorko

men dier ziekte op Java, in liC Padang'sche uovculandcn, en 

te Atjeh te constateeren. 

Volgens lijtlcrs aan dczc zickte gcvoclcn zij op onrcgclma· 

tige tijdstippen Jat de penis nciging heeft zich in de buik

holtc terug tc trekk~n. In de gevallcn, waarin nict tijllig 

hulp wordt vcrstrekt, zoude dit ook wcrkclijk gcschiedcn, en de 

l)aticnt dan tcvens bezwijken. De lijdcrs zijn daarvoor natuur

lijk zccr bevrecsd. Zoodra zij dan ook bcmcrkeu dat de 

ccrstc vcrschijnsclen zich voonluen, ncmcn zij den penis in tic 
hantl on1 hct tcrug-lrckkt:n tc bclcttcn. Soms cchlcr kunncn 

zij dit zclf nict vulhoudcn, en mod dczc ther;tpic dour ccn 

antler worden uvergenomen. Urcn achtcreen mud son1s op die 

wijzc tlc penis worden vastgclwuden, terwijl in surnmi~c g-c

vallcn ccn vrij stcrkc kracht 111ud wunkn aan~cwcnd. 
Gcdurendc th:zc aanvallen worden de paticnlcn g-eplaagtl 

dour ccn hcvig angstgevucl, tcrwijl zij, n;tdal de a;utval gc

wckcn is, uilcrst vcnnoeitl en afgcrnal zijn. 
Omlrent de aanlcitling- tot hct optrctlcn van ccn aanval 

kon ik niets lc wctcn kun•t:n, ook nid op wclkcn lccflijd 

gcwuonlijk de ccrsl~.: a<tnvallcn zich vuunlut.:n. 

1895 Publication of J .c. Blonk 

Fig.2 
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Naar Aanleiding van het Opstel over 
,, Koro" van den Reer J. C. Blonk 

vorige Aflevering in de 
van dit Tijdschrift. 

DOOR 

P. C. J. VAN BRERO, 

2' Gcncesltcer aa11 Jut Krankzimzigmgesticltt tc Buitnz::org. 

De Heer BLONK beschreef in de laatste aflevering van dit 
tijdschrift een eigenaardig ziektebeeld, dat ik kortelijk hier 

memoreeren wil. 
In het zuidelijk gedeelte van Celebes zag hij lijders, wier 

penis af en toe, zonder dat hem de aanleiding daartoe be
kend was, neiging had zich in de buikholte terug te trekken, 
hetgeen, indien dit niet verhinderd werd, door dat of de lijders 
zelven of anderen de penis vasthielden, werkelijk gebeuren 

en dan den dood ten gevolge zou hebben. Deze aanvallen 
duurden soms uren, waren vergezeld van een hevigen angst, 
en werden door groote afgematheid · gevolgd. De verschijn
selen schenen bij menschen met een gestoord zenuwleven ge· 
vonden te worden, en werden door deze lieden uit een gevoel 
van schaamte verborgen gehouden. Omtrent herediteit, tijd
stip van optreden was hem niets bekend; persoonlijk kon hij 
dergelijke aanvalleu niet te zien krijgen. 

Deze interessante waarneming is belangrijk ten eerste als 
bijdrage tot de kennis der anthropologie van de bewoners in 
wier midden wij Ieven, en ten tweede als vermeerdering onzer 
kennis van die eigenaardige psychische stoornissen bekend 

1896 Publication of P.C.J. Van Brero 

Fig.3 
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a thoory of mmpulsive-<>bessive ideas behind Koro and 

asserts that this psychopathology has a mass distribu

tion among the 'half civilized poople' there. He aloo 

stresses the latent sexual rontent of the cases in the 

symptom formation of genital retraction (Fig.4}. 

9. 1897 

* A.H. Vorstman 

, 'Koro' in de Westerafdeeling van Bornoo. 

Genee61wndig Tijd6ch'ti6t voo't 

Nede'ttand6ch-Indie, 1897, 37, 499-505. 

# This paper mntains two Koro case reports from Kaliman

tan. The first case was of a native of Sintang district 

of Kalimantang and the semnd was a Chinese. Edwards 

( 1984) pro vi des a detailed acm unt of the first case 

as follows 

"The patient was found in bed, surrounded by a retinue 

and with an old man sitting at the foot of the bed. Having 

no information about the patient's symptoms during the 

preceeding days, Vorstman's examination and questioning 

failed to yield much insight into the man's problem. Based 

on prior experience, Vorstman concluded that alcohol abuse, 

a conrnon native habit, was the background of this case. 

Upon leaving the house, the Chinese official, who had ser

ved as interpreter, remarked that Vorstman was probably 

unsure of the nature of the patient's illness. He related 

that for the past eight days the patient's penis had been 

withdrawn into the belly; as a preventive measure the old 

man at the foot of the bed had been gripping his master's 

"obstinate 1 imb". Vorstman found this story interesting 

from the ethnographic standpoint but difficult to believe, 

especially on anatomical grounds. Subsequently, a different 

government patrol officer confrmed that the natives did 

believe in such a disease; and the district officer of 

Nangapinoh informed that in his district there was a corpse 

of a native who had died of this disease" (p.6). 



Koro, cine eigentbiimllche ZwnngsYol'l!tellnug. 
Yoo 

P. C.~. Taa Brero. 
lf\nt r.ler St.:J.aUirren&ll.Sta.lt z.u Buitenzorg (Ja\:>.). 

h• !•·llten llefle der .Genees~undig Tydschrift voor 
h4e '""'Jseh·lndie• fUr du Jahr IS95 beschritb •ler Herr 
J. C. Jlonk. ~lilit~r·.\rt~ eio Krankbeilsbild, welrhes ich hier l<urz 

"i"ln.'U Wlll. 
1111 wurde mllgetbetlt, dass im sUdlichen Theil •·o11 Celebes, 

,. \ier gr6sseren fnseln dts ou .. ludischen :\rchipels, 
·~<h bellnden. deren Penis ab und tu, ohne be~annte 

>cioung zei~te. sicb in die BaurhhOhle zurUck tu tiehen, 

li<'h g"'chehen. donn den Tod herbeifUhre. wenn die 
'bcr otler .\ndere nicht lrUhuitit: dns Glied festhielteu. 

"1\lle haueo bisweilen stundenlange Dauer, 'fl&ren be· 

Jer hefligen Angst, wurden •·ou gross•r .\bmlllung 
'\'Urthm bei Leuten mit einetn ~estUrlen :'\er•enleben 

be ihre .Krankheit" vor Scham verheimlichten. 
t.eit des Auftreleos ist ibm nichls bekaon\; rer· 
dergleieben .\nlllle niehl observiren. 
\ole Wabrnehmung i!l entens belangreirh als 

u der Anlhropologie der hiel!i~en 1'(\lker und 

•1ng un•erer Kenntnisse di<!l!er eigenthUmlichtn 
,, bekannt uoter dem Naroen \·on Zwnnt;s· 
veil Koro in einem ~inzelnen :1ber niltanten 

•n Symptoroen <liestr Psychopalhien. welche 

1 wabrgenommen hal. 

. of or. 
pub\\cat\on 

Fig.4 
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KORO LITERATURE FROM 1901 TO 1950 

There are 14 publications relevant to genital retraction or 

Koro available during this span of 50 years. One repJrt was of 

a Koro epidemic; 7 are discussion papers, 4 papers OJntain Koro 

case reports and 3 publications include the report of genital shrink

age/retraction symptom seOJndary to some psychiatric morbidities. 

All the three reports were by mtable personalities of psychiatry, 

viz. Emil Kraepelin(1913}; P. Schilder(1935} and Gustav Bychowski 

(1943}. The basic papers of Palthe in the thirties are valuable 

documents of early Koro research. 

1908 ICORO BPIDBMIC IN SZBCHWAN. CHINA 

10. 1908 

* J. Legendre 

, Une curieuse epidemie 

Annate6 de medecine cotoniate, 1908, 2, 280 (in Ftench). 

# It is a report of a Ko ro epidemic in China of 1908. It 

is also the first report of a Ko ro epidemic which was 

published in the western medical press (a French jour

nal). 

The epidemic affected about 20 male teenage students 

(age < 20 years} of a school in Szechwan, China. The 

author refers the OJndition as 60-i tchen, possibly 

a distorted rendering of sm-yang. He viewed this "geni

tal shrinking" syndrome as an "Asiatic psychosis which 

can manifest itself OJllectively as well as individually". 

Victim reOJvered speedily but had fear of impotence 

and the risk, "terrible for a Chinese", of being unable 

to procreate. The local emergency treatment OJnsisted 



of applying "methodical traction to the penis'! 

11. 1913 

* , 
8. Kraepelin 

P6ychiattie - Ein Lehtbuch 6ut Studietende und Atzte. 

8th edition, Voi.3, Johann Ambo6iu6 Batth, Leipzig. 
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# It is a treatise on manic-depressive illness where Kraepe

lin describes the fear of penile shrinkage as one of 

the hypJchondriacal delusions in the depressive state 

in German patients. He however did mt use the term 

Koro. 

12. 1934 

* P.M. van Wulfften Palthe 

, Koro-Een eigenaardige angstneurose 

Geizee61wndig Ti1d6chti{;t voot 

Nede tiand6ch -1 ndie, 79 34, 7 4, 1713-1 7 2 0. (Fig. 5) • 

13. 1935 

* , P.M. van Wulfften Palthe 

Koro - eine merl<wurdige angsthysterie. 

I nte tnationaie ZeU6ch ti{;t 6ut 

P6ychoanaiy6e, 1935a, 21, 'l49-'l57. (Fig.6). 

14. 1935 

* P.M. van Wulfften Palthe 

, Anavulling op het Artil<el "Koro, een 
Eigenaardige Angstneuro se" 

Genee61wndig Tijd6chti{;t voot 

Nede.tiand6ch-1ndie, 1935b, 75, 836-837. (Fig.7). 



KORO. 

Een eigeneardige angstneurose 1
), 

DOOR 

Prof. Dr. P.M. VAN WULFFTEN PALTHE. 

In het Gen. Tijdschrift v. Ned. lndie van 1895 komt een artikel voor van 
den officier van Oezondheid j. C. BLONK getiteld: ,Koro". In anderhalve 
bladzijde beschrijft hij hierin een ziektebeeld, dat hem van hooren zeggen 
bekend is en dat bij Boegineezen en Makassaren zou voorkomen. Volgens de 
lijders aan deze ziekte gevoelen ze op onregelmatige tijdstippen, dat de penis 
neiging heeft zich in de buikholte terug te trekken. Als dan niet tijdig hulp 
wordt verschaft zou dit ook werkelijk gebeuren en de lijder dan tevens be
zwijken. In hun vrees, dat dit geschieden zal, nemen zij de penis krachtig ter 
hand en Iaten zich, zoodra zij dit niet meer kunnen volhouden, hierbij door 
anderen bijstaan. Uren lang en met groote kracht wordt deze manoeuvre vol
gehouden. Het geheel gaat met groote angst gepaard en als na uren of dagen 
de aanval geweken is, voelen de patienten zich afgemat en uiterst vermoeid. 

BLONK meent, dat deze toestand zich op neurasthenischen bodem ont
. wikkelt en acht een verband met het geslachtsleven twijfelachtig. 

Het geval, dat hem bij de beschrijving voor oogen stond, betrof een intel
ligente djaksa, -die hem beloofd had te waarschuwen, wanneer er weer een 
aanval optrad, hetgeen echter niet geschiedde. 

Hoewel dus slechts gegevens uit de tweede hand verstrekt werden, moe
ten wij toch dankbaar erkennen, dat BLONK de eerste geweest is, die op dit 
ziektebeeld de aandacht vestigde. 

Dr. VoRSTMAN geeft in 1897 een beschrijving van hetzelfde ziektebeeld, 
waargenomen in de Westelijke Afdeeling van Borneo. Hij neemt den naam 
Koro over, omdat een andere benaming daarvan ter plaatse niet bekend is. 
Zijn geval betrof een lnlandsche ,grootheid", dien hij in bed aantrof omringd 
door gevolg en met een oud man aan het voeteneinde. VORSTMAN begreep 
eerst den aard van het lijden niet, maar werd door den hem begeleidenden 
Luitenant-Chinees ingelicht. Deze vertelde hem n.l., dat reeds gedurende acht 
dagen de penis van den patii!nt neiging had vertoond naar binnen te schieten. 
De oude man aan het voeteneinde had hem vastgehouden en zou het Ieven van 
zijn meester gered hebben. Bij nadere informatie bij Inlandsche bestuurs
ambtenaren kon hij omtrent dit ziektebeeld niets naders te weten komen. 
Slechts de toenmalige controleur van Nangoh- Pino kwam met het. verhaal, 
dat hij in een kampong het lijk van een Inlander gezien had, die aan die ziekte 

1) Bij de redactie ontvangen 24 September 1934. 

Goa. Tijdaclar. All. 26 2 

1934 Pub I ication of Dr. Pal the. 

Fig. 5 
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Aanvulling op het artikel: ,Koro, een eigenaardig angst
neurose" 1), 

ooor 

Prof. Dr. P. M. VAN WULFFTEN PALTHE. 

Wanneer de opvatting juist is, dat we in het Koro moeten zien een cas
tratie complex, een angst voor het teloor gaan van het geslachtskenmerk, dat 
eo ipso de dood beteekent (zij het dan, volgens onze opvattingen, niet het 
tegronde gaan van het individu doch de stamdood door het teloorgaan van het 
reproductievermogen) dan valt te verwachten dat Koro ook bij vrouwen zal 
moeten voorkomen. Dit schijnt nu inderdaad het geval te zijn, gelijk mij 
onlangs gebleken is o.m. uit een schrijven van den Zendingsarts te Koeala 
Kapoeas. 

,Uw artikel over Koro, maakte mij het ziektebeeld duidelijk van een 
,ongeveer 35-jarige man, die met dezelfde klachten mijn polikliniek bezocht. 
,Hij heeft periodiek het gevoel, dat zijn penis in de buik getrokken wordt, 
,waarbij hij erge angst heeft te zu11en sterven. Dit gevoel wordt voorafgegaan 
,door eigenaardige sensaties in de armen en beenen, die van de handen en 
,voeten naar de romp voortschrijden en dan komen de penis-sensaties. Het 
,geheel zou ongeveer een uur duren. 

· ,Hij is een typische neurotiker, maar in tegenste11ing met Uw geva11en 
,een eenvoudige tani. 

,Mijn lnheemsche helpers hebben mij verteld, dat het een nieuwe ziekte 
,is op Borneo de laatste vijf jaar. In 't bijzonder omstreeks 1930 heeft men 
,veel geva11en gehad aan de Katapan-rivier; nu komen nog sporadische 
,geva11en voor. 

,Bij sommige patienten zouden ook de armen en beenen tijdens een aan· 
,val stijf worden. De therapie is: trekken aan de penis en heftige massage 
,der extremiteiten. 

, Komt zoo'n aanval, wanneer een patient a11een is, dan wordt de penis 
,met een touw aan het been vastgebonden. De ziekte zou ook bij vrouwen voor· 
,komen ; dan willen de labia naar binnen schielen. In de Kampong Mandomai 
,zou een vrouw eraan gestorven zijn, want men kon hier niet hulp bieden aan 
,de geslachtsdeelen uit adat-overwegingen". 

Uit dit schrijven en uit nog enkele andere mij bekende gegevens blijkt, 
dat bij vrouwen het Koro bestaat uit sensaties van verdwijnende labia en het 
dunner worden der borsten, beide op te vatten als een teloor gaan van de 
typisch vrouwelijke geslachtskenmerken. 

1) Bij de redactie ontvangen 5 Maart 1935. 

1935 Publication of Dr. Palthe. 

Fig. 7 
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15. 1935 

* P. Schilder 

, The Image and Appeatance o6 the Human Body. 

Ttench Ttubnet & Co., London, 1935. 

# A well-km wn and widely referenced book which oontains 

rich clinical material on different aspects of body image 

perception and its disorders. Hypochondriacal ooncerns 

or processes, a coo rding to the author, sui generis, 

crystallize themselves about the experience of altered 

elements of the body image. 

In this time-homured momgraph on pathological distor

tion of the body-image he cites two cases with oom

plaints of genital shrinkage, but without using the label 

'Koro'. The first patient had varied perceptual devia

tions including shrinking of penis. The seoond patient 

oomplained of insomnia, mcturnal semen discharge, 

poor memory, oold extremities, frequent erections at 

the sight of the feet of either sex and extreme worry 

over masturbation. The patient's attention was focused 

on penis because of his hydroc.ele and he was greatly 

perturbed by the perception that his penis was shrink

ing. 

16. 1935 

* J.A. Slot 

, Koro in Zuid-Celebes. 

Genee6kund{g T {j d6ch t{6t voo 'L 

Nede'l.tand6ch-Zndie, 1935, 75, 817-820. 

# It is one of the most valuable and most oomprehensive 

clinical documents on Koro. It provides a detailed. report 

of two native researchers' interview of a traditional 

healer in the Macassaran area of Sulawesi. The. ethm

medical oognition of Koro aetiology was reoorded as 

the affliction of nerves ("nerve oontracting disease"), 
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physical labour, genital trauma (owing to fall from 

horse back) and imrooderate sexual practices. 

Clinical description included an initial stage of oold 

extremities, palpitation, sweating, paraesthesia of limbs 

followed by faintness, stiffening of the body, bulging 

eye-balls and retraction of penis with unoonsciousness 

in fatal cases. Association of fever was viewed as 

bad progmstic sign. 

Indigemus therapies advocated were manual traction 

of penis either self-induced or by others with vigorous 

massage of the limbs. Assistance from the opposite 

sex is prohibited because of the belief that even a 

touch of the opposite sex may yield a fatal outoome. 

After reoovery, a medicinal drink, made up of "mascu

line" ingredients is given to the male patients. The 

ingredients were a powdered mixture of deer horn, 

bamboo chips, lasomammelong (lasso=penis), the flowering 

shoots of the male palmyra (Borassus flabelliformis) 

and stalk of the arenga palm (Arenga sacchariera). 

Progmsis was viewed with bad outoome, specially in 

chronic cases which might culminate in death. Impotency 

and sterility in males were said to be the usual sequel. 

Prophylaxis included the moderate use of aloohol and 

total avoidance of legume like Kentjoes (Kaempferia 

galanga) which also means 'retract' or melon because 

of its springy tendrils and giant scallops and meat 

which greatly shrinks when oooked, stepping over a 

horse or tortoise stool was totally forbidden. One had 

to avoid walking in front of a tortoise, because if 

the animal retracts its head one way it is a negative 

sign, but if the head is retracted in the opp::1site direc

tion away from the person, it is a PJSitive sign as 

far as the chance for future Koro attack of the viewer 

is ooncerned. In Macassares dilect Koe.'l.o means tortoise. 

The author asserts that there may be a great psycho

dynamic significance attached to the Macassarese sexual-
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cultural prevalent pattern, viz. transvestite priests/ 

healers, homosexual practice among both sexes and 

pseudo-hermaphrodites, which play a role in the Koro 

symptom choice in vulnerable individuals(Fig.8). 

17. 1935 

* J.G.A. Mulder 

, Over Koro. 

Genee6fwnc:Ug Ttjd6cht~{,t voo'L 

Nedetiand6ch-Ind~e, 1935, 75, 837-838. 

# It is a brief rote on the ethmmedical aspect of cultural 

and religious cognition related to Koro among the Sula

wesi natives (Fig. 9). 

18. 1936 

* P.M. van Wulfften Pal the 

, Psychiatry and Neurology in the Tropics, in "A CUn~cat 

Textbook o{, Ttop~caf. Med~ci.ne", Eds. C.D. de Langen a 
A. Lichtenstein. G. Kolff a Co., Batavia, 1936, pp.525-

547. 

19. 1937 

* P.M. Van Wulfften Palthe 

, It Significanto Fa rense del 1 Ko ro 1 
• 

Atch~v~o V~ Anthtopof.ogica 
Cuminate, P6ichiatua Medici.na 
Legate, 79 3 7, 57, 17 3-18 2. 

# P.M. Van Wulfften Palthe, a Dutch physician, is a well

kmwn name in the area of early Koro research specially 

in the Indonesian context. His four papers (1934,' 1935a, 

1935b, 1937) and a chapter in a text book (1936) are 

most valuable early Koro documents which provide a 

rich and elaborate information on clinical, epidemic 



Kor6 In Zuld-Celebes ') •) •), 

DOOR 

Dr. j. A. SLOT, Gouvernements Arts. 

In tht cage. 
,What 1 say is, what 1 sa) I" 1 vociferate, 

as a Parrot in the gr<at cage of the World, 
1 hop screeching, ,What I say is I" from 
perch to perch. 

( L. P. SMITH, in ,More Trivia"). 

In het midden van 1933 berichtte de Controleur van Gowa (Onderafdee
ling van de Afdeeling Makassar) phonografisch, dat in een kleine kampong in 
zijn ressort de koro-ziekte was uitgebroken en verzocht mij ter plaatse een 
onderzoek naar den aard en de uitbreiding van deze ziekte in te stellen. 

Alvorens mij in gezelschap van een lnlandsch hoofd op weg te begeven 
had ik gelegenheid door toedoen van Dr. H. DE RooK kennis te nemen van 
een korte mededeeling, waarin de voornaamste verschijnselen van deze eigen
aardige ziekte worden beschreven'). 

Bij aankomst in de afgelegen, slechts te voet over sawahdtjkjes bereik· 
bare kampong deelde men ons mede, dat er inderdaad tegelijkertijd zes ge· 
vallen van kor6 waren voorgekomen, doch dat aile zieken hersteld waren en 3 
hunner reeds weer op de sawah aan het werk waren gegaan. De overige drie 
bleken in hun waning aanwezig te zijn, zoodat het, dank ziJ de tegenwoordig· 
heid van het lnlandsche hoofd, mogelijk was deze geheel volgens mijn wensch 
te ondervragen. 

Het betrof in aile gevallen eenvoudige kampongbewoners, die op het land 
hun werk vonden en in geen enkel opzicht verplicht of gedwongen waren hun 
houding in en tegenover de westersche samenleving te bepalen. Een belang· 
rijke, overigens voor de hand liggende reden tot het ontstaan eener neurose 
ontbrak derhalve. 

De eerstondervraagde verstond nauwelijks Maleisch; hij was ongeveer 
28 jaar oud, had een stevige, athletische lichaamsbouw en vertoonde geen 
grove somatische afwijklngen. Wat echter terstond opviPI waren de vermoeide 
gelaatstrekken. Hij deed een omstandig verhaal van zijn ziekte, die hij vroeger 
ook reeds had gehad. De hoofdzaak bestond hierin, dat zijn m~mbrum in 
volume afnam, hetgeen voor hem een aan!eiding was o:n medlbewoners te 

1 ) Bij de redactie ontvangen 20 Fehr. 1935. '> Aan de welwillende bemiddeling 
van de h.eeren NoEROEDDIN DAENG .MAGASS1NG, mcdewerker van den taalkundige Dr. 
CENSE, tn AtHMAD MARZOEKJ DAENO MARALA, fiscaal griffif'r, bc1de te Makassar, dank ik 
voor het overgroote de<! de gegevens, die aanleiding gaven tot de volgende bijdrage. 
1
) Aanvullende opmerkingen t>ij het artikel van Prof. van WuLFFrEN PAL THE: Koro, <en 

eigenoardige angstneurose, Oeneesk. Tijdschritt van Ned. lndi~, 1134 No. 26. ') P. C. J. 
YAH BRERO. Die Nerven und Geisteskrankheiten in den Tropen, Mense's H•ndbuch der 
Tropenkrankheiten, 2e Auflage, 1914. 

1935 Pub I ication of Or. Slot. 

Fig.8 
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Casuistische Mededeelingen. 
Over Kor6 1), 

DOOR 

J. G. A. MULDER, Off. v. Oez. 7ste kl. Tjalang. 

In aansluiting aan het artikel in het Geneeskundig Tijd6chrift van 
Nederlandsch-lndi~ van 25 December 1934 Afleverittg 26 dee! 74, handelende 
over een eigenaardlge angstneurose genaamd ,Koro", meen ik, gezien het 
vrij zeldzaam voorkomende ziektebeeld, een geval van Koro te moeten 
vermelden dat zich gedurende mijn praktijk te Balikpapan voordeed. Ook 
deze pati~nt was een welgestelde ontwikkelde Chinees. 

Geboren in China, vestigde hij zich later in Singapore en vervolgens 
in Balikpapan, terwijl hij nog geregeld voor zaken China bezocht. 

Pati~nt was een neuroticus, zag elke klacht zoowel van zichzelf als van 
de overige familieleden zwaar In en had bij een van deze gelegenheden 
wei eens verteld van een Chinees in Singapore die gestorven zou zljn aan 
het naar binnen schieten van den penis. Niet bekend met het zlektebeeld 
werd door mij dan ook aan deze mededeeling niet vee! waarde gehecht en geen 
verband gezocht met een latere klacht nl. over het uitblijven van erecties. 
Pllti~nt was voor de tweede keer getrouwd met een vee! jongere vrouw. 
Ondanks nauwkeurig onderzoek werd door mij geen oorzaak voor deze klacht 
gevonden tot ik op een avond met den meesten spoed bij den Chinees aan huis 
ontboden werd. Pati~nt lag te bed; groote angst was van het gelaat af te 
lezen en de geheele familie, om het bed gezeten, deelde in deze angst. Pa
tient vertelde mij zeer opgewonden dat de penis naar binnen wilde schieten 
en hield dat lichaamsdeel dan ook stevig vast, terwijl ik hierbij weer het 
geval van Singapore te hooren · kreeg. Patient had het zelf ook niet gezien, 
doch van hooren zeggen. 

1) Blj de redactle ontvangen 8 Maar! '35. 

0••· TQd.c:llr. Aft. 10 

1935 Publication of Dr. Mulder. 

Fig.9 
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and endemic aspects, linguistic genesis of the term 

'Koro' and ethnomedical perspective of genital retrac

tion syndrome. 

He regarded Koro as an unusual form of anxiety neuro

sis (1934). He believed that Koro in Indonesia appeared 

to have been imp:Jrted mainly by the Buginese from 

Sulawesi to Kalimantan. He made reference of the female 

expression of Koro - the genital and breast retraction. 

He analysed the genesis of the illness in terms of folk 

beliefs and orthography of the term Koro in Macassaran 

dialects. 

The 1935b paper oontains a case report, sent to the 

author as a letetr by a practising physician of Kuala

kapuas town in southeast Kalimantan. The report states: 

A farmer of about 35 years of age, probably of Nagadju 

ethnic group (Edwards, 1984), presented with Koro 

at the Kualakapuas polyclinic. The patient was a 'typi

cal neurotic". He had epis:>dic feelings that the penis 

was shrinking into the belly, causing a great apprehen

sion and fear of imminent death. There was a premoni

tory symptom of strange sensation in the arms. and 

trunks with radiation to the legs. The experience of 

penile shrinkage lasted for about an hour. Therapy 

oonsisted of penile pull with vigorous massage of the 

extremities. 

The disease was also observed in females, the chief 

oo mplaints being that the labia "shoot within". It was 

rnted that woman in Mandomai village died from Koro. 

The local law forbade men to help female illnesses 

relating to genetalia. 

The 1936 publication is a detailed description of various 

aspects of psychiatric and neurological morbidities 

prevalent in the then Dutch occupied Indonesia or Neder

landish-Indie. The psychiatry section of this paper 

is the English version of the earlier Dutch publication 

(1935b) by the author. 
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In the first portion the author discusses the eoological 

influence of the tropics ("the oonstant warmth, the 

loneliness, the eternal green and the absence of any 

change of the seasons") and the psychic adaptability 

of the European immigrants. Although the author fail 

to mte any pathological influence of tropical climate, 

many Europeans believed that 1 Tropical Madness 1 ("an 

insanity sup p3 sed to be caused by the soli tude, by 

the occult influences of the mystic East") and "Jungle 

Psychosis 11 (Characterized by persistent unsystematised 

delusions of referrence and persecution) were the result 

of magical influence ( dibih.irz gurza-gurza -in native lexioon) 

of the tro pies. 

The author provides a comprehensive discussion of 

the different" psycho pat hie disturbances among the 

natives", viz. Amuek or Amok, Latah and Koro. 

Palthe regards Koro as a "sort of anxiety state", which 

may in some cases last for several days. The tradi

tional belief of the Chinese in yin (female) and yang 

(male) principles has been implicated in Koro and thus 

the medicines of yang ( 11 parza6 11 or warm) principles are 

ruled for its cure. The author believes that this illness 

represents the oollective phantasy of castration fear. 

The author traces the historical background of castra

tion (e.g. amputation of penis) as a means that prevailed 

in the Chinese society of punishment for creation of 

eunuchs. Moroover, there was a widespread belief in 

the East-Indies that destruction of the genital organ 

implied destruction of life. All these so cio -cultural 

customs, the author advocates were resp:Jnsible for 

the developmen~ of the belief in penile retraction or 

shook-yang in the population. 

The author also attempts to trace the folk-etymology 

of the term 1 Ko ro 1 and it was evinced from a Chinese 

that the actual term is 'Kuro' or 'Kura 1
, meaning a 

tortoise. The word 1 Kwee Tho' means both 1 head of 
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a tortoise' and 'glans penis'. 

The author makes reference of a long-held custom of 

inserting a "penis rod" into the penis, in native langu

age 1 adj a, empaiang o 't utang 1 r FiR. 10) . It is a 4 em 

long slender rod with carefully rounded tips, used 

predominantly by pea ple who are inhabitants of those 

districts which in ancient times were under strong Chi

nese influence, and also by some tribal IXJpulation. These 

rods are inserted inside the penis by perforation and 

can be taken out at will. The author suggests that 

these rods were originally intended as a means to pre

vent shooting of the penis. A similar method of prophy

laxis, somewhat multilating in nature, is the perfora

tion of the glans penis by sharp pointed quills (Fig. 10) 

which is used in place of small penis rods while making 

journeys. These customs reflect the mass oognition regar

ding penile retraction as a dangerous illness entity 

in the IXJpulation. 

The 1937 case re(Xlrt of Koro was of legal importance 

because the Koro attack precipitated the onset of Amok 

leading to murder. The case was a 40 year old fisherman 

of Badjavanese ethnicity, a residentt of the mrthwest 

ooast of Flores who was arrested for murdering his 

wife during a fit of Amok. A oourt-ordered psychiatric 

examination disclosed that he was a Koro sufferer. 

The first attack took place three years earlier, 

precipitated by oold water during bathing, when the 

patient felt a sudden oold shock run all over his body 

with eventual penile retraction. Medicines from a native 

healer offered him gradual cure. In 1933, after his 

trip to Mecca (he belonged to the Islamic faith) he 

had m Koro sensation until the night of his attack 

of running amok. On that night of murder, he woke 

up suddenly, felt oold chills and retraction of penis 

which turned him "furious" with fear and perplexed 

and clouded his oonsciousness. He had total amnesia 



Penis rod 

Sharp pointed quill thruugh the glans penis, 

Fig.lO. Penis-rod and glans-penis perforation 
as Koro prophylaxis (Palthe, 1936). 
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regarding the event of murder. He had m marital mal

adjustment mr any sexual conflicts. He had m abmr

mality in any of the organ systems, mr he had any 

s:>matic ammalies of the body and genital organs. He 

was of· good nutritional status, was of mrmal behaviour 

and was mentally lucid. 

20. 1943 

• G. Bycho wski 

, Dis:> rders in the body-image in the clinical pictures 

of psychoses. 

Joutna1 o6 Netvou6 and Mentat Di6ea6e6, 1943, 97, 310-
335. 

# This paper contains a detailed clinical discussion on 

dis:>rders of body-image with rich case mtes. 

One case, a 46 year old Hebrew male, was presented 

with the complaints of severe depression, bereavements, 

marital conflicts, forbidden sexual impulses and feeling 

of absence of the penis. "This impression was s:> strong 

that the patient would frequently grab himself by his 

sex organs in order to be certain that they were still 

there". The author commented that : 

21. 1945 

"the disintegration of body image constitutes the source 

of most bizarre symptoms such as the exchange of bodies 

and projections of parts of the own body into the environ

ment • • • • In some cases the psychosis is centered around 

pathological awareness of change in body image. Depersonali

zation of the whole body or else of some organs may origi

nate in psychogenic mechanisms" (p.333). 

* R.P. Strong 

' Stitt' 6 Diagno6i6, Ptevention and Tteatment 

o6 Ttopicat Di6ea6e6. 

K.H. Lewi6 & Co., London, 7th Ed., 1945, pp.1145. 
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# It is a short note on Koro in a book on tropical disea

ses. Koro was identified as a special form of anxiety 

neurosis with a high prevalence amongst the Buginese 

and Macassarians in the Celebes and North Bo rnoo . 

The disease was known as "shook yang" among the Chi-

nese. 

22. 1948 

* F. Kobler 

, Description of an acute castration fear, based on supers

tition. 

P6ychoana1yUc Review, 1948, 35, 285-289. 

# It is a psychoanalytical discussion paper on Koro, based 

on the findings of a Chinese case. The genital retrac

tion symptomatology was viewed by the author as the 

expression of acute castration fear intermingled with 

cultural beliefs and superstitions. 

23. 1950 

* H. T. Chabot 

, Velf.want6chap, Stand en Sexe in Zui.d-Cete.be6. 

J.B. Woitelf.6, Djak.alf.ta, 1950. 

# It is a book devoted completely to the discussion of 

the conceptual frame of Koro psychodynamics in relation 

to the so cio -cultural and sexual construct and CD des 

of Macassarese poople. The author stresses the impacts 

of rapid social changes and implicated sociopsycholo

gical factors at the root of Koro symptomatology of 

the local inhabitants. The factors he identified were: 

keen competitiveness of Macassarese poo ple to attain 

social stability and material wealth, sexual i:Dnquests 

among them aml failure or feelings of anxiety and rower

lessness in this process of social cnmpetition. 

There is a nice case vignette gathered from a Macassaran 

informantt as follows 



"A man about 45, with wife and children, took a second wife. 

Afraid of the first wife's jealousy, he tried to keep the 

new relationship secret but in time the second marriage be

came known. One evening, he came home tired and fatigued. 

He got the shivers, broke out in a cold sweat, and felt that 

his penis was shrinking. At his cry for help, the neighbors 

came running. Only men helped him. One man tightly held the 

patient's penis while another went for a 1anw a native hea

ler. The 6an'l...O performed one ritual and after a while the 

anxiety disappeared, ending the day's attack"(p.165). 
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KORO LITERATURE FROM 1951 TO 1960 

Five publications in this decade are relevant in the ron

text of Koro as an emerging diagmstic entity. Yap's (Sl.No.24) 

article is one such pioneering one where he tries to locate 

the msological position of Koro within the rubric of autopatho

logical" culturally linked behavioural abmrmality. Arieti and 

Math's (Sl.No.27) credit has to do with the fact that they inmr

porate Koro in a text book of psychiatry. There is m separate 

publication on the 1955 Guangdong (China) Koro epidemic, but 

it is mentioned in a review article by Jilek (1986). 

24. 1951 

* P.M. Yap 

, Mental diseases peculiar to certain cultures: A survey 

of mmparative psychiatry. 

Joutnat o6 Me.ntat Science, 1951, 97, 313-327. 

II This is one of the pioneering papers on transcultural 

psychiatry which in an elegant analysis of Western 

psychiatric msology and oriental psychiatric mani

festations attempts to bridge the universality of cul

tural influence on mental illness over place and time. 

It also describes the mncept .of mrmality as envisioned 

in western psychiatric perspectives. In the categoriza

tion of culture specific mental disorders, the author 

tries to follow two broad divisions : ( 1) autopatho

logical - those mnditions regarded as abmrmal in cul

tures in which they are found, but regarded as mrmal 

in amther cultural setting, and (2) automrmal - beha

viours perceived as mrmal in their own culture but 

which would be regarded as a disease mndition in 

Euro-American civilization. 
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In the former category the author provides a brief 

reference of psychic contagions with a number of exam

ples from medieval Europe. He includes the examples 

of Koro, Latah, Amok and Wihtigo psychosis under 

this heading with a brief account of each. For Koro 

he states 

"That it is a psychogenic illness resting on superstition 

there can be no doubt. There is a wealth of folk-lore 

in connection with this disease, but it is probable that 

actual hysterical anaesthesia of the penis, or some distur

bance of the "body-image" occurs •••• Nosologically Koro 

is, I believe, an acute anxiety state (panic) in persons 

with sexual conflicts and preoccupations". (P.318). 

In the cate~ry of 'Automrmal and heteropathological 

forms of behaviour' the author includes the following 

varieties homosexuality, possession, the potlatch 

of British Columbia, the touch taboos of the .lllbuan 

islanders, thanatomania and yogism. There is a nice 

analytical overview on cultural factors as a contributor 

to mental symptoms viz. richness of psychiatric sympto

matology and patient's intellectual and cultural reSJur

ces; cultural basis o f del usia n, o b session and co m pul

sion and social repressive mechanisms and the analogy 

between schizophrenic and primitive ways of thought 

etc. The author also highlights socio-cultural cues 

to the proneness to mental conflict in different social 

groups. 

25. 1954 

* , 

# 

G. Devereux 

Primitive genital mutilations in a neurotic's dream. 

1 outrzat op A me ucarz P 6ychoarzatyt.i.cat A6Mc.i.at.i.orz ,, 19 54, 

2, 484-492. 

This paper provides an excellent analytical discussion 

on a dream content of a young nurse and its symbolic 

relation with manifold phallic mutations of anthropo-
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logical interest. The author makes rote of penile 

encrustations with small precious stones (in Indonesia), 

Koro and ampallang in the oontext of castration fear 

and fantasy. He also provides a case history of a 

Jewish adolescent who maneuvered his circumcised 

penis in way that approximated the imaginary Koro 

situation. In a rich cross-cultural examples the author 

tries to highlight the fact that "a fantasy, thought 

or wish which is culturally implemented in one society 

may appear in amther society in the geuise of an 

idiosyncratic, unoo nscio us 

fantasy". 

or partially oonscious, 

1955 : ICORO BPIDBMIC IN GUANGDONG, CHINA 

26. 1956 

* R~ Linton 

, Cu.itu.te. and Me.ntai Vi6otde.'L6. 

Chatie.6 C. T homa6, Spung(,(.e.id, Iii. 79 56. 

# It is one of the earlier books that is oompletely devo

ted to the theme of cultural influence on mental symp

toms. The author provides the results of a systematic 

survey on the issue of cultural oorrelation with mental 

disorders. It contains a duscussion on the psycho

pathology of Koro and states that in Koro a psychotic

like loss of reality testing occurs. It also describes 

the female Koro symptoms. 

27. 1959 

* S. Arieti 6 J.M. Math 

' Rare, unclassifiable, oollective and exotic syndromes. 

In, Ame.tican Handbook. oiJ P6ychiahy, Vot. 1, pp. 546, 
7959. Ba6ic Book.6, New Yo'Lk. 
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This is a chapter in a book where Koro is included 

as a culture-bound mental dioorder under the heading 

of rare, unclassified, oollective and exotic psychotic 

syndromes. A two-l)Jint diagrostic criteria for Koro 

is PJStulated by the authors : fear from experience 

of shrinkage of penis and the cultural interpretation 

of this experience. 

28. 1960 

* Sir P .H. Manmn-Bahr 

, Kuru, Latah, Running Amok and Koro. 

In, Ttopicat V.i.6e.a6e.6 - A Manuat o6 the. D.i.6e.a6e.6 o6 
the. Watm CUmate.. 

Chapter 35, pp.575-578, 15th Ed., 1960, Cassel, London. 

# It is a brief chapter in a book dealing with four 

types of diseases prevalent in the south-east Asia regions. 

Tne author describes each of the diseases with a 

brief epidemiological background and clinical features. 

It is interesting to rote that the term 'Kuru' is a 

native name for a central nervous system disorder 

of the Mount Michael area in the eastern Highlands 

of New Guinea. 

Ko ro is defined as a form of anxiety neurosis and 

sexual oonflicts are identified as the oource of anxiety. 

An analogous state in women is also described where 

a sense of diminution of the labia and shrinkage of 

the breasts oonstitute the cardinal feature. The author 

enumerates different pathological factors as Koro preci

pitator, viz. oedema of the lower abdomen, hernia, 

hydrocele and elephantiasis of the sera tum. 
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KORO LITERATURE FROM 1961 TO 1970 

A total of 19 reports on Koro or Koro related topics have 

been published during this decade (Sl.Nos.29 to 47l, among which 

8 were of new cases viz. from Taiwan (Sl.Nos.31,37); Singapore 

(51. No • 33) ; liJ ng Kong ( Sl. No. 35), England ( Sl. No • 36), France (51. 

No • 42) and USA (51. No . 4 7), 7 discussion papers (51. Nos. 29, 30, 34, 

38,40,41,46) and 3 rep:>rts of the 1967 Koro epidemic of Singapore 

(Sl.Nos.43-45). There were ro separate published reports of the 

1966 Guangdong (China) Koro epidemic which is cited by Jilek 

(1986). 

Publications of this decade are immensely important in Koro 

research because these are marked by three remarkable events, 

viz. (1) the publication of Dr. Pow Meng Yap's 1965 paper, "Koro

A culture-bound depersonalization syndrome" - a superbly master

ful report which has been extensively cited by all Koro researchers 

till date; (2) Dr. Yap's relentless and untiring effort to establish 

the rosological status of Koro in the sphere of academic psychia

try and (3) the occurence of a large Koro epidemic in Singapore. 

The Chinese concept of Yin-Yang imbalance and Koro symptomato

logy are also discussed and focussed with great precision by Dr.Ah 

Leng Gwee of Singapore and Dr. Hsien Rin of Taiwan. 

29. 1961 

* van H.R. Gulik 

, Sex.uat U.{,e -in Ancient Ch-ina. Lei den, 1961. 

# It is a valuable bJol< of socio-anthropological interest by 

Gulil<, a well-l<rown sirologist, on sexual life in ancient 

China, incorporating diverse cultural myths and tradi

tional practices related to sexuality. There is a discus

sion on symbolic connotations of turtle with Koro social 

cognition. It analyses the gradual shift of social values 

attached to the turtle with references from Ming dynasty 
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dJcuments : The Chinese poople until Ming dynasty used 

turtle as an artistic and literary symbol for longevity 

and the vital forces of life. Later, it was symbolically 

oonnected with illness oognition of Koro because of the 

similarity between the head of this long-lived crea-

ture and the glans penis. 

30. 1962 

* P.M. Yap 

, Words and things in oomparative psychiatry with special 

reference to the exotic psychoses. 

Acta P6ychiat'Li..ca Scarzdinavica, 1962, 38, 163-169. 

# It is a transcultural analaysis of the mEDlogical aspects 

of "exotic psychoses". The author proposed that the 

term 'exotic psychoses' (to designate the various culture

linked psychological illnesses including Koro) be re

placed by the term' atypical culture-bound psychogenic 

p~ycho sis' . 

31. 1963 

* H. Rin 

, Koro A oonsideration on Chinese ooncepts of illness 

and case illustrations. 

T'Lan6cuUU'r.at P6ychiatuc Re6ea'Lch Review, 1963, 15, 

23-30. 

# It is the first Koro report published in Transcultural 

Psychiatric Research Review. It oontains a detailed 

discussion of the Chinese ooncept (yin-yang disturbances) 

of genital retraction with two detailed clinical case 

reports. The first case was with multiple neurotic ele

ments and sexual oonflicts and in the seoond one the 

Koro symptomatology was discussed at the background 

of paramid state. Both the cases were Chinese. 
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32. 1963 

• T. A. Baasher 

, The influence of culture on psychiatric manifestations. 

Ttan6cuUutat P6ych.i.at'Li..c Re6eatch, 'Rev.i.ew 1963, 15, 5 1'-52. 

# It is a discussion paper devoted to the transcultural 

analysis of symptoms of mental illness in the a:mtext 

of African culture. The author cited examples of cultural 

effect on the mgnition of mental illness in different 

ethnic groups like Uduk and Jumjum of Sudan. The find

ing of penile shrinkage like that in Ko ro was also enm un

tered in some Sudanese youths having a close resemblance 

with that found in the mntext of Chinese cultures. The 

author states, 

33. 1963 

"The condition is seen in patients with i11111ature personality, 

and is associated with false concepts regarding the harmful 

effects of masturbation, which is believed to maim the penis, 

paralyse the hand, and rot the brain. It is interesting to 

note that in Southeast Asian there is the parallel belief 

that masturbation would bring about6uo-yangor Koto. In the 

Sudanese who complained of shrinking of the penis, there was 

no belief that the penis would disappear into the abdomen. 

The latter symptom seems to be rooted in the cultural soil ; 

hence it is reasonable to suggest that psychiatric conditions 

like Koro are anxiety states and that the different patterns 

which have been observed are culturally determined" (p.52). 

* A.L. Gwee 

, Ko ro : A cultural disease. 

S.i.ngapote Med.i.cat Joutnat, 1963, 4, 119-122. 

# It is one of the pioneering rep:>rts on the cultural 

aspect of Koro in reference to Chinese socio-cultural 

beliefs and traditional practices. 
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Citations and illustrations of various old Chinese medical 

texts regarding penile shrinkage is an important oontri

bution of this paper. The author discusses the psycho

dynamics of penile retraction in terms of fear of castra

tion and presented three Chinese cases with follow-up 

of seven years. He advocates the rosological status 

of Koro as an acute hysterical panic reaction brought 

on by auto or hetero-suggestion. 

M. 1964 

* P.M. Yap 

, Koro or Suk-yoong : An atypical culture-bound psychia

tric disorder found in Southern Chinese. 

Ttan6cuttwr.ai P6ych.iatuc Re6eatch Rev.iew, 1964, 1, 36-38. 

# This is an abstract of the paper presented by Yap at 

the Joint meeting of the Japanese Society of Neurology 

and Psychiatry and the American Psychiatric Association, 

held in Tokyo in May 1963. 

A brief acoount of 19 Koro or sw-yang caases is depic

ted along with their clinical manifestations. It was roted 

that only a feeling of numbness or ooldness in the penis 

may be the sole complaint in some cases. The associa

tion of Koro with clouding of oonsciousness and pararoid 

thinking and with auditory hallucinations of depression 

was also reoo rded. 

The author regards Koro as a form of localized depersona

lization of the penis. He asserts that the portion of 

the body image oorresponding to the penis is very weak, 

since the penis is a toneless organ and is rot under 

voluntary muscular movement. Its proprioceptive percep

tion is dependent on episodic emotional arousal. The 

cultural belief in sm-yang has a dual role in the symp

tom manifestation in Koro, viz. patho-plastic as well 

as pathogenic. 
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35. 1965 

* P.M. Yap 

, Koro - A culture-bound depers:malization syndrome. 

BuU6h Jou'tnaf. o6 P6ychiat'ty, 196Sa, 111, 43-50. 

# This is the first clinical rep:>rt on Koro published in 

the British Journal of Psychiatry. It is a time-homured, 

most extensively cited pioneering research paper contain

ing detailed clinical description, historical background, 

aetiology and msological clarification of Koro, based 

on the author's study of 19 Chinese Koro cases, collec

ted over 15 years in 1-bng Kong. Koro was labelled as 

a culture-bound depersonalization syndrome. 

This paper first reported the association of Koro with 

drug abuse (heroin withdrawal phase), schizophrenia, 

general paresis and manic-depressive disorder. It also 

for the first time rep:>rted the different personality 

types of Ko ro cases as per DSM criteria. Detailed sexual 

history of the cases was amther important feature of 

this a coo unt. 

The hypothesis of depersonalization as its phemmem

lo gical genesis has been presented as 

36. 1965 

"This is a unique example of a depersonalization syndrome 

whose form and content, and indeed occurrence and distribution, 

are determined by a combination of social and cultural factors 

acting on predisposed personalities. The depersonalization 

is seen as a dissociative mechanism affecting the integrity 

of the body-image. Unlike ordinary states of depersonalization, 

the Koro patient has insight into his own condition only in 

a restricted sense, and moreover does not suffer a general 

disturbance of affective responsiveness" (p.49}. 

* P.M. Yap 

, Koro in a Briton. 

BU.U6h Joutnaf. o6 P6ychiatty, 1965b, 111, 774-775. 
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# This paper presents two forms of culture-bound psychia

tric syndromes - 6uo-yang or Koro and pa-ie.ng or Frigo

phobia (fear of cold). The author describes one case 

of Koro and three cases of Frigophobia, all Chinese. 

Both the syndromes were related to the Chinese mncept 

of vitality and the belief that its deficiency will have 

serious m nseq uences . 

Reviewing all his cases the autthor drew a mmpariSln be

tween these two clinical states, which revealed a set of 

characteristics of each in Sl far as the similarities and 

dissimilarities were concerned. Four similarities between 

Koro and Frigophobia were enumerated as follows : (1) 

a mre symptom of extreme fear of loss of bodily energy 

or vitality; (2) imagined loss or deficiency in vital 

strength attributed to disharroony between yin and yang 

elements. These are two oomplementary forces which, 

acoording to the Chinese traditional belief, have to 

be in harmony to ensure health. In Ko ro the yang ele

ments (semen and blood) are involved and in Frigopho

bia the yin elements i.e. the mld and wind; ( 3) asso

ciation of the mre symptom with various other psychia

tric symptoms, and (4) self-administration of various 

remedies intended to oounteract loss of vitality. 

1967 : KORO BPIDBMIC IN SINGAPORB 

40. 1967 

* , 

# 

P.M. Yap 

Classifica t:io n of the culture-bound reactive syndromes. 

AU6t'laUan & New Ze.aiand Joutnat o6 P6ych.i.at'ly, 7 967, 

1, 172-179. 

This is a discussion paper devoted to the elucidation 

of msological status of Koro as a culture-bound syndrome. 
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# It is a case rePJrt of Koro in a Briton and the sea:md 

rePJrt in the Koro literature of Koro-ass:>ciation with 

drug abuse (amphetamine}. 

37. 1965 

* H. Rin 

, A study of the aetiology of Koro in respect to the Chi

nese oo neap t o f illness. 

lntetnationai Joutnat o~ SocA.at P6ych.iahy, 1965, 11, 

7-13. 

# It rontains the detailed clinical description of two Koro 

cases reported earlier (Rin, 1963}. This is the first 

Koro report published in the International Journal of 

Social Psychiatry. 

38. 1965 

* B.D. WittkDwer 6 H. Rin 

, Transcultural Psychiatry 

Atch.i.ve6 o~ Genewt P6ych.iat'Ly, 1965, 13, 387-394. 

# It is a discussion paper · rontaining the proposition of 

the new academic subspeciality of • Transcultural Psychia

try• in the oontext of the establishment of. Transcul

tural Psychiatric Studies at the Department of Psychia

try of McGill University, Canada. the soope of this 

new discipline including the basic roncepts, definition, 

ms:>logical boundaries and research methodologies is 

discussed. It als:> oontains an acoount of data on culture

bound psychiatric dis:>rders including a brief mte on 

Koro. 

1966 

39. 1966 

. . 

* H. Rin 

KORO BPIDBMIC : IN GUANGDONG, CHINA 

, Two forms of vital deficiency syndrome among Chinese 

male mental patients. 
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The author attempted to establish two distinct phem

memlogical oomiXJnents in the Koro symptom formation -

viz. deperSJnalization or body-image disturbances, which 

he asserted, is universal in its distribution, but it 

is the specific cultural attention and interpretation which 

hal ps it to express as a 1 culture-bound syndrome 1 
• 

41. 1968 

* A.L. Gwee 

, Koro - its origin and nature as a disease entity. 

Si.ngapote Medi.cat Joutnatl 1968 I 9 I 3-6. 

# It is a discussion paper on Koro with rich information 

of Chinese cultural beliefs and traditional Chinese medi

cal references on genital retraction pathology. It oon

tains an elegant analysis of Koro, its definition, an 

orthography of the term Koro with citation from ancient 

Chinese medical texts (five citations - both in Chinese 

script and in English translation) and one acupuncture 

meridian diagram used for the treatment of genital retrac

tion. 

42 1968 

* M. lburgmis 

, A Koro syndrome in a patient from Charenton : An ethm

psychiatric transiXJsition. 

Annate6 Medi.co-P6ychotog.i.que6 1 7968 1 7 I 749-751 (.in 

Fterzch). 

# This paper emphasizes the imiXJrtance of intercultural 

psychiatric oontributions to psychopathology in a dis

cussion of the symptomatology (fear of castration and 

death, reactional hyiXJchondria, focalized deperSJnaliza

tion etc.) of a 37 year old male. The symptomatology 

was related to that of the Koro or suk-yoong syndrome 

(penis retraction) native to the far East. 
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43. 1968 

* C.T. Mun 

, Epidemic Koro in SingapJre 

B'Liti6h Medical Jou'Lna1, 1968, i, 640-641 (L). 

# It is the first brief repJrt of the SingapJre Koro epide

mic. It describes the epidemic with two case illustra

tions: one a 16 year old school boy and the other a 

4-month old male baby whose mother cnmplained that 

the baby was suffering from penile retraction. It alED 

mentioned the occurrence of Koro in Malays from a 

GP's accnunt of past ten years' prctice. 

44. 1969 

* P.W. Ngui 

, The Koro epidemic in SingapJre. 

Au6t'LaUan and New Zeaiand Jou'Lnat o6 P6ychiat'Ly, 7969, 

3, 263-266. 

# It is the detailed repJ rt of the Ko ro epidemic of Singa

pJre. In the first {X>rtion of the paper the author 

discusses the historical background of Koro illness 

in relation to the traditional Chinese medical dictums 

and south-east Asian ED cio -cultural background. 

The secnnd part cnntains a detailed reporting of the 

Koro epidemic which took place on 29th October, 1967. 

just after the out-treak of swine fever of July, 1967. 

A total number of 536 cases (521 males and 15 females) 

were seen in OPDs -of the two General liJspitals, viz. 

Outram Road and ThomEDn Road liJspitals. Six cases 

were below the age of 6 with one only 7-IOOnth old. 

The apprehensive parents brought them to the clinic. 

A detailed demographic and clinical analysis of 226 

cases (220 males and 6 females) was provided as follows: 
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Ethnicity - 96% Chinese : 1. 4% Malays; 1. 8% Indians and 

0.4% Eurasians. Age - 96.6% were between 11-40 years 

age group, majority being (48.6%) between ages 21-40; 

30.5% between ages 16-20 yeai's and 15.5% between 

11-15 years of ages. Marital status - 76.8% males wei'e 

single and 5 out of 6 females were single. Education 

in the males, 54% had a primary level education; 39.5% 

seoondary level and 0. 9% highei' education. In the fema

les, 2 were uneducated, 3 had primary and one had 

seoondary level education. 

Symptomatology : 72.3% males pi'esented with the classi

cal picture of Koro. The three most oommon symptoms 

were - fear in the fa I'm of acute anxiety in 90. 5%; 

genital shi'inkage in 74.5% and genital retraction in 

60.9% cases. Othei' complaints wei'e : palpitation ( 41.4%), 

brethlessness {10.9%), oollapse (9.5%); body pain {6.8%), 

visual bl UI'I'ing ( 6. 8%) ; fainting ( 6. 4%) ; vomiting o I' 

nausea ( 5. 9%) ; paraesthesia ( 5%) ; genital pain ( 3. 6%) 

a·nd bodily spasm ( 2. 7%) . 

In the females - 5 had complaints of I'etraction of the 

nipples of the breasts and one complained of I'etraction 

of the vulva. 

In the males, 24.5% had past koowledge of Koro and 

76.4% had the oonviction that eating p:>I'k was I'elated 

with the Ko ro attack. 43.6% of males atti'ibuted their 

Ko ro attack to pork, 4. 6% to venereal disease and 3. 2% 

to sexual activity. 

The pi'ecipitating facto I'S ro ted were 2 cases with 

sexual activities {one aftei' masturbation, one following 

sexual intei'oourse), 25.9% had the attack during mictura

tion, 1. 2% after defaecation; 17.3% after an exp:> sure 

to chill, oold weather oi' airoonditioning and in 15.9% 

cases the attack came on during or soon after bath. 

Two cases of submi'mality, both siblings were also 

reoorded. They showed the features of Laurence-Moon

Biedl syndrome. 
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Attack frequencies showed that 81.4% males had a single 

attack, 8.2% had two attacks and 10.5% had more than 

two attacks. 

The author . cnmmented that Koro should be regarded 

as a culture-bound psychogenic illness because cultural 

beliefs play a major role in its genesis. In favour 

of this cnntention he cited the example of this Koro 

epidemic which was initiated only after rumours that 

Koro could be caused by eating infected p;:»rk. 

A photograph of 'li tang hok' or jeweller's instrument, 

grasping the retracting penis of a Koro patient is an 

extra credit of the paper (Fig .11) . 

45 1969 

* Koro Study Team 
(Chairman: A.L. Gwee) 

, The Koro 11 epidemic 11 in Singap;:»re. 

Singapo'l.e. Me.dicat Jou'l.nat, 7969, 10, 234-242. 

# It is the third survery rep;:»rt of the Singap;:»re Koro 

epidemic with SJme detailed discussion on the epidemic 

pattern according to p;:»stal areas, ethnic distributions 

and incidence frequencies of cases at hospital OPDs. 

The survey covered 235 cases (227 males and 8 females) 

who were called by letters for interview. The paper 

provides an excellent account of basic demography, 

ethnic profile, details of clinical presentations with 

two photographs of 'li tang hok', the device (jeweller's 

instrument) that was used far clasping the retracting 

penis. The clinical material is almost the same as 

that of Ngui's (1969) rep;:»rt. 

46. 1969 

* P.M. Yap 



Fig.11 Double-bladed clasping jeweller's instrument 
"li tang hok" used to prevent the penis 
from shooting into the abdomen ( Ngui, 
1969). 
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t The culture-boWld reactive syndromes. In, Me.ntat He.atth 

Re.6e.atch i.n A6i.a and the. Paci.{,i.c. Eds. W. Gaudill and 

T.Y. Lin. East-West Center Press, Ibmlulu, 1969, pp.33-

53. 

# It is a chapter in a oook which mntains the msological 

proposition for the 1 culture-boWld reactive syndromes 11
, 

which in fact was an attempt to balance between the 

German and Scandinavian scientific taxom mies far reac

tive psychoses to exotic terms (Jilek, 1982). The author 

provides the following schematic categorization for 

culture-bound syndromes, where Koro was included within 

the category of emotional syndrome : 

1. Paramid Syndromes 

2. Emotional Syndromes 

2(1) Depersonalization states : Koro 

2(2) Fear-induced depressive states Sus to 

3. Syndromes of disordered mnsciousness 

47. 1970 

3(1) Impaired mnsciousness : Latah reaction 

3(2) Turbid states : malignant anxiety, amok, negi

negi 

3(3) Dissociated mnsciousness certain types 

of possession syndrome, hsich-ping, windigo 

psychosis. 

* J.G. Edwards 

, The Koro pattern of depersonalization in an American 

Schim phrenic patient. 

Ame.'tican loutnat o6 P6ychi.atty, 1970, 126, 1171-1173. 

# The author distinguishes the 1 Ko ro pattern of depersona

lization' from 'Koro ', the folk illness. The former is 

probably Wliversal in its distribution and more mmm:m 

than generally supposed - an example in an American 
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schimphrenic is described. The interpretation of the 

sensation of penile shrinkage varies from culture to 

culture and age to age. In certain eastern oo untries 

fo ll< belief allows for the occurrence of 1 Ko ro 1 
, altho ugh 

formerly the experience may have been regarded as 

due to witchcraft. 
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KORO LITERATURE FROM 1971 TO 1980 

A to tal of 20 repJ rts were published during this decade, of 

which four (Sl.Nos.48,50,51,53) were discussion papers; four (56,58, 

59, 64) were repJ rts of the 1976 Ko ro epidemic in Thailand and 

one (60) of the Koro epidemic in Palembang, Indonesia, and nine 

of new Koro case repJrtings (49,52,54,55,57,61,63,65,66) and two 

( 61,67) of which were Koro-like cases. Among the new cases, three 

were from Canada (49,54,55); one from USA in ass:>ciation with 

drug abuse (52); two cases from England (61,65); one was from 

Israel (57); two from Nigeria (62,63) and one from Flores, Indo

nesia (66). 

There is rn officially published repJrt of the 1974 Koro 

epidemic of Guangdong, China. It is mentioned by Jilek (1986). 

The repJrt of a mini Koro epidemic in Palembang, Indonesia 

in 1975 is _a pers:mal communication to the author by Dr. Sofyan 

M:>ekti, MD, M.Sc., Head of the Palembang Municipal Health Service 

and Lecturer, Department of Medical Faculty, Sriwijaya University, 

Sumatra , Indonesia ( 58} . 

The 1979 "Penis-diappearing" epid~mic in Lagos, Nigeria, 

has rn separate published repJrt. Profess:>r H.B.M. Murphy (1982) 

in his book 'Comparative Psychiatry' (page 275) mentions this 

Koro-like phernmernn as a personal communication from Dr. Femi 

Morakinyo of Ilelfe and later this topic was elaborately discussed 

by Ilechukwu (1988) in the 'Transcultural Psychiatry Research 

Review'. In view of the increasing impJrtance of Nigeria in the 

ron-Chinese world Koro goography, the report regarding the percep

tual deviation of penis-image by Anumonye and AdaranijJ (1978) 

is included here (61). A larger epidemic of 'penis-loss' in 1990 

in Nigeria was repJrted by Ilechukwu in 1992 in the 'Transcultural 

Psychiatric Research Review' . 

--------------------------------------------
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48. 1971 

* Bditor 

, Abstracted Editorial re~rt in the section of 'Research 

and Observations : routh-east Asia' of Ttan6cuitutal P6y

chi.atuc Re6eatch Revi.ew, 7971, 8, 32-34. 

# This re~rt is based on two earlier published reports 

of the 1967 Koro epidemic of Singapore by Gwee (1968) 

and Ngui (1969) and on amther paper on Koro by A.L. 

Gwee, presented at the World Federation of Mental Health 

Workshop Mental Trends in a Developing S:>ciety, 

held in Singapore in April 1970. 

The concept of the syndrome in traditional Chinese 

medicine as "transposition of the symptoms of Yin and 

Yan" was discussed by Gwee and Ngui along with some 

salient demographic and clinical data of the epidemic. 

Presence of anxiety in three-quarters of the patients 

interviewed was a significant clinical observation. Both 

the authors questioned Yap's pro position of Koro as 

a deeprronalization syndrome. They asserted that in 

Koro the traditional social concepts and individual psy

chic vulnerability were alro significant contributors. 

The Editor commented that although there was rome 

difference between Koro in Makassarese (and other Indo

nesian poople) and the Chinese syndrome of Shook Yang, 

the term 'Koro' had earned wider acceptance, even 

in the designation of the Chinese Shook Yang cases 

also, because of the western literature. 

49. 1972 

* Y .D. Lapierre 

, Koro in a French Canadian. 

Canadian P6ychi.atti.c A6Mciati.on Joutnat, 1972, 17, 

333-334. 
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# This is the first Koro case report from Canada, 

described in a 55-year old French Canadian at the back

ground of organic depression ( 3 days after lobectomy 

operation fur bronchial carcimma). He had history 

of solitary attack of depression with auditory hallucina

tion in the past. For a few months prior to lobectomy 

he was als:1 suffering from impotency and after a few 

weeks of his Koro attack he was diagmsed as having 

a cerebral tumour in the left fronto-temporal region. 

The author suggests that, in addition to the cultural 

factors, psychogenic localized depersonalization due 

to post-operative stress may be an important oontributor 

to the development of Ko ro syndrome. This case is 

an important example of Koro in association with organic 

illness. 

50. 1973 

51. 

* A.R. Mikhail 

, Exotic syndro mas A review. 

Fote.ign P6ychiatty 1 197 31 21 55-84. 

# It is a review paper on 'exotic syndromes'. A classi

fication of oomparatively rare mental dis:1rders is propo

sed, and fur each the epidemiology, etiology, treatment 

and pro gm sis are discussed. Syndro mas reviewed are: 

(a) situation-specific dis:1 rders like Ganser's syndrome 

and folie-a-deux; (b) idiopathic dis:1 rders e.g. Gilles 

de la Tourette's disease and Capgras, Clerambault and 

Cotrad syndromes; (C) culture-bound dis:1rders like 

Amok, Lata, Koro, Voodoo death and Whitigo psychosis 

and Arctic hysteria and (d) Atypical psychosis like 

cycloid psychosis, affect-laden paraphrenia, parodic 

catatonia and schim phrenia. 

1973 

* I. Marks & M. Lader 

, Anxiety states (anxiety neurosis) A review. 
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Joutnat o6 Netvou~ and Mentat Di~ea~e~, 1973, 156, 

3-18. 

# It is a review article on anxiety states. In the section 

of epidemics of acute anxiety, the authors discuss Ko ro 

(the 1967 Singapore epidemic) and designate it as reminis

cent of other forms of acute anxiety with cultural speci

ficity and present the western similarity in the feeling 

of homosexual and panic attack, which is of oourse 

seen in 9l li tar·y epiSl des and m t in epidemic form. 

52. 1973 

* T.W. Ibw 6 D.A. Silver 

, Drug-induced Ko ro syndrome. 

Joutnat o6 the Fiotida Medicat AMociation, 1973, 60, 

32. 

# This is the third case report of Koro in asSlciation 

with drug abuse (Amphetamine, methadone, cannabis 

and LSD). It describes the case of a 20 year old Cana

dian youth who presented with the oomplaints of vague 

aches, feelings of deperSlnalization and a panic over 

a feeling that his penis was shrinking. He took six 

amphetamine tablets (Benzedrine) and one methadone 

tablet 24 murs preceding the Koro attack. He had a 

5-years history of intermittent LSD, cannabis and 'amphe

tamine abuse. 

1974 

53. 1974 

. . KORO BPIDBMIC IN GUANGDONG. CHINA 

• F. Sirois 

, Epidemic Hysteria 

Acta P~ychiatua Scandinavica, 1974, Suppt. 252, 1-45. 

# It is an elegant masterpiece of review of 72 global histo

rical epidemics of last 98 years ( 1876-1972) with his to

rical survey of oontagious pathology and of different 
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factors that were rontributory (to the epidemics). If lists 

three epidemics with genital symptomatology : two were 

of Ko ro epidemics - the 1908 China epidemic and the 

1967 Singap:> re epidemic and the third a 'phantom epide

mic of Gomrrhoea" rep:>rted from the USA. It is a very 

valuable dJcument for those who are working on the 

mass psycho genic aspect of mental illnesses. 

1975 KORO BPIDBMIC IN PALBMBANG. INOONBSIA 

54. 1975 

* R. Arbitman 

, Koro in a Caucasian. 

Modetn Medicine o6 Canada, 1975, 30, 970-971. 

# This is a case rep:>rt in a 44-year old Caucacian, the 

serond Koro rep:>rt from Canada. Koro here took place 

in asBJciation with depression and marked obsessive

co.mpulsive traits and a habit of heavy alrohol drinking. 

This is the first research where the author attempts 

to explore the oody perception of Koro patients by 

using the drawing test of the human figure which revea

led an immmplete sketch with m genitals. The author 

mncludes that the patient was having a p:>or self-image 

that was reflected in the deviation of oody-image, pra

m minantly in the genital area. 

1976 KORO BPIDBMIC IN THAILAND 

55. 1976 

* A. Bde 

' Ko ro in an Anglo Saxon Canadian. 

Canadian P6ychiat'l.y A66oci.ati.on Joutnat, 197 6, 2_1, 389-

391. 

# This is the third Koro case report from Canada. It 

presents the case of a 21-year old unmarried man, a 
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resident of Newfoundland, who suffered from delusions 

of persecution and from the belief that his penis was 

shrinking into his abdomen. A year before his psychia

tric hospitilization he had been operated on for a coccy

geal cyst. He reported that after this operation he 

"never felt right". This patient's delusion that his 

penis was shrinking is like the Koro syndrome reported 

in south China, Indonesia and Malaya, except that (a) 

in those places the patients were neurotic, whereas 

this patient was psychotic, and (b) the southeast Asian 

patients believed they would die when the penis is 

fully retracted. but this man had no such thoughts. 

56. 1976 

* K. KmphanukraJ18&ii 

, Shrinking sex organs (in Thai) . 

Jou'l.nat o!J the P6ych(atuc AMociaUon o!J Tha(land, 197 6, 

21, 477-488. 

# This is a rep3rt with case vignettes and epidemiological 

data of the 1976 Ko ro epidemic of Thailand. 

57. 1977 

• J.P. Has 6 G. Nassi 

, Koro in a Yemenite and a Goorgian Jewish immigrant. 

Conb(ma P6ych(atuca 1977, 20, 180-184. 

## Koro, observed among inhabitants of Slutheast Asia, 

seems to be extremely rare outside that goographical 

region. This Koro case rep3rt is the first one from 

Israel. It describes two Koro cases - one, a 29-year 

old Yemenite Jewish immigrant and the other a' 44-year 

old Goorgian Jewish immigrant. Important clinical. findings 

mted are : asSJciation of obsessive-compulsive. thoughts 

and sexual cxmfiicts with masturbatory guilt, asSJciation 
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of agitated depression (seoond case) and role of strict 

Jewish SJcial sexual mrms and customs in the genesis 

of Koro symptom. Two important references cited in 

this paper need special mention : (1) an earlier (1883) 

reoord of penile-shrinking symptom with hypochondriasis, 

and (2) the statue of Pietro Barbim by Valerio Ciooli 

de Settignam (1560) in Florence, France in relation 

to the archetype of turtle head symbolism and penis 

(Fig. 12). 

58. 1977 

* W. JUek & L. JUek-Aall 

, Mass hysteria with Koro symptoms in Thailand (in Ger

man). 

Schweize'L Atchiv ~u'L Neutotogie, Neutochiwtgie und 

P6ychiattie, 1977, 120, 257-259. 

# This is the report of the 1976 Ko ro epidemic of m rth

eastern Thailand. In this outbreak, within a few days 

at least 200 patients, most of them Thai and 66% males, 

were treated at local hospitals. The main presenting 

symptoms included acute anxiety, subjective feeling 

of shrinking of the penis and impotency in men, shrink

ing and/or itching of the external genitals and frigidity 

in women; further oomplaints included nausea, dizziness, 

abdominal pains, headaches and facial numbness. All 

patients recovered after brief symptomatic intervention. 

Popular opinion and news media echoed the patients' 

paramid projection of viewing the epidemic as caused 

by Vietnamese fbod and tobacoo poiSJning in an assult 

against the sexual vitality and general health of the 

Thai people, in the oontext of a specific SJcio-cultural 

and politioo-historical situation of SJUtheast ·Asia. It 

is suggested that an adequate interpretation . of Koro 

and of analo83US hysterical symptom formation would 

have to oonsider the specific SJcio-dynamic factors 
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Fountain of Bacchus : The I ittle fat dwarf seated astride a turtle, 

was sculpted by Valerio Cicoli at the Plazzale Dell' islotto, Florence, 

France. (By courtesy of Prof. Jozef P. Hes, Tel Aviv). 

Fig.12 
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involved in the pathogenesis of such phemmena. Koro 

was regarded as a pathogenic anxiety syndrome inter

fering with genital body image and sexual functioning. 

59. 1977 

• W. Jilek 6 L. Jilek-Aall 

, A Ko ro epidemic in Thailand. 

T'l.an6cuf.tutai P6ych.i.attic Re6eatch Review, 7977, 14, 

57-59. 

# Report of the 1976 Ko ro epidemic of Thailand, published 

in the 1 SJ utheast Asia 1 section of TPRR. It oontains 

the report of the epidemic as oo llected from different 

Thai news dailies. 

60. 1978 

* 5. MlekU 6 S.K. Den1n 

, A' ron-rational dissemination of castration anxiety in 

Palembang, 1975. 

Papet ptet.ented at the F.i.t6t A6.i.an Teach.i.ng Wotk6hop 

on Mental Health and Cu.itute, Jaka'l.ta, Ju.ty, 1978. 

# It is a rep:l rt of a mini Ko ro epidemic of Bangka island 

situated mrth-east of Palembang, Sumatra. It involved 

13 perSJns (11 males and 2 females). Eight cases inclu

ding the females were of Chinese ethnicity. Nine cases 

were in the 10-14 year, 3 in the 15-19 year and one 

in the 20-24 year age group. Consumption of sea fish 

was attributed 1D be the cause of the illness, owing 

1D which sale of that particular fish temporarily decli

ned in the market badly. 

The main symptnms were feeling of retraction of penis 

or scrotum into the abdomen in males (100\) and the 

feeling of breast 1 withdra wal 1 into the thoracic cavity 

and chest pain in females (100\). Other symptnms include 

paraestnesia of the am genital region (53. 3%), abcb minal 
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pain (27.2%); oold sweat (25%) and fever (15.4%). The 

duration of the sickness varied between less than one 

hour to more than five hours. Affected perSJ ns showed 

a treatment preference of Shi.n6he (Chinese traditional 

healer) - 3 cases or to Dukun (Indigerous witch dJctor) -

2 cases or self-treatment with 'ginger drink 1 
- 6 cases. 

N:l treatment was Slught by two. The epidemic was 

checked by prompt information dissipation and oommunity 

assurance through TV, radio and press mnference about 

the ron-rationality of the illness. The authors suggested 

this Koro epidemic to be due to mnrational dissemina

tion of castration anxiety. 

61. 1978 

* IC. ~~tt 

, Ko ro in a Londoner. 

Lanc.et, 1978, U, 1319. 

# This is the seoond Koro case rep:>rt from Britain. An 

unusual presentation of penile shrinkage is repJ rted 

in a 33-year old British engineer. One early 100 rning 

at 3 A.M. he experienced a feeling of impending doom 

with shrinking of penis. He rapidly developed palpita

tions, sweating, nausea and other symptoms of panic 

attack, which lasted fbr 20 minutes. He respJnded 

favourably with diazepam but over the fallowing year, 

beginning at the same time of the day, he experienced 

12-15 similar attacks, albeit with decreasing intensity 

and duration. He subsequently married and had m mre 

such oo mplaints except so me mild, 

attacks. 

62. 1978 

* A. AnUDDnye 6 H. Adaranip 

ron-specific anxiety 

, Chronic ron-specific urethritis as psychological reaction 

amng Nigerian neurotic patients. 
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Nigetian Medical Joutnat, 197 8, 8, 3-5. 

# It is a repJrt of four cases, two university Wldergra

duate students and two clerks, who felt that the penis 

was getting smaller. Both the clerks had previous histo

ries of venereal disease. 

1979 

63. 1979 

. . KORO - LIICE EPIDEMIC IN LAGOS • NIGERIA 

* 0. I. Ifabumuyi 6 G. G. C. R wegellera 

' Koro in a Nigerian male patient : A case report. 

AIJ'Clcan Joutnat oiJ P1ychiatty, 1979, 5, 103-105. 

# It is the first Koro case reported in African. It des

cribes Ko ro in a 36-year old Nigerian married man having 

four children. The authors suggest that the lack of 

p~ychiatric facilities and the stigma attached to mental 

diS>rders in this area seem to be responsible more 

than anything else for Koro symptoms formation. Koro 

here was asSJciated with a semndary diagoosis of recur

rent anxiety with multiple hypochondriacal symptoms. 

The mncept of culture-bound syndrome is discussed. 

64. 1979 

* S. Suwanlert 6 D. CDates 

t Epidemic Ko ro in Thailand - Clinical and S:l cial aspects. 

Ttan6cuttu'Lat P1ychiatuc Re6eatch Review, 7979, 76, 

64-66. 

# It is the report of a week-long field investigation of 

the 1976 (l'«lvember) Koro epidemic of Thailand by an 

official team, of which both the authors were members. 

A total affectivity number of 2000 was ooted. The report 

mntains the findings of interview of 350 Koro patients 

( 338 males and 12 females) . 
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Dem graphic data of the 3 50 cases showed the following 

features Sex 96.6\ males and 3.4\ females. Age 

range : 6 to 7 2 years w .i.th m st cases bet ween 11 to 

20 years. Marital status : 60\ single, Education : 62% 

had attended school for at least 4 years, Occupation : 

40% farmers; 20% students; 16% government employees 

and businessmen; 10% porters and traders; 8\ Buddhist 

IIIDnks and 6\ others. Ethnicity : although the Chinese 

oomprise 10\ of the population at risk, mt a single 

Chinese case was reported. 

The clinical picture included three phases : ( 1) Pro dro

mal phase - characterized by SJmatic symptoms like 

vertigo, genital pain or numbness, diarrhoea which 

occurred after eating the suspected food or smoking 

the suspected cigarettes. ( 2) Penile shrinking phase

which lasted for aoout 20 minutes and was marked by 

a sensation either of penile shrinkage, genital numbness, 

nipple pain or of disoomfort on urination, acoompanied 

by panic reaction. Symptoms in women included oomplaints 

of vaginal dilatation. (3) Reoovery phase - where the 

fears of oontinuing impotence, genital shrinkage and 

possible sequela in the form of mental illness were 

mted. 

Of the patients 95\ SJught treatment either from folk

healers (70\) or from local hospitals (25\). In SJ far 

as the cause attributed to the illness is ooncerned, 

94% were oonvinced that they had been poiSJned - 70% 

of them felt it was through food which were processed 

principally by the local Vietnamese while 24% felt it 

had occurred through cigarettes. 

The authors discuss the salient features of the SJcial 

responses of the epidemic. They mte that although 

there was m evidence of poiSJn or infection found in 

elaoorate chemical and bacteriological tests of a wide 

range of foodstuff, the "indecisive" official reactions 
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only intensified poo ple' s fear and helped to prolong 

the epidemic. Deleterious repercussions of the epidemic 

on the fruit industry and other commercial enterprises, 

affecting the local Vietnamese initially and Thai farmers 

later, are oo ted and the oo cial after-effect of the epide

mic, which resulted in ostracism of the Vietnamese, 

is discussed. Fear of social stability was the im(llrtant 

cause of the epidemic, the authors conclude. 

65. 1979 

* P.J. Constable 

, Koro in Hertfordshire 

Lancet, 7979, i, 163. 

# It is the third Koro case re(llrt from Britain. It descri

bes a case of Koro in a 50 year old Briton, who deve

loped acute anxiety one night at about 2.30 a.m. because 

o~ his feeling that his "penis was vanishing into the 

abdomen", a conviction that was aloo shared by his 

wife who sumiiDned the doctor that night. He had oo 

previous psychiatric illness except oome. emotional tur

moil and anxiety emanating from his current life situa

tion. 

66. 1980 

* M. BL. Fakharani 

, Koro-Ein Syndrom im Kulturwandel ? Boobachtungen auf 

der o st-indonesischen Insel Flores. 

Cu'ta'Le., 1980, 3, 241-244. 

# It is a re(ll rt ( in German ) of Ko ro among the Ngada 

aboriginal tribe from the central highlands of the Flores 

island of Ind:>nesia. Koro is koown there as 'mbaze'. 

A rapid local socio-cultural change has been attributed 

as one of the stress-factors contributing to this illness. 
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67. 1980 

* M. T. Haslam 

, Medicine and the Orient : Shen-k 'uei syndrome. 

B'CJ..U6h Jou'L.nat o-6 Sexual MecU.cine, 1980, Decembe'l.., 

31-36. 

# It is a very interesting report on sexual neurosis, viz. 

the Shen-K' uei syndrome of the Chinese with a transcul

tural analysis. Shen-K 1 uei literally means Kidney defi

ciency. In classical Taoist philosophy of Chinese medi

cine the Kidney is the reservoir of Ching or the vital 

essence whose normal amount and free flow through the 

body 1 s channels is believed to be the source of health, 

while its loss and inability to flow is the source of 

disease and infertility. 

The author proposes a spectral dimension of Shen-K 1 uei 

which includes Koro, frigophobia and excessive seminal 

loss or Shen-K 1 uei. In the latter two conditions, semen 

has a central pathological role, viz. in figophobia there 

is a fear of cold resulting from loss of seminal fluid 

· and in shen-K 1 uei, there is excessive loss of semen 

from frequent . masturbation or intercourse or nocturnal 

emission. The author cites Chinese textual references 

where nocturnal emission, Koro, premature ejaculation, 

hyposexuality and impotency are considered as sexual 

disorders whose pathogenesis is related to shen-K 1 uei. 

The etiology is seen to be a deficiency of ching from 

excessive seminal emission. 

The author provides some examples of transcultural 

variants of shen-K 1 uei, eg. in Bangladeshi migrants 

in East London, Dhat syndrome of India, Prameha of 

Ceylon and masturbatory anxiety in the West. Cultural 

taboos, hypochondriacal concern and high sex-guilt are 

some of the causes of these varied forms of sexual 

neurosis. 
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The author cites three case reports from a psychosexual 

clinic of England. The first was typical of the Indian 

Dhat syndrome, the second one also had perception of 

decreasing penis size like Koro along with Dhat syndrome 

and the third was of anal pain with hypersensitivity 

bordering on pain at ejaculation. 
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KORO LITERATURE FROM 1981 TO 1990 

A total of 34 publications in this decade are relevant 

to Koro literature, among which 17 are case reports; 6 Koro 

epidemic reportings and 11 discussion papers. 

The 17 case reports are from various parts of the globe 

and occurred in a variety of clinical situations and backgrounds. 

Koro was reported from various countries and ethnicities, viz. 

British (Sl.Nos.68,80,87,100); Canadian (69,99); Chinese (73); 

American (74,83,92 and 97 - the last one having resemblances 

to a somewhat Koro like feature); Tanzanian (79); emigrant Chi

nese in Singapore (91); Jewish (95); West-Indian and Greek

Cypriot immigrants to Britain ( 81); Haitian and Ethiopian ( 86) ; 

and Israeli (89). 

The Koro epidemic reportings were of the 1982 Thailand 

epidemic ( 71) ; the Guangdong epidemic of China ( 88, 90, 93, 96) 

and a Koro-like epidemic in Nigeria (94). 

The 11 discussion papers (70,72,75,76,77,78,82,84,85,97, 

101) on Koro/culture-bound syndromes highlight several aspects 

of the genital retraction phenomenon including its nosological 

status and classification. 

Four publication of this decade may be regarded as land

marks in the field of cultural psychiatry, specially the culture

bound syndromes including Koro. The first one is the invaluable 

book on intercultural distribution of mental illness with trans

cultural comparative perspectives by Professor H.B.M. Murphy 

( 1982) . The second is another book, exclusively devoted to 

the study of cult!Jre-bound syndromes with anthropological and 

social analysis by Ronald C. Simons and Charles c. Hughes 

(eds.) (1985). Both the monographs are examples of scholarly 

masterwork in the field of cultural psychiatry and are of immense 

value to all who are students of transcultural psychiatry. 
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The other two publications are on Koro its.elf. The first 

one is a chapter on Koro by Robert T. Rubin (1982) in a bJok. 

The seoond is the paper by Bernstein and Gaw (1990), arguing 

in favour of a distinct mSJlogical status of Koro in DSM-IV. 

B>th the papers highlight the phem memn of Koro as a distinct 

psychiatric entity. 

68. 1981 

• 
, 

A. CreDDna 

AID ther case of Koro in a Briton. 

Buuoh loutnat o6 P6ychiat'C.y, 1981, 138, 

1 8 0-1 8 1 ( L ) • 

# It is the fourth case of Koro rep:>rted in an English

man. The patient is a young man of 24, who had 

history of oocturnal enuresis upto age 8, cross-dress

ing in his sister's clothes and starting of masturba

tion at age 12, development of irrational fear, obses

sive-mmpulsive symptoms, hyp:Jchondriacal mncerns, 

labile nnod, outburst of violence, heavy drinking 

and recurrence of oocturnal enuresis from age 14. 

At age 18, there was an unsuccessful attempt of sexual 

intermurse which further increased his health-related 

anxieties, particularly the health of his penis. At 

age 21 he was admitted to a psychiatric hospital 

with severe anxiety and obsessional thoughts and 

rituals. After discharge from the hospital one aftermon 

he suddenly felt that his penis was shrinking to 

"about half an inch in length". The terrifying feat' 

of penile disappearance and eventual death made him 

extremely panicky and agitated. Since then he oonti

nued having a "shrinking" sensation all the time with 

a few acute epiSJ des o ccuring everyday. Late!:' he 

began headng a single thl:'eatful male voice and deve

loped depression. He was hospitalized again. Treatment 
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with several drugs failed to improve his overall 

state and two years later his Koro-lil<e symptoms 

remained as distressing as ever. 

69- 1981 

* S.S.A. Waldenbers 

, Koro 

Canac:Uan Jou.tna.t ofJ P6ychiatty, 1981, 

26, 140-141 (L ). 

I# It is a case rep:>rt of Koro from Canada. A 38 year 

old Canadian of British origin developed the mm

plaints of penile and testicular shrinkage after cnsump

Uon of Ludiomil tablet (100 mg) each fbr eight pre

ce_eding nights for the treatment of his depression. 

Dismntinuation of the antidepressant medicine relieved 

his symptoms sp>ntaneously. This is one of the rare 

re{X)rt of Koro symptoms in asSJciation with anti

depressant medication. 

1982 . . 

70. * W.G. Jllek 

KORO EPIDEMIC IN THAILAND 

JCORO EPIDEMIC IN INDIA 

, Culture - "Pathoplastic" or "Pathogenic" ? 

A Key Questiqn of Comparative Psychiatry. 

Cu.ta'l.e., 1982, 5, 57-68. 

# It is an elegant analysis of various aspects of mmpa

rative psychiatry including culture-round syndromes 

with historical mtes and references. It provides 

a detailed discussion of cultural influence, either 

pathoplastic or pathogenic, on mental illness with 

brief examples of psychiatric clinical entities from 
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various cultures. Different dimensions of cultural 

changes and mnsequent impact thera:>f on mental health 

has been analysed with examples of various such 

transititional societies. 

Koro is discussed in relation to the . topic of hyste

rical quality of culture-oound syndromes with critical 

analysis of Yap 1 s 1969 Classification Schemes of cul

ture-oound syndromes. It al&J cnntains a detailed 

rep:>rt of the 1976 Thailand Koro epidemic with a 

dismurse on local &Jcio-cultural and politico-economic 

perspectives. Koro epidemic there was regarded as 

"a paradigm of mllective &Jcio-cultural pathogenesis". 

The author also suggests that the ritualized p:>ssession 

and trance states, as well as religious rituals in 

general, have to be separated from psychopathological 

phemmena "in order to awid Burocentric and pJsiti

vistic fallacies in psychiatric diagmsis". 

71. 1982 

* J.A. Harrin81Dn 

, Epidemic Psycho sis 

B'llti6h Joutnat o{, P6ychiatty 1 19 82 1 

141 I 98-99 ( L ). 

# It is a soo rt repl rt of three distinct mass psycoo

genic outbreaks occurring in the muntryside of Thai

land. 

The first one was an epidemic of 1 Rok Joo 1 or genital 

shrinkage disease (Koro), which affected at least 

50 t~pioca plantation workers in Nakhon Ratchasima 

Province. It was believed by the workers that the 

illness began only after they ate canned sardines 

given to them by their employer. Some male workers 

attributed the cause to 1Krungthong 85 1 cigaretts. 

The disease alSJ spread to other areas like Saral<ham 
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village of Sakon Nakhon Province where poople belie

ved that genital shrinkage illness was due to rna dles 

and 'Pla Too' (mackarel). A provincial member of 

parliament (MP) alSJ shared the same belief ("I am 

fascinated, it did shrink") as that of the terrified 

poople there. 

The semnd acmunt is of a rather different type 

of mass psycho genic illness, reported from Saraburi 

Province, where alroost 100 pmple in two villages 

were suffering from supposed rabis infection after 

they ate a pig that was bitten by a stray dog. The 

affected men, women, and children became naked 

and were lying around in their houses and "gJing 

wild like mad dogs". There was a local rumur that 

a pig raiser had SJld a pig a few days agJ and 

it was their firm mnviction that the pig had been 

bitten by a rabies infected cbg. 

The third rep:>rt is of a state of mass fear from 

a giant snake which had eaten many CD ws and chikens 

prior to the disease outbreak, in Wat Praputtabart 

of Lop Buri Province. The snake, whose body was 

said to be as long as a large CDCDnut tree, was living 

in a cave near the temple. An abbot gave the verdict 

that the snake was the "guardian of a spirit". 

A brief discussion into the Thai traditional belief 

in spirit or 'phi' is undertaken, which reveals that 
I h'l P ~ may p:>ssess poople either temJ;XJrarily or perma-

nently and can alter behaviour, set poople dancing, 

talking in riddles a r may even change their sex. 

The a ccurrence a f all these mass psycm genic reac

tions were suggested by the author with the example 

of epidemic psychosis, originating from fear out of 

false rumour or misinterpretation, leading to a group

panic state. 
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* R. T. Rubin 

, Koro (Shook Yang) 

syndrome • 
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A culture-oowtd psychogenic 

In, Exttaotdinaty Di..60tdet~ o6 Human Behaviout. 

Ed6. c. T .H. Fti..edman & R.A. Faguet. Ptenum PteM: 

New Yotk, pp.155-172 1 1982. 

#I This is an excellent and oompact review essay on 

Koro with definition and historical perspectives inclu

ding its genesis, rnmenclature and related Chinese 

traditional beliefs and practices. It provides three 

pictures of penile clamps used in penile traction 

of penis in Ko ro cases, one from van Wulfften Palthe' s 

1934 replrt and the other two from Gwee's 1969 re(X)rt 

of the Singa(X)re Koro epidemic. It draws a oompara

tive analysis between oriental Koro cases (with abs

tracts of seven published Ko ro case rePJ rts) and 

Koro or Koro-like cases in westerners (with abstracts 

of six published case re~Drts). It also oontains a 

short review of psychodynamic thEDries, diagrnstic 

()lints and treatment of Koro as evinced in Koro lite

rature. The author suggests that Koro is a "ooherent 

oollection of symptoms stemming from diverse etio
logies". 

73. 1982 

* J.B. Cai 

, Five case re~Drts of am-yang zen (Koro). 

# 

Chi..ne~e loutnat o6 Neutop~ychi..atty, 1982, 4, 206-
208 ( Chine~e}. 

It is a re~Drt of 5 Koro cases oollected by the author 

over a period of 4 years in Guangoong, China. 
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7.&. 1982 

• s. Rosenthal 6 P .A. Rosenthal 

, Koro in an adolescent : HypJchondriasis as a stress 

respJnse. 

Adote.6cent P6ych.iatty 1 79821 10 I 523-531. 

## It is a case rePJrt of Koro in a 13-year old male 

who had acute anxiety asSJciated with feeling of 

penile shrinkage and eventual death. His oomplaints 

were successfully treated with individual and family 

therapy, and one year follow up evidenced their disap

pearance. The authors believe that this case illustra

tes an example of pathological interaction between 

SJcial beliefs, sexual myths and family induced stres

SJrs on the one hand and the critical developmental 

stage of the boy on the other. 

The authors argue that this Koro-pattern respJnse 

of the case demonstrates, the larval form of immature 

mechanism of hyPJchondriasis, mt deperSJnalization. 

They state 

•This adolescent demonstrates many of the elements impli

cated in current theoretical formulations of the psycho

dynamics of hypochondriasis. This symptom can be used 

to de a 1 with anger, unmet dependency needs, and gu11 t 

over aggressive and sexual impulses, and to protect against 

low self-esteem by substituting an image of self as ill 

or physically defective in place of one as a worthless 

person • 

••• The patients "ambivalent relationship with both male 

adults allows one to postulate an identification with 

his father•s injured leg that produced penile symptoms, 

or that he introjected the anticipated castrating aspects 

of his step-father•s violent behaviour. 

•• • the massive family-induced stressors of rejection, 

verbal and physfcal attack, and the absence of maternal 
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succor produced surging emotions of fear, anger, and 

depressive affect. The physiological penile sensations 

produced by fear (and possibly other dysphoric emotions) 

triggered the patient•s conviction of penile shrinkage, 

abetted by castration anxiety from the overt violence 

in the household" .and his unconscious anticipation of 

retaliation by the stepfather for this aggressive fanta

sies (p.529}. 

* H.B.M. Murphy 

, Compatat.ive P6ych.iatty The Intetnat.ionat and 

Intetcuttutat D.i6t'l..ibuUon o6 1'-kntat IttneM. 

Spunget-Vettag, He.idetbetg, 1982, pp.269-277. 

# It is one of the treatises in the field of cultural 

psychiatry and oontains a series of valuable 

findings of cross-cultural variation of various 

aspects of mental illnesses accra ss the globe. 

In Chapter 10, under the heading of 1 Neurosis 

and other Mim r Dioo rders 1 
, an elegant analysis 

on Ko ro and other sexual neurosis is presented. 

The author discusses at length the applicability 

of the oedipus oomplex theory. viz. the castra

tion fear in different societies like Makassarese, 

Chinese and African, which he thinks is an implr

tant oontributor to mass psychogenic reaction 

in these oo cieties. He interprets the sexual 

neurosis oo ncerning 1 Jiryan 1 and 1 dha t 1 in India, 

in the background of the mythical oontext (Shiva

isJD) of phallic symoolism and castration anxiety. 

HJ wever, a coo rding to him, the Ko ro epidemics 

in SingaPJ re ( 1967) and in Thailand ( 1976) were 

expressions of oocial stress that challenged the 

ethnic oolidarity there. He cites the examples 

of this existing stormy oocio-PJlitical situation 
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in these oo untries and the mounting ethnic tension 

which was displaced on to castration, because the 

11 lo ss of the means of making a livelihood are more 

serious matters in Asia, where millions die of famine, 

than loss of genitals 11
• 

76. 1982 

* F. Sirois 

, Epidemic Hysteria. 
In, Hy6te.'Cla, Ed. A. Roy, John WU.e.y & Son6 Ltd. 

London, 1982, pp.101-105. 

# It is an elegant analysis of hysterical epidemics 

with a survey of all available historical reoords, 

with a focus on folklores. The author describes the 

Singap.Jre Koro epidemic as a large diffuse outbreak 

under the sub-headings of 1 Epidemic Types 1 
• It oon

tains SJme early references on psychiatric epidemics. 

71. 1982 

* F. Sirois 

, Pars pecti vas of Epidemic Hysteria. 

# 

In, MaM P6ychogenic Ulne.M, A Sociat P6ychotogicat 

Anaiy6t6. Ed6. M.J. CotUgan; J.W. Pe.nne.bahe.'L & 

L. R. Mu.'Lphy. Law'Lence E'Ltbau.m AMociate6 Pu.bU6he.'L, 

Hiti6date, New Je'L6ey, 1982, pp.217-236. 

It is a very valuable analysis of 88 psychiatric out-

breaks with a focus on epidemiological variables 

of outbreaks that occurred in occupational settings. 

A three-fold hyp.J thesis of psychiatric outbreaks 

is given: the pro dro ma; the epidemic moment and 

the rebound pheromena. The author opines that the 

extent of any outbreak is dependent on psychodynamic 

psychology-related group factors. The most important 

EDcial oontributors of socially-shared psychopathology 

identified are : 
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religious intolerance, p:1li tical unrest , em m mic inse

curity, cultural clashes, changing EDcial orders, natu

ral disasters or devastating diseases and PJOrly educa

ted, superstition-prone imp:1verished classes. Koro 

was discussed in the epidemic typ:llogies as an exam

ple of 'large diffuse out break' . 

78. 1983 

* M.S. ICesbavan 

, Epidemic Psycho sis or Epidemic Koro ? 

B'llti6h Joutnat o6 P6ychiat'Ly, 1983, 

1 4 2 , 1 0 0-1 0 1 ( L ) . 

# It is a oomment on Harrington's (1982) letter in British 

Journal of Psychiatry where the author designated 

the 'Rok Joo' epidemic as Koro and asserted that 

it was a oo dy-image disturbance. Keshavan cites 

examples of his own work with 40 neurotic diEDrder 

patients wmse oomplaints were related to the loss 

of semen, 50% of whom viewed the loss as a threat 

to their masculine vitality. The role of suggestible 

perEDnality with heightened self-scrutiny and over

ooncern aoo ut genitalia has been suggested as the 

neurotic background of genital shrinkage symptom 

genesis. 

1984 . . ICORO BPIDBMIC IN,GUANGDONG, CHINA 

79. 1984 

* W .M. Lucieer 

, The bitter taste of liberty 

chiatry. 

A study in ethm psy-

P6ychypathotogic A6'licaine, 1984-85, 20, 17-40. 
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# It is a colourful account of a case study from Dar

es-salaam, the capital of Tanzania, Africa. The author 

provides a vivid and stepwise history of how a young 

man of 25 years met an unkm wn girl with wm m he 

had several enj:lyable intercourses and wm stayed 

together. He had m kmwledge aoout the girl's where

aoo uts, neither was he certain as to how the girl 

was able to dress s:> brightly and use such expensive 

perfumes. Then at the third week of the relationship 

a doubt crept into his mind and he wondered whether 

she was a real human or 'Djinni' (a fairy who is 

"intelligent, imperceptible, and capable of appearing 

in different forms"). Then, fbllo wing an intercourse 

when she started to clean his penis, he developed 

an intensely cold feeling in the genital area, lower 

abdJmen and .his penis and scrotum shrivelled. "He 

became very afraid, had heart-palpitations and star

ted sweating and trembling. In panic he chased the 

girl a way and ran into his brother's room. This 

brother, U(X>n hearing the story, developed the same 

symptoms". The index case developed a state of depre

ssion, "S>metimes bordering on stup:>r and during 

which he felt himself to be dead and with genitals 

that were slowly disappearing. He saw and heard 

pe.J ple preparing his burial and digging his grave". 

He had two further attacks of panic state with differ

ent s:>matic distress. The first one was after an acci

dental meeting and smrt conversation with this girl 

on the road whence he was admitted to a hospital. 

After his discharge he was having steady sexual 

relations with two girls. lbwever, when he met and 

had intercourse with a third girl, the second attack 

was precipitated. "After intermurse he saw her bemm

ing bigger and bigger while he himself, he felt, 

became very small. He then realised . that she was 

the same female djinni in a different human mnfigura
tion". 
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The author very nicely discusses this Koro-like symp

tom at the background of the prevalent cultural belief 

aoout djinni ( "Altmugh life with her- may be deli

riously existing, one word or act which displeases 

her may bring her revenge, she may kill you or 

send rats woo will eat your penis at night"). The 

PJSition of women and attitudes towards them in the 

Tanzanian oociety have been vividly depicted with 

references of local Pl pular verses. The reacti va tio n 

of traditional folk beliefs in spirits and djinni in 

the face of rapid cultural transition has been impli

cated in the causation of this symptom. 

1 
G.B. Berrios 6 S.J. ~rley 

Korci-like symptom in a ron-Chinese subject. 

B'ti.U.6h Joutnai o6 P6ychiatlf.y, 1984, 145, 331-334. 

This is the fifth case replrt of Koro in an Englishmen. 

The authors describe a very unusual case of Koro

like symptom, who had "a 20-year old belief that 

his penis recurrently shrank and disappeared into 

the abc:bmen", in asoociation with a serondary psy

chiatric diagmsis of agJrapmbia with panicl<-attacl<s 

and SJ cial phobias. 

The real credit of this paper is its detailed analysis 

of 15 ron-Chinese Koro cases from diverse geographi

cal areas like Britain, France, Canada, Israel and 

India. ~t is interesting to rote that all these fifteen 

cases suffered from primary psychiatric illnesses 

of which affective disorder- anxiety and depression, 

and mn-affective psycb:Jsis-schizophrenia, were 

mmroon. Analyzing the premorbid psychosexual rom

plaints, the authors suggest that Ko ro is the expres

sion of a form of sexual pathology. They also hyPJ-
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thesize that Koro-lil<e symptoms in ron-Chinese sub

jects may amstitute behavioural phemtypes without 

any Wlderlying cultural link. This phemtype includes 

over-valued ideas, often to the delusional extent; 

related to ooncurrent psychiatric illnesses. 

• P.C. Ang & M.P. Weller 

, Ko ro and Psycho sis 

B'Liti.6h lou'Ulat o~ P6ych.i.atty, 1984, 145, 335. 

# This is a rep:Jrt of two Koro cases, one a West-Indian 

and the other a Greek Cypriot immigrant, in asS>cia

tion with psychiatric illnesses. In the first, the 

oonviction of penile withdrawing into abdomen with 

fear of turning into a female was asS> cia ted with 

schimphrenia and in the seoond, there was depression 

of MOP. The authors suggest that Koro in these cases 

oould be oonsidered as a "hyperacute anxiety ooupled 

with a delusional belief occuring in a psychotic set

ting". 

82. 1984 

• J.W. Bdwards 

, Indigemus Koro, A genital retraction syndrome of 

insular south-east Asia. A critical review. 

Cuttute, Med.i.c.i.ne and P6ych4.at'ly, 1984, 8, 1-24. 

# This -paper is the most masterly review on Koro 

after Yap's 1965 paper in the world Koro literature. 

It amtains the detailed emic oonstruct of Koro with 

descriptions of early case rep:Jrts by Dutch physicians. 

It cites Raven's ( 1886) article first in the oontext 

of Koro. An orthography of Koro with geographical 
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mte of Celebes has ben attempted. It stresses the 

importance of biomedical factors in the precipitaion 

of genital retraction symptom. He suggests a tripartite 

classification of 1 genital retraction 1 , a term he prefer

red in lieu of Koro : (1) true physiological retraction; 

( 2) panic fear of genital retraction in response to 

a real or imagined environmental insult and ( 3) chronic 

SJmatization where the patient exhibits culturally 

patterned illness. 

The author cites as a perSJnal en mmunication one 

Koro case report from an unpublished field research 

of a medical anthropologist Kenneth Payne, who between 

1974 and 1976 studied the ethm medical beliefs and 

practices of the Tagabawa Bagobo people of south

central Mindanao of the Philippines. The Bago bo be

lieve in a shrinking penis disease called tannuk e taM 

( laso = penis; lannuk = to go inside) , caused by 

9J rcery and tainted food, used to make one 1 s o p po

nents weak. Although there is no report of female Koro, 

the effect of sorcery on females is a 1 tongue-tie 1 
• 

A typical case history runs as follows : 

"The subject, age 35, was married to a woman aged 33; 

both had offspring from prior marriage, but the couple 

had no children together during their ten years of marri

age. The husband was very traditional, a good provider 

for his family, and a hard worker. That his harvests were 

larger than his neighbours' crops created a suspicion 

of envy and fear of sorcery. About the time of the sub

ject's attack, his brother, a sufferer of 'lannuk e laso', 

suddenly died; the death was attributed to sorcery. The 

subject initially complained of milky urine; later his 

urine turned deep yellow, a course of events duplicating 

his brother's final days. He complained of intermittent 

pain and extreme lower back pain when the penis "went 

inside". During the crisis the subject's wife massaged 
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his lower abdomen and held his penis to prevent its fur

ther contraction. The wife attributed her husband's attack 

to lifting heavy loads. Some time after the attack, the 

wife ran off with another man, claiming that her husband 

was unot good sex". Sexual dissatisfaction was a coomon 

complaint of Bagobo women". 

223 

This exhaustive review and analysis, since the incep

tion of the term 1 Koro 1 in 1872, is a valuable docu

ment to all Koro researchers of the world. 

. . 1 
ICORO BPIDBMIC IN GUANGDONG, CHINA (Fig .13) 

* C. Malinick, J .A. Flaherty 6 T. .b be 

, Koro : How culturally specific ? 

Intetnationat Joutnat o6 Soci.at P6ych.i.atty, 1985, 31, 

67-73. 

# It is a Koro case reiXJrt of a American male, who had 

firm oonviction that a prostitute, an interoourse with 

whom precipitated the Koro attack, had cast a spell 

on him. Witch-craft traditions of the Western world 

and of Africa are discussed in this oontext. 

84. 1985 

* W. G. Jilek 6 L. Jllek-Aall , The metamorphosis of 1 culture-bound 1 syndromes. 

Soc.i.at Science and Med.i.ci.ne, 1985, 21, 205-210. 

This is a very valuable work which elaborates the 

ooncept of culture-bound syndromes with two distinct 

examples, viz. Koro as a paradigm of transcultural 

metaiOOrphosis and spirit sickness - ~s a paradigm 
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Fig.13 : The epidemic spread of Koro in Guangdong, China in 1985 
(Tseng et al., 1988). 
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of intra-cultural metamorphosis. By a critical analysis 

of the prevalent goopllitical and diverse cultural 

backgrounds of Koro epidemics in Singaplre, Thailand 

and India, the authors cnnclude that the model of 

Koro symptomatology is more reflective of the social 

dimensions (socio-ecnoomic, ethnic, cultural and bio

logical survival) than the oedipal castration anxiety 

or culture-specific patmgenicity. Similarly, they 

assert that the prevalence of aoo mic depression defi

ned as spirit PJSsession by Saligh ritualists, is 

the resp:mse to social stresses generated by the 

despair of powerlessness in the face of threatened 

survival of the ethnic group. 

• R. c. Siouns 6 c. Hughes 

, The CuU.ute-bound Syndtome6 Fotk IUneMe6 o~ P6y-

chiattic and Anthtopotogicat Intete6t6. Ed6. R. C. 

Simon6 & C. Hughe6, D. Reidel, Votdtecht, 1985. 

# It is an extroordinary and invaluable oook for psy

chiatrists, anthropologists and medical sociologists. 

In their elegant and indepth analysis of cultural influ

ence on mental illness, the autmrs do an extensive 

review of the whole world literature along with a 

proplsal for a rnvel and new cnnstruct of the semantic 

dimensions of culture-oo und illnesses . 

A cnmparative study between DSM-III along with the 

patterns of different folk illnesses, and the probable 

neurophysiological evidences of such illnesses - are 

the two important valuable additions of this work. 

A proposal for classification of culture-oound illnesses 

is made by providing a scheme of "taxon" - "to desig

nate the set cnllectively", to avoid semantic cnnfu

sions in termimlogies across the cultures. Seven 
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such taxons are described : Startle Matching; Sleep 

Paralysis; Genital Retraction; Sudden Mass Assult; 

Rwming; Fright Illness and Canibal Compulsions. The 

author suggest that, "the taxon name also serves as 

a rubric for aberrant instances not connected with 

culturally elaborated beliefs and practices". 

The Genital Retraction taxon ( pp.151-194) contains a 

discussion on Koro with examples from three differ

ent cultural groups, viz. Chinese (Gwee, 1963); Ameri

can (Edwards,1970) and African (Ifabumyi G Rwegellera, 

1985) , along with Ed wards's ( 1984) masterly review 

article on Koro or genital retraction syndrome. The 

authors are of the opinion that an underlying physio

logical substratum (penile vasoconstriction in response 

to physical or psychological states) is the initiating 

point upon which cultural elaboration acts to shape 

the Koro illness. The cognitive state of the individual 

in reference to his culture is the key factor in the 

development of anxiety in this context. Anxiety then 

leads the sequence of events : 

"Since the physiology associated with anxiety includes as 

one of its manifestations reduction of blood flow to the 

penis and consequent further penile retraction, perception of 

this retraction w111 further increase anxiety, frequency of 

monitoring and frequency of receiving The Bad News. Fr~quently 

receiving The Bto.d News will even further increase anxiety 

and its effects. This is an example of a self-incrementing 

causal loop" {P. 152).'' 

A.B. Joseph 

Koro :- Computed Tomography and Brain Activity Mapping 

in Two Patients. 

1 owr.nai o!J CUm cat P 6 ychiatty, 19 86, 4 7, 43-43 2. 

# It contains two fascinating Koro case reports in asso

ciation with abnormal brain electrical activities. 

The first case, a 32 year old black Haitian man, 
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had multiple steroo typed epiSJ des of Ko ro preceded 

by olfactory hallucination of perfume. Brain electrical 

activity mapping (BEAM) sm wed abm rmal activity 

in the right temp:>roparietal region. His clinical diag

m sis was atypical psycm sis with Ko ro and psycm

mtor epilepsy. 

The secnnd case, a 32-year old black Ethiopian, 

presented with multiple, repetative sterootypic epiSJ

des of Koro in the cnntext of a paramid psycmsis. 

His CT scan revealed mild b~lateral frontal lobe atro

phy, mderate bilateral temp:>ral and parietal lobe 

atrophy and moderate atrophy of the cerebellar ver

mis. BEAM she wed paroxysmal slowing and sharp 

waves over the right hemisphere, predominantly 

from frontal and anterior temp:>ral regions; significantly 

increased theta activity from ooh temp:>ral lobes 

and beta activity over ooth tem{))ral lobes and the 

right frontal lobe. In BEAM, visually evoked {))ten

tials were abmrmal over the right parietal and tem{))

ral areas, while auditorially evoked res{))nses were 

abmrmal over the right tem{))ral lobe only. The 

case was diagmsed as atypical psychosis; Koro and 

psychomotor epilepsy. 

The author highlights the dimension of epileptic oody

image distortions involving the genitals. The cases, 

in his opinion, cnuld be diagmsed as sexual epilepsy 

which was mediated by right temp:>ro-parietal or 

bitemporo parietal dysfunctions. 

This paper is a valuable addition to the probability 

of a -biomedical causation of penile retraction/shrinkage 

pathology. 
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87. 1986 

• F. Oyebode, R. Jamies:m, J. Mullaney 6 K. Davis:m. 

, Koro - A psychophysiological dysfunction ? 

B'rlti6h Joutnat o!J P6ychiat'Ly 1 1986 I 148 I 212-214. 

# This is a Koro case rep:>rt of a 56-year old English

man wm had a six year history of recurrent shrin

kage of penis. At the time of clinical contact he 

was also having the features of endogenous depres

sion. The unique feature here is the psycmphysio

logical findings on penile plethysmograph.ic test. 

The authors found that the "condition of penils shrin

kage corresponds with true physiological change in 

penile circumference below a baseline". They offer 

two possible explanations for that : either the patient 

had dysfunctional autommic control of penile size 

causing more frequent diminution in penis size than 

wuuld be mrmally expected, or the penile changes 

were within mrmal range but because of his heigh

tened awareness (due to pers:Jnal factors, obsessional 

self-scrutiny or sexual conflicts) the perception be

came abmrmal. 

88.. 1986 

This finding is a valuable cornerstone in favour of 

a biomedical hypo thesis of the genital retraction 

pathology. 

* W.G. Jilek 

, Epide~ics of Genital Shrinking (Koro): Historical 

review and report of a recent outbreak in Sluth-China. 

# 

Cuuael 1986; 91 269-282. 

It is an excellent review paper of all the major 

reported Koro epidemics with a brief histOPical account 

of their genesis and early reportings. It contains 
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a new piece of information of a 42-year old Indone

sian Koro case of Surabeya. It alSJ cites a detailed 

replrt, fur the first· time in the English literature, 

of the 1908 Szechwan Ko ro epidemic (China) as rep.J r

ted by Legendre ( 1908) • 

In his brief disoourse on the rep1rted five large 

Koro epidemics viz. Szechwan, China (1908): Singap1re 

(1967); Thailand (1976), India (1982) and Guangoong, 

China ( 1984-85) , the author gives a ·precise a coo unt 

of each epidemic type, the s:> cial rituals and the 

special s:>cio-pllitical atmosphere prevalent during 

the epidemic in each of the oountries. A very valu

able bit of information oollected by the author from 

the archives of the Tang district of Guangdong Pro

vince was the occurrence of a large Ko ro ( sw yang) 

epidemic in Hainan Islands (China) in 1865. Thus 

the first World Koro reference should then be the 

year 1865 and mt as frequently rep1rted, 1874 (Matthe, 

1874). 

This paper describes four typical Ko ro cases of Guang

a:mg area, one of whom had oonoomitant temp1ral 

lobe epilepsy. The last part of the paper is devoted 

to the discussion of folk beliefs and traditional treat

ment methods of Ko ro in Guangdong, which revealed 

a belief in fox-spirit PJSsession as the cause of 

penile retraction pathology. Traditional healing rituals 

for exorcising the victim from this "IDtentially killing 

intruder" by severe biting resulted in deaths of two 

victims. 

There is a valuable description of the fox spirit 

with . cross-cultural reference. The cult of Zhong Kui, 

a legendary Chinese physician - hero and God, is 

also discussed. The social background analysis of 

these five large Koro epidemics from five different 

gaJ-cultural areas of the globe prompted the author 

to discard the oedepal thaJry or cultural specificity 
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mnstruct as the cause. The author however attaches 

additional im'{Xlrtance on the changing stressful socio

'{Xlli tical events in the genesis of m llecti ve anxieties 

in the oommunities where "procreative abilities are 

an im'{Xlrtant determinant of a peroon's value". 

* I. Mldai; H. Muniz 6 D. Aizenberg 

, Ko ro in an Israeli Male. 

B'Liti6h Joutnat o6 P6ychiatty, 1986, 149, 503-506. 

# It is a report of Ko ro in a 56-year old Jew in Israel. 

The patient aloo had mnmmitant depression. Psycm

diagmstic tests (RIB, TAT) revealed that he was 

having a very low masculine self-esteem and per

ceived women as big and threatening. The patient 

identified masturbation as the reaoon for his illness 

as it "weakens the penis and the body, and causes 

loss of sperm". The socio-cultural mde and ethics 

of Jewish laws and traditions are discussed in rela

tion to the patient's guilt over masturbation. 

Three imJ.Drtant clinical findings are worthy of men

tion: (1) acute fear after viewing a black cat at 

night; (2) a pre-Koro ooncern with penile pain after 

intermurse, (which in spite of a urologist's opinion 

of being pathology free), rendered him the firm mnvic

tion of having a fatal disease and (3) intensification 

of penile shrinkage after his dismissal from the job. 

A detailed clinical description of his behaviour, 

speciapy the fearful a:mcern of the shrinking penis 

and the oonmmitant avoidance habits eg. avoiding 

pressure on penis; holding the penis most of the 

time; inability to bend the body because of the 

fear that movement may cause further shrinkage and 

detailed acoounting of his distress, are clearly indi-
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cative of the presence of a strong hypochondriacal 

oomponent in this case. 

90. 1986 

* G.Q. Chu; T.W. Yah 6 W.C. Wang 

, Koro epidemic : Analysis of 87 cases. 

Xin I Xue (New Medicine), 1986, 3, 1-4 (Chine6e). 

# It is the report and analysis of 87 cases of Koro 

epidemic of the Tan Country area of Hainan Island, 

China during 1985. 

1987 : ~ORO BPIDBMIC IN GUANGOONG, CHINA 

91. 1987 

* G.S. Devan 6 o.s. lilng 

, Ko ro and schizophrenia in Singapore. 

BuU6h Joutnat o{; P6ychiatty, 1987, 150, 106-107. 

# It is a case report of Koro in a 75-year old emigrant 

Chinese to Singapore, who was aloo having a concur

rent diagm sis of schizophrenia. Two points in the 

clinical mte are important; (1) precipitation of Koro 

after eating banana - which was regarded by the 

patient as a 1 oo l d 1 faa d ( tradi t:lo nal belief) and ( 2) 

presence of reducible inguinal hernia. The authors 

stress the importance of careful history taking 

in elderly Koro patients to exclude the contribution 

of any local or systemic disease. They provide a 

moological scheme for the classification of Koro syn

drome. 

92. 1987 

* M. Scher 

' Koro in a native born citizen of the u.s. 
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Intetnat.i.onat Joutnat ot Soci.at P6ych.iat'Ly, 1987, 33, 

42-45. 

# It is a Koro case re{Drt of a unmarried Caucasian 

man in his mid-twenties who came to the hospital 

for loss of erectile {Dwer along with fear of abdomi

nal disappearance of both testes and penis. Mastur

batory guilt was present but there was m fear of 

death in this case. He drank an average of six bot

tles of beer per day. The patient reOJvered with 

ben:m diazepines. 

93. 1987 

• K.M. MD; L.S. Li 6 L.W. OU 

, Report of Koro Epidemic 'in Leizhou Peninsula, Hainan 

Islands. 

Ch.ine6e Joutnat o6 o6 Neutop6ych.iat'Ly, 1987, 20, 

232-234 (Ch.ine6e). 

# This is a report of Koro epidemic that took place 

in May 1987 in the Leizhou Peninsula around the Hai

kang county area of Guangdong Province, involving 

about 300 subjects. 

94. 1988 

• S. T .C. llechukwu , Koro-like syndromes in Nigeria. 

Ttan6cuttutat P6ych.iatuc Re6eatch Rev.iew, 1988, 
25, 310-314. 

# This is a re{Drt of a few fascinating epidemics in 

1975-77 and in 1978 in Nigeria where the main OJ m

plaint" was the sudden vanishing of penis. 

The author describes two cases from Kaduna, an urban 

area in mrthern Nigeria in 1975. In 1975-77 there 

was an epidemic of penis vanishing among the newer 

migrants into Lagos. In 1977, the author examined 
a case in Lagos, a 20-year boy who tied a string 
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to the penis shaft to prevent its further shrinkage. 

There were rep:>rts of epidemics of vanishing breast 

and pregnancies also. The author discusses the tradi

tional beliefs and phallic values of the various ethnic 

groups of Nigeria and the social cngnition in the 

interpretation of retraction of tongue or penis as 

equavalent to imminent death. 

• R. Durst 6 P. Rosca-RebaudB113J 

, Koro secnndary to a tumour of the Corpus Callosum. 

Blti.tioh Joutnat o6 Poychiat'Ly, 1988, 153, 251-254. 

I# This is a case report from Jerusalem, Israel. The 

authors presented a case with a diagm sed tumour 

in the genu of the cnrpus callosum, displaying typical 

Koro symptoms. The patient had a history of acute 

anxiety attaks for which he was hospitalized two 

years back. In the current situation he had oo mplaints 

of imp:>tency, vague physical symptoms and frontal 

headache with dizziness and depression. His maj)r 

reas::m of fearful cnncern was the shrinkage of the 

penis into the abdomen and fear of death. The tumour 

was inoperable and electroconvulsive therapy offered 

good relief. 

The presence of pre-morbid fear of sexual inadequacy I 

strong guilt and shame of "excessive masturbation" 1 

marital oonflictsl attacks of acute anxiety and com

plaints of impotency and depressed mood with sulci

dial intentions and the tumour "which had probably 

been present for an extended period of time", all pro

vide sufficient ground for the psychosexual pathology 

leading to the perception of penile shrinkage rather 

than the oontributions of the tumour itself. The tumour 

is probably a en incidental finding. 
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96. 1988 

* W.S. TSSI8i K.M. t.b; J. Hsu; L.L. Shuan; O.L. 
Wah; C.G. Qtan 6 J.D. Wei 

, A SOcio-cultural study of Koro epidemics in Guangdong 

China. 

Ametican Jou't.nat o6 P6ychiat't.y, 1988, 145, 1538-1543. 

# It is a well oomprehensive acoount of Koro epidemics 

of Guangdong, China, that took place in 1984-85 and 

in 1987. It reports an affectivity figure of 2000 in 

Hainan island and Leizhou peninsula of Guangdong 

between November 1984 and may 1985. In May 1987, 

several hundreads subjects were affected by Koro 

in Leizhou peninsula around the Haikang county area. 

A nice and brief a ceo unt of s:> cio -cultural background 

of the area is given which reveals that because of 

the geographical is:>lation and remoteness of the area, 

people are poorly educated, lack the exposure to 

modern city life and have deep faith in magioo-religi

ous doctrines of life, health and disease. The tradi

tional Chinese theory of yin-yang imbalance causing 

disease is a well rooted belief. That ghosts of the 

dead (who have m penis) hunt for penises to beoome 

alive again is a popular myth, which extended to 

the cult of a disguised ghost in the form of female 

ghost fox (hu-li-jing) or a fair lady who would come 

to oollect penises for this purpose - is probably 

the most influencial s:>cial oognition operating at the 

root of the mass outbreak of Koro in this region. 

The detailed report of the epidemic is a valuable 

addition to the Koro literature. S}X)radic Koro cases 

occurred in August 1984 which eventually culminated 

in a large epidemic in ~vember 1984 and a seoond 

wave started in May 1985. The prediction of a fortune 

teller that the year 1985 would be a bad year and 

people would suffer from many diseases, was a key 
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oognition at the background of the epidemic. The 

news of 'disaster• brought by a bagger from Hainan 

island to Leizho u peninsula was the cause of the 

seoond epidemic wave there. In May 1987 arother 

epidemic wave was observed in Haikang town. 

A survey report of 232 cases (males 195, females 

37) showed that most of the males were between 

the ages of 10 to 25 years, single, student or farmer 

and had only elementary school education. Most of 

the females were single and between the ages of 15 

to 20 years. 

All the patients had the folk belief that sw yang 

was caused by the female fox spirit. Aoove 76\ had 

seen other cases before their attack, 73\ had their 

attack at night and 69\ men had a prodromal phase 

of chills. The clinical features include acute anxiety 

(100\); palpitation (65%); tremor (69\); fear (68\) 

and · feeling of impending death (62\) with distur

bance of oonsciousness (9\); paleness (51\) and heavy 

perspiration (34\). The social treatment offered by 

local poople included manual penile traction and in 

females - the subjects head would be oo vered with 

a fish net and she would be severely beaten with 

tree branches and her fingers painfully cramped 

with a chopstick to exorcise the ghost. A Chinese 

ooncept of traditional healing was employed in offering 

specific yang foods to the sufferer like red pepper 

jam or black pepper powder, ginger juice or liqoor 

for a>mbating the yang (male) deficiency. Several 

casualties were also mted due to maltreatment arising 

from over-zealous social rituals eg. death of a one 

year ·child, penile injuries, nipple injuries (due 

to insertion of a pin) and aftermath of severe beating 

(specially girls) . 

There are two case histories alSJ - one a 28-year 

old single male and the other a 20-year old female 
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for whom there were m genuine Koro complaints 

from her side, yet the villagers attributed her depres

sive and fainting spells to Koro. 

The autoors are of the opinion that in sporadic cases 

Koro could be designated as 'genital retraction panic 

dis:>rder', where individual psychosexual problems 

(e.g. lack of masculine identification, lack of confi

dence and experience in heterosexual relations, miscon

ceptions about sexual practice or presence of castra

tion anxiety) play an important role. The model of 

Koro contagion in epidemics is dependent on some 

s:>cio-cultural and community factors like the presence 

of s:>cio-cultural stress, s:>cially shared beliefs and 

a conducive s:>cial atmosphere that accepts and main

tains the morbid cognition, thus helping the spread. 

• c.s. Mellor 

, Depersonalization and Self-perception. 

B'llt16h Jou.tna1 o{; P6ychiatty, 1988, 153 (Su.ppt.2), 

15-19. 

# This paper describes the phemmemlogy of deperSJ

nalization and focuses upon the relationships between 

depersonalization, self-perception and body image. 

Different concepts of deperso naliza tiD n are discussed. 

Koro is cited as an example of deperSJnalization 

which leads to body-image disturbances. The deperSJna

lization in Koro is said to be SJmatic and localized 

to the genital area. The author states that the condi

tion in Koro "differs from more usual manifestation 

of depersonalization by the presence of apparent 

delusions and the absence of the experience of having 
m emotions". 
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98. 1989 

• tbllander, B; Lietnwitz, M.R.; Winchel, R.; Klwaker, 
A. 6 Klein, D.F. 

, Treatment of body-dysmorphic disorder with serotonin 

reuptake blockers. 

Ameucan Joutnat o6 P6ych.iatty, 7989, 146, 768-770. 

# The authors describe five patients with body-dysmor

phic dimrder who responded preferentially to seroto

nin reuptake blockers. They review the literature 

and analyse how patients with excessive concern about 

oody abmrmalities lie along a spectrum of doubt 

and certainty, and discuss the similarities and differ

ences between this and obsessive-compulsive disorders. 

99. 1990 

They describe an interesting case where oody-dys

morphic symptoms were associated with obsessive 

rumination and cannabis smoking. A 24-year old single 

male, who had a childhood diagmsis of minimal brain 

dysfunction, and as an adolescent had history of 

two long-term hospitalizations with a diagmsis of 

oorder-line permnality disorder, Tourette's syndrome, 

obsessive-compulsive disorder and marijuana abuse, 

developed an obsessive rumination regarding a small 

and ugly penis at the age of 20. He showed marked 

improvement with Clomipramine (60 mg/day) and was 

symptom free for three years, but had a relapse/ 

recurrence at the age of 24 when he discontinued 

the medicine and started to reabuse marijuana. He 

showed improvement by retreatment with Clomipramine 

(60 mg/day). His mother was alm a patient of obses

sive-compulsive disorder. 

• L. Tumier 6 G. Cmuinard 

, Effect anti-Ko ro d' un antidepresseur tricyclique. 

Revue-Canad.i.enne de P6yc.h.iatue, 7990, 35, 331-333 

(in Ftench). 
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# The authors here are reporting a case of Ko ro in 

association with maj:>r depression. The case was trea

ted with trimipramin (150 mg/day), bromazepam. 

In addition the patient received psychotherapy which 

allowed him to deal with the situation and to elimi

nate guilt feelings. It is hypothesized that the tricy

clic antidepressant had a curative effect on Koro 

syndrome by simultanoously treating the depress~n. 

100. 1990 

* D.N. Anderam 

' Koro : The genital retraction symptom after stroke. 

Blfi.U6h loutnat o6 P6ychiat'ty, 1990, 157, 142-144. 

# It is a case report of Koro in a 73-year old Briton in 

association with psychotic depression following a 

ron-dominant temporoparietal stroke. The author sug

gests the use of the term 'genital retraction syndrome' 

to avoid semantic confusion of Koro etiology of varied 

nature, viz. cultural and psychophysiological. 

101.. 1990 

* R.L. Bernstein 6 A.C. Gaw 

' Koro : Proposed Classification for DSM-IV. 

Ameucan Joutna1 o6 P6ychiatty, 1990, 147, 1670-1674. 

# This is an excellent paper devoted to the rosological 

analysis of the past research findings along with 

a new proposal for DSM-IV. It alro contains a case 

report of Koro in a 25-year old Cantonese of Boston. 

The -authors raise the question whether Koro is a 

unique cultural syndrome or merely the cultural expres

sion of a universal pheromeron. They try to deli

neate the difference between Koro and Koro-like syn

dromes and assert the rotion that in the right setting 

and stimulus Koro can occur even in ron-Chinese cul-
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tures too. Ample examples of Koro in association 

with drug withdrawal, brain tumour, epilepsy , and 

syphilis provide a strong ground for a primary phy

siological subtratum in Koro. 

They propose the following diagmstic criteria for 

genital retraction disorder for DSM-IV : 

A. A feeling of overwhelming panic associated with 

the sensation of or the belief in genital retrac

tion. 

B. A fear of impending death, should the genitals 

be allowed to fully retract. 

C. A tendency to prevent retraction by holding 

onto the penis, enlisting help in doing so from 

friends or rela t1 vas, or using devices attached 

to the penis. 

D. A behaviour which is mt obviously odd or bizarre, 

aside from the belief and its ramifications. 

E. A lack of meeting, the criteria for any axis I 

disorder other than somatoform disorder, and 

where it can mt be established that an organic 

factor initiated and maintained the disturbance. 

Specify Type : 

Whether in a cultural oontext or mt in a cultural 

cxmtext. Whether a single case or an epidemic. 

In accordance with the philoeophy of DSM-IIIR, the 

authors have formulated a decision tree (Fig. 14) 

for the classification of Koro. They aleo provide 

a description of Koro for DSM-IV at the appendix 
as follows : 

"Proposed Description of Koro in DSM-IV : The essential 

feature of this disorder is a complaint of genital retrac-

tion with a fear of impending death, occurring where 

culturally sanctioned beliefs of folk disease or pathology 



Clinical picture 
includes physical 
complaints of 
genital retraction 
and fear of death 

YES ,, 
Demonstrable organic 
bra~ findings or 
typical pattern of 
illness of a physical 
disorder accounts 
for the symptoms 

NO 

Presence of symptoms 
associated with Axis I 
disorder other than 
somatoform disorder 

NO 

Culturally sanctioned 

1 ~ NO 

Genital Retraction 
Disorder, Not Culture
Specific 

Specific or 
YES undiagnosed 

1---~~ physical 
condition 

YES ..... ... 
Specific Axis I 

Diagnosis 
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Genital Retraction '"Single case 
YE~ Disorder, Culture- r----

I ,... Specific (Koro) ... Epidemic 

Fig. 14 : Proposed Decision Tree for Koro in 
DSM-IV (Bernstein 6 Gaw, 1991). 
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are present. Among rna 1 es. the most coiiJIIon comp 1a i nt is 

that of the penis shrinking into the abdomen and resultant 

death; among females, the shrinking of the labia or breasts 

and resultant death. The person may appear to be in a 

state of acute distress and attempt to pull his penis, 

have hmfly members or friends hold onto the penis. or 

use clamps or string tried to the penis to prevent retrac

tion. 

Associated features :The complaint is almost always accom

panied by panic, fear, and/or anxiety. 

Age at onset : The age at onset is early adulthood to 

the fourth decade. but a 11 age groups may be affected. 

Children are rarely affected except in the course of 

an epidemic. 

Course : The disorder is usually self-limiting but may 

persist for a period of days or weeks. Relapse is possible 

and may persist for years. Social, occupational, and 

psychological functioning may be impaired, and marked 

disruption is coiiJIIon. 

Complications : Insomnia is frequently present. The fear 

of death and the conviction of having a fatal illness 

may lead to depression and suicidal thoughts. Genitals 

may be injured by the careless use of clamps or strings. 

Prevalence : The disorder is uncommon except in the con

text of an epidemic. It occurs most frequently among 

Chinese in South China or Southeast Asia. It has been 

reported among Thai, Asian Indian, and other Asian groups. 

Sporadic cases among Chinese iiiJIIigrants in Western coun

tries have also occured. 

Predisposing factors and sex ratio : The disorder usually 

affects individuals with low educational attainment. 

Males outnumber females. Individuals frequently have 

conflicting feelings about masturbation, sexual identity 

and/or sexual intercourse. 
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Family pattern : No information. 

Cultural background : The following sociocultural factors 

may be present : (1) a belief in folk disease called 

koro (among Ma 1 ays), suk-yeong (among Cantonese-speaking 

Chinese), or suo-yang (among Mandarin-speaking Chinese), 

(2) a belief that the excessive loss of semen from too 

much intercourse may cause involution of the penis, (3) a 

belief in ghosts of the dead who are capable of stealing 

penises from the living, (4) a belief in the inducement 

of genital retraction by the ingestion of contaminated 

foods, (5) other cultural beliefs. 

Differential diagnosis : Delusional disorder, somatic 

subtype; body dysmorphic disorder; panic disorder; schizo

phrenia; organic delusional disorder; sexual disorder 

not otherwise speified". 

NOTH 

1. Dr. H.B.M. Murphy reviewed two Koro papers (of Berrios 

and Morley, 1984 and "The Koro Epidemic in Hainan Island 

A Preliminary Report". by the Guangdong Transcultural Psy

chiatric Research Group. Paper read at the Regional Conference 

of the World Psychiatric Association 1 s Transcultural Psychiatry 

Section, Beijing, August 17-21, 1985} in the News Section of the 

Western Pacific region of the Transcultural Psychiatric Research 

Review, 1986, 23, p .159-161. In respect to the Berrios and Mor

ley 1 s paper. Dr. Murphy very briefly discussed the relevance 

of 1 shame-dominated 1 and 1 guilt-dominated 1 culture in relation 

to the Koro psycho9ynamics of Chinese and British cultures res

pectively. In the context of the Koro epidemic of the Hainan 

Island, he stressed the hysterical nature of the outbreaks and 

suggested to find out the specific psychological ingredients of 

this south China region that were operating in the repeated Koro 

epidemic in this area. 
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KORO LITERATURE FROM 1991 TO 1992 

There are 17 publications which appeared during this two 

year period, thus indicating the increasing roncern of psychiatrists 

regarding Koro. Among these, four are unusual case rep:Jrts, viz. 

chronic Koro (Sl.No .102), drug induced Koro (103); Koro in an HIV 

infected man (112) and Koro in association with Capgras syndrome 
( 114) ; two are epidemic rep:J rtings ( 113 and 115) ; three are discus-

sion papers (116-118) and eight are letters in resp:Jnse to the arti

cle of Bernstein and Gaw (1990). These letters unfold many inter

esting facts regarding Koro viz. body dysmorphic dioorder, seoon

dary psychiatric roorbidities and msological status of Koro including 

one prop:Jsition of Koro being a cultural variant of hysteria. 

The rep:Jrt of an epidemic of 'penis-loss' in Nigeria by 

Dr. S. T. C. Illechuk wu ( 115) is a finding with a far reaching trans

cultural significance in this field. The discussion paper by Dr. 

Raymond Prince on the cultural oognition of fox-spirit and Koro 

in Haiman island (China) gives a new impetus in favour of culture 

boundness of Koro and provides a unique oonceptual bridge between 

psychiatric morbidity and traditional beliefs of anthropological 

interest. The paper by Dr. Laurence J. Kirmayer on the castration 

theme and Koro sheds light on the transcultural aspect of this uni

versal phemmemn. 

102. 1991 

* A.M.Z. Adityanjee 6 M. Subramanian 

1 Sporadic Koro and marital disharmony. 

P6ychopathotogy, 1991, 24, 49-52. 

# It is a case report of Ko ro in a 3 6-year old Malaysian 

Chinese -man in the setting of marital dysharroony and 

sexual rejection. The most unusual feature of the case 

was the epioo die "feeling that his penis was being sucked 

into his body", occurring once or twice in a week 

for a year. Each episode, acoompanied by the fear of 

impending death, lasted for about 30 minutes. 
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The authors suggest a scheme of classification of genital 

retraction symptom to make a distinction between epidemic 

and sp:>radic forms of Koro (Fig. 15). The author.; assert 

that the present case is unique example as to how marital 

dysharmony and associated a:mflicts like adultery (of 

wife) OJuld precipitate the Koro syndrome in a perenn 

with pre-existing anxiety state in a ronducive culture 

which endorses Koro as a serious illness. 

103. 1991 

* B. Chen 

'! Drug-induced Koro in a ron-Chinese man. 

Btiti6h Joutnai o~ P6ych(atty, 1991, 158, 721 (L). 

# It is a Koro case rep:>rt of a 69-year old married English

man who was referred from a surgical ward with urethral 

trauma. "He had inserted a knitting needle into his ure

thra in the belief that his penis was shrinking into his 

abdomen, thus causing obstruction to urine flow". The 

patient was on L-do pa therapy for his idiopathic parkin

oonism. 

The author presented this case as a Koro symptom OJmplex 

in the oontext of an organic psychosis (depression with 

auditory and visual hallucination) caused by L-dopa the

rapy. The ideational OJmp:>nent of Koro anxiety was the 

blockage of urinary flow from shrinking penis, rot the 

usual ' fear of death ' . 

104. 1991 

• R.C. Slams 

, Mechanism and classification of Koro. 

# 

Ameucan Joutnai ot P6ych(atty, 1991, 148, 959(L). 

In resp:>nse to the article of Bernstein and Gaw (1990), 

in this letter the author rorrectly qmtes the citation 

"a self-incrementing causal loop" in place of "a self-incri

minating causal loop", erroneously referred by Bernstein 

and Gaw. 
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105. 1991 

* A. Lipschitz 

, Mechanism and classification of Koro. 

Ametican Joutnat o{, P6ych.iaty, 7997, 148, 959 ( L). 

H It is a letter in res(Xlnse to the paper of Bernstein 

and Gaw (1990). The author op(Xlsses the distinct cate

~rization of Koro as a "genital retraction die:Jrder, 

culture-specific" for DSM-IV, as pro (X) sed by Bernstein 

and Gaw, because he feels that then there would be m 

soope of categorization of Koro when it occurs with other 

dis:Jrders, viz. body dysmorphic dis:Jrders or dysmor

phophobia or obsessive-oompulsive dis:Jrders. 

106. 1991 

* W .F. Sheeley 

, Mechanism and Classification of Koro. 

Ametican Joutnat o{, P6ych.iat't.y, 7997, 148, 959 (L). 

# It is a letter in res (X) nse to the article of Bernstein 

and Gaw (1990). The author is against a new cate~ry 

for Koro in DSM-IV and is of the opinion that Koro, a 

cultural variant of hysteria, oould nicely be fitted into 

the present classification. 

107. 1991 

* R.L. Bernstein and A.C. Gaw 

, Mechanism and Classification of Koro. 

Ametican Joutnat o6 P6ych.iat't.y, 7997, 148, 959-960 ( L). 

H It is a letter in res(Xlnse to the criticisms and sugges

tions of Simons ( 1991), Lipschitz ( 1991) and Sheeley 

(1991) of the authors' article. The authors had earlier 

discarded the proposal of Koro as an example of body 

dysmo rphic die:J rder because they asserted that in body 

dysmorphic die:Jrder the primary prwccupation is "with 

e:J me imagined defect in appearance" whereas in Ko ro 
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the central ooncern is the fear of genital retraction and 

eventual death. In spite of the presence of hysterical 

oomp:ment in Koro, they rejected the view to label Koro 

as hysteria because this last term has itself been omit ted 

from the current system of classification. 

108. 1991 

* B. Kennedy and G .R. Flick 

, Classification of Koro. 

Ame'Lican Jou.tnat o6 P6ychiat'Ly, 1991, 148, 1278-1279{L). 

# It is a letter in resPJnse to the article of Bernstein 

and Gaw (1990}. The authors p:lint out the asSJciation 

between panic dimrder and Koro and illustrated the case 

of a 21-year old Caucasian man who had Koro symptoms 

at the background of a history of six months-long epiSJdic 

anxiety attacks (both oomatic and psychological oomPJ

nents with fear of death), with a one month history 

of severe depressive symptoms and a diagrosis of mitral 

valve prolapse and 'lazy-eye' syndrome. The patient 

was put on imipramine for depression when he developed 

hesitancy and strain on urination and pain (on day 12), 

along with fear of penile retraction. He had aloo had 

similar fears of genital retraction six years earlier when 

he used a vibrator two to three times for masturbation. 

He had strong masturbatory guilt and history of panic-

like symptoms while masturbating 3 to 4 years earlier. 

The authors argue that the fear of genital retraction 

in this case was rot culture-bound. They opine, "The 

symptom was related to condittions that increase sympathe

tic tone, "i.e., guilt and anxiety aoout sexual practices, 

penile manipulation, anticholinergic medication, and a 

predisPJ sition to high-anxiety states". Hence, they were 

of the opinion that the proPJsed classification of Koro 

by Bernstein and Gaw (1990) may be overly restrictive 

since the "genital retraction might be a multifactorial 

symptom rather than a specific dimrder". 
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109. 1991 

* S.H.A. Sajjad 

, Classification of Koro 

Ame'lican Joutnat o6 P6ych.iat'ly, 7997, 748, 7279 (L). 

# This is a letter in resp:mse to the classification of Koro 

into DSM-IV pro{Xlsed by Bernstein and Gaw (1990). In 

view of the occurrence of Koro in different parts of the 

world, the author rejects the plea of treating Koro as 

a culture-bound illness. In sup{Xlrt of this, the author 

analyses the differences in the Koro arthrography and 

cultural beliefs between the encial systems of China and 

Malay Archipelaou and between the East and West. The 

author prefers the term 1 genital retraction syndrome 1 in 

place of Koro. He also argues against the oomments of 

Bernstein and Gaw ( 1990) that 1 fear of impending death 1 

should rot be the only inclusion criterion for Koro diag

msis since other fears are fairly oomroon like fear of 

sex change or of serious illness. Finally he differs from 

the proiXJSition of Bernstein and Gaw (1990) that fear 

of genital retraction or death is primary and anxiety 

is seoondary in Koro since he asserts that anxiety is 

the primary fac1Dr which directs the patient 1 s attention 

1D the genital area, even when Koro is seoondary 1D SJme 

other psychiatric diSJ rders. So he proposes that the 

Axis I diagmsis should be that of primary diSJrder 

and the genital retraction syndrome should be a seoondary 

diagm sis if the criteria are met. 

110. 1991 

• D .J. Stein, M. Frankel and B. Hollander , Classification of Koro. 

Ameucan Joutnat o-6 P6ych.iatty, 7997, 748, 1280 (L). 

# This is a letter in response to the article of Bernstein 

and Gaw (1990). The authors are of the opinion that 

there already exists a proper catetory in DSM-IIIR fur 
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inclusion of Koro, viz. body dysmorphic disorder or 

delusional disorder, somatic type, depending on whether 

it is of delusional intensity or mt. 

This authors are in favour of dual diagmsis if so 

warranted, eg. if fear of genital retraction fits into bodY 

dysmorphic dioorder or into oomatic type delusional dioor

der, and is independent of am ther axis I dioo rder, then 

both the diagmsis should be reoorded. They supp>rt 

neither the validity of the entity 'genital retraction 

syndrome, cultural-specific" as a distinct diagmsis mr 

the implicit meaning of 'culture specific' as advocated 

by Bernstein and Gaw (1990). 

111. 1991 

* R.L. Bemstein and A.C. Gaw 

, Classification of Koro. 

Ametican Jou'Lnal o6 P6ych.iat'Ly, 1991, 148, 1280 ( L). 

# This is a letter of clarification by the authors about 

the p> ints raised by Kennedy and Flick ( 1991), Sajjad 

( 1991) and Stein et al. ( 1991) • 

The authors support the oontention of Kennedy and Flick 

( 1991) that in the event of genital retraction syndrome 

associated with panic disorder, a ooncurrent diagmsis 

of panic disorder is justified. Notwithstanding the univer

sality of genital retraction oo mplaints suggested by Sajjad 

(1991), the authors highlight the special cultural situa

tion where Koro occurs in endemic or epidemic prop>rtions 

by the descriptive term "culture-spcific". They also 

believe that although anxiety is an imp>rtant mmp>nent 

in Koro, -the form and oontent of the dramatic presenta

tion of the dioorder appropriately justifies the mmen

clature "genital retraction disorders". 

The authors are against the proposition of placing Koro 

under body dysmorphic disorder because here the primary 
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psychopathological ooncern is with a "static appearance" 

(imagined defect in physical appearance in a mrmal appea

ring perenn) while in Koro the main prooccupation is 

with an "active transformation" (active sag or disSJlution 

of the genitals) of a lxl dy part. Mo roo ver, they believe 

that in Koro there is a marked disruption of social and 

occupational functioning which is rot oommonly present 

in lxl dy dysm rphic diSJ rder. They object to the incl u

sion of Koro under delusional disorder, enmatic type, 

as the perception of penile shrinkage in Koro is rot 

delusional, but it occurs in persons having clear insight 

and with intact egJ functions. 

112. 1992 

• I. Heyman and T .A. Fahy 

t Koro-like symptoms in a man infected with human immum

deficiency virus. 

BtiU.6h Joutnat o6 P6ychiatty, 1992, 160, 119-121. 

# It is a Koro case re(Xlrt in a 32-year old man in asSJ

ciation with a depress! ve illness ( suicidial ideas, BDI 

soore at admission was 34) and infection with human 

immumdeficiency virus. The history of depression was 

of a recurrent nature of five years duration. The family 

relationship was strained because the patient had dis

closed his teenage homo sexual habit. Since the age of 

16 he had multiple male sexual partners. Premorbidly , 

he sm wed an extreme ooncern with his physical appear

ance and health. 

During the first week in the hospital he developed dys-

morphic ooncern about an imaginary skin eruption, which 

a dermatolOgist oould mt substantiate. He alSJ had transi

ent belief that his brain was dehydrating. He had firm 

oonviction that his penis had gradually been shrinking 

over the previous three months. He felt that it might 

disappear oo mpletely, for which he made several visual 
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scrutinies of the penis daily. He responded fairly with 

dothiepin ( 150 mg/day} and cognitive psychotherapy. 

On discharge his BDI score was 14 and follow-up for 

eight months showed no recurrence of penile shrinkage 

belief. 

The authors state that the prominance of hypochondria! 

belief of the patient had a pathoplastic infl~ence on the 

Koro-like symptom manifestation. They propose that somatic 

awareness and health consciousness may be the com100n 

clinical feature in the patients who suffer from Koro or 

Koro-like symptoms. In classical Koro these concerns 

are ~xaggerated and moulded by culture-specific ideas 

whereas in Koro-like syndromes the final presentation 

is generated by psychotic or anxiety-related beliefs. 

U3. 1992 

* W.S. Tseos, K.N.MD, L.S. Li, G.Q. Chen, 
L. W. Qu, and H. B. Zbeog. 

, Koro epidemics in Gangdong, China. A questionnaire survey. 

Joutnat o6 Net vow., and Mentat D.i..~ea~e, 1992, 180, 117-

123. 

# It is a research survey of Koro patients of the Guangdong 

epidemic in reference to symptom manifestation, persona

lity profile, life problem and folk beliefs of the cases. 

The authors compare the findings of 214 Koro cases (173 

men and 41 women) with a clinic group (n=56) of neurosis 

cases (neurasthesia and anxiety disorder) and 153 mrmal 

subjects. They use the following tools: symptom checklist 

for mimr. psychiatric disorders of Derogatis et al. ( 1971), 

Cattell's 16 personality factor test, life problem ques

tionnaire and folk belief questionnaire. The last one con

tains three sections with 14 questions, viz. sex-related 

beliefs, Koro-related beliefs and supernatural beliefs. 
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The result of the study revealed that in Koro the anxiety 

and phobic subscales were considerably elevated than 

those of control group. Regarding personalitty traits the 

Koro patients showed less intellegence and in males no 

significant life problem was identified. In female cases 

there were higher scores on items of ecommic problems 

and disease and death than in the other two groups. 

Sex-related beliefs showed m significant difference among 

the groups but in Koro-related beliefs, the Koro patients 

showed significant positive endorsement on beliefs of 

penile shrinkage and death as also in the existence of 

supernatural beliefs. 

The authors are of the opinion that the basic clinical 

feature of Koro is anxiety which takes expression as 

panic because of the folk beliefs of the subjects. They 

mte some risk factors e.g. young age, unmarried men 

and low education. They also mte that the confinement 

of several successive Koro epidemics within a specific 

geographical area was related to the prevalence of strong 

beliefs in supernatural concept of illness of the people 

of the area, a finding which was mt substantiated in 

the mnepidemic area. 

The authors try to postulate a theory of social stress 

as the root cause of the mass expression of Koro in the 

Guangdong area and in support of this contention they 

describe some concomitant social disturbances along with 

each Koro epidemic in that region, viz. the 1952 epidemic 

was related to the social tur100il associated with land 

reform after the Communist liberation; the 1962 epidemic 

was concurrent with the economic disaster and Jife-style 

changes asSJciated with the 'Great Leap Forward' move

ment, the· 1966 epidemic occurred during the high point 

of Cultural Revolution, and the 1974 epidemic was related 

to an extensive and tragic epidemic of encephalitis. The 

authors suggest that community mental health education 

focussing on high risk groups may minimize the occurrence 
of Koro epidemics. 
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114. 1992 

• M.G. Smyth and C. Dean 

, Capgras and Koro. 

B'tit.i6h Joutnat o6 P6ychiatty, 7992, 161, 121-123. 

# It is an unusual case report of Koro with Capgras syn

drome with underlying affective disorder in a 23-year 

old West Indian. The patient identified his father as 

an 'imposter' and clutched his penis fur fear of its dis

appearance into the abdomen. In addition to the delu

sional misidentification, he had been als:> having depressed 

mood and threatening sea>nd pers:>n auditory hallucination 

and history of hypomania three years earlier. He was 

diagoosed as a case of acute psychotic state with features 

of paramia, Capgras misidentification and Koro. He resl)Jn

ded favourably to thioridazine. 

The authors attempt to explain the oomroonality between 

Capgras and Koro in respect of depersonalization and 

body image disturbances. They state that depers:>nalization 

is partial in Koro while it is projected in Capgras. From 

the wider perspectives of body image disorder, they 

postulated that in Koro the disturbance is in the localized 

body part while in the misidentification syndrome it invol

ves the "internal and external change in physical or psyc

hological identity" of a pers:>n. They also p:Jint out that 

the oon-culturebound Koro cases lack the classical presen

tation, viz. penile retration, a>ncurrent disappearance 

of it into the abdomen and fear of death. They also stress 

the importance of mood disorder at the background of 

both Koro and Capgras syndrome. 

115. 1992 

• S. T .c. llechukwu 

, Magical penis loss in Nigeria : Report of a recent epide

mic of a Koro-like syndrome. 

Ttan6cuttuta.i P6ych.i.att.i.c Re.6e.atch Revtew, 1992, 29, 

91-108. 
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11 This is an excellent replrt of an epidemic of 'magical 

penis loss' from Nigeria which took place in the last 

part of 1990. The affected subjects mmplained that their 

external genitalia had simply vanished and the author 

described this entity as a 'Koro-like syndrome'. 

The spectacular clinical expression of this epidemic cases 

were the sudden perception of the sufferer that the penis 

(sometimes breast in females) had vanished because they 

were "taken" by magically IXl werful persons or their agents. 

A four stage sequence of this genital loss phemmeoon 

has been identified : cue, flash, cheek and alarm. 

The author describes these steps as follows (Fig. 16 ) : 

•The cue took the form of a stranger asking for the time 

of·the day or for help in following directions often written 

down on a piece of paper. It cou 1 d a 1 so take the form of 

ordinary body contact - a handshake or an accidental bl.lllp 

of body or shoulder on the street - which was thought to 

be deliberately contrived. Even customary exchanges of greet

ings or hand waving were sometimes interpreted as cues for 

the 'taking' of genitalia • 

flash, like an electric shock, a •sickening and sinking 

feelingu or a chill or movement within the scrotum ••• sizz

ling sensations like the flow of a current that went right 

through the groin, trunk and head, accompanied by agitation 

and profuse sweating • 

The check was very a very brief phase in which the afflic

ted person reached out for his external genitalia, to confirm 

his feeling that the genitalia had indeed been 'taken~ 

In Lag~s the typical atatm was "Ole I Oko mi ti. too ! 

("Thief I my genitals are gone I"). This followed the check 

response as the individual was convinced that his genitals 

were gone. The person would often strip publicity to convince 

sympathesizers that this penis had indeed been 'taken'• A 

crowd would illiRedtately get involved and the person respon-
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sible for the 'theft' would be identified and either implored 

to return the penis or roughly threatened. 

Thereafter, either spontaneously or following the respon

se of others, some 'victims' realized that their genitals 

were intact. However, many then claimed that they were 'retur

ned' at the time they raised alarm or that, although the 

penis had been 'returned' , it was shrunk and was therefore 

probably a 'wrong' one or just the ghost of a penis. The 

mob usually continued to beat or lynch the 'genital thief'. 

A few persons whose attacks started spontaneously in a pri

vate setting, or who did not wish to attract attention sought 

treatment with doctors or herbalists~ (p.95). 
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The syndrome was believed to be a supernatural event 

where the affected were robbed of their genitalia in 

order to magically benefit interested poople. This issue 

was also malhandled by others. Poo ple, usually a "lynch 

minded mob". identified the genital thief, who were cnm

monly "prosperous looking strangers" or women, and they 

were treated very roughly {beating, clubbiing or even 

burning} which caused even serious bodily injuries. "It 

was held that the rougher the treatment, the more likely 

it was that the 'thief' would relent and return the seized 

genital". The crowd resrnnse helped the spread of the 

message of penis loss from Lagos to other urban centres 

like Ibadan, but skipping the rural areas, and poople 

in the streets were so afraid of genital theft that 

"Men could be seen in the streets of Lagos holding on to 

their genitalia either openly or discretely with their hands 

in their pockets. Women were also seen holding on to their 

breasts directly or discretely by crossing the hands across 

the chest. It was thought that inattention and a weak will 

facilitated the 'taking' of the penis or breasts. Vigilance 

and anticipatory aggression were thought to be good prophy

laxis. This led to further breakdown of law and order" {p.96). 
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This epidemic took place in th~ background of severe 

emoomic depression amidst speculation about currency 

change and election of a oon-military government. The 

author hypothesize that this epidemic was the mass expres

sion of male resentment over women's success during a 

period of Blcial turmil and strain and "the symbolic 

equation of masculine sexuality with emoomic-social and 

creative prowess in many cultural myths". 

The author also provides four typical case histories of 

which two had pre-existing psychopathologies. The analy

sis of the epidemic reveals that there were both genuine 

and fictitious cases. The latter were part of a deliberate 

plan of well organized gangs to rob affluent persons. 

The genuine cases had the subjective feeling of disappear

ance of penis with a mark of influence of magim-super

natural faith in mysterious touch, or of accumulation of 

per~Dnal power by taking others' sex organ or of sorcery. 

Lastly, the author attempts a pheoomemlogical cnrrela

tion between Koro and the magical penis-loss event as 

he believes that both are the expression of a cnmmn 

demminator, viz. the genitally focussed primordial anxi

ties. 

116. 1992 

• R. H. Prince 

, A symposium on the Vulnerable Male 

on the Castration Theme, Introduction. 
Cultural Variations 

# 

T'Lan6cuttutcd P6ychi.atuc Re6eatch Revi.ew, 1992a, 29, 

87-90. 

It is an introductory paper on the objectives of a sympo

sium devoted to the discussion on the castration theme 

and the male vulnerability, held by the McGill · Division 

on Social and Transcultural Psychiatry at the Department 

of Psychiatry, Jewish General fbspital, Montreal, Quebec, 
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June 20, 1991. 

The author provides a brief transcultural account of male 

sexual anxiety syndrome like Koro or suk-young in China 

and dhat or jiryan in India. He asserts that the male 

fears of penis loss or loss of ~ tency is very widespread 

and it usually takes the clinical expression at par with 

the cultural meaning of any given s:>ciety. He stresses that 

in spite of an age-old emphasis on the oonstruct of male 

castrator, the female castrator is much more a>miDln in 

different SJcio-cultural themes. He cites examples in 

this favour, viz., the implications of females in witch

craft of 15th century Germany, the attribution of fox

spirit in the disguise of a women in Ko ro in Hainan island, 

China, the mythological oonstruct of Adam in the middle

Bast and the fantasy of a "~iSJned maiden" of Indian 

and Persian cultures. He cites an extra:>rdinary example 

of female castrator in the form of "vagina dentata" (the 

vagina with teeth) fantasy of the Amerindian culture. 

117. 1992 

* R.H. Prince 

, Koro and the Fox Spirit on Hainan island (China). 

Ttan6cuttutat P6ychiatuc Re6eatch Review, 1992, 29, 

119-132. 

t# It is an outstanding discussion paper with a wealth of 

information on cultural dynamics of Koro, specially in 

the context of the Chinese yin-yang philoSJphy. In the 

first part the author gives a brief overview of Koro 

symptomatology, that ranges from the earlier re~rt of 

Dr. Slot" in the Celebes to the recent one of Hainan island, 

China. He alSJ analyses the pheromerological differences 

between the Indonesian and the Chinese Koro expressions 

and their ritualistic l:lealing methods. 
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The seamd part summarizes the recent Koro epidemics 

of Singapore, Thailand, India and China with special 

emphasis on the ooncurrent gED-political stresses in each 

of the oo untries. 

The final part is devoted to the detailed analysis of 

the Hainan island Ko ro epidemic with special emphasis 

on the cultural oonstruct of fox-spirit. which was believed 

to be the cause of the Ko ro illness in this island. 

The author provides an excellent anthropological acoount 

of the fox-spirit- theme in Sim-Japanese folklores and 

attempts to oorroborate its significance with the Koro 

oognition of the cases of Hainan. With citations from van 

Gulik (1961) he analyzes the traditional folk beliefs that 

animals like foxes, badgers and tortoises are endo wded 

with long lives and supernatural abilities because of 

their oontact with the "oosmic vital essence" of earth. 

A detailed description of supernatural and mystic powers 

of the fox is enumerated in one of the Tang dynasty ( 618-

906 AD) reoords as follows (Gulik, 1961) 

•when a fox is fifty years_ old, it assumes the ability to 

change itself into a woman. At a hundred it can assume the 

shape of a beautiful girl, or that of a sorcerer, or also 

that of an adult man who has sexua 1 1 ntercourse with women. 

All that age a fox knows what is happening at a distance 

of one thousand m11 es, it can derange the human mind and 

reduce a person to an imbecile. When the fox is one thousand 

years old, it is in c011111unication with Heaven. and is then 

called Heavenly Fox {t'ien-hu.)" (p.210). 

The folk belief regards that the 1bx or KU6un.i. is a yin 

creature who wants to transform into a celestial fox (tengu) 

for entry into the heaven. The most crucial thing for this 

is the collection of a male or yang principle, the penis 

being one such good object. Hence, the fox spirit despa

rately steals the penis for its own necessity. 
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The Japanese foxlore also endorses the belief that at the 

age of 500 years the fox will change its mlour from 

red to white and at 1000 years will disappear from the 

earth, although it may return to cause natural havoc in 

the form of thunder and lighning. The author traces a 

symoolic similarity between this Sim-Japanese folklore 

and the name of the 11 Leizhour11 peninsula of Guangdong 

province. Leizhou means 11 thunder region11 and the author 

thus explains the background social mgnition of Koro 

epidemic as "heavenly foxes may return to earth as thun

der and lightning and therefore this peninsula is an area 

of high density of fox spirits intent upon seizing as much 

male sexual energy as possible from the po pulation11 . 

The author, from the analysis of the Chinese world view 

of yin-yang humoral thoory and folk-beliefs of fox-spirit, 

and the Indonesian and Malaysian cultural beliefs in venge

ful female ghost draws the mnclusion that there exists 
11 a pan-human male dread of castration and sexual impo

tence11 where the female figure represents the threat as 

castrator rather than the male figure as depicted in the 

oedepal myth. This unmnscious fear has an important 

psychodynamic significance in the symptom choice of geni

tal retraction and its mnmmitant fear of death. 

This discussion is an elegant masterpiece that provides 

a mnceptual bridge between psychiatric morbidity and 

traditional beliefs of anthropological interest. This is 

more so because, for the first time, Koro - an illness 

very often cited as a culture-oound syndrome - is analyzed 

in the background of a specific cultural mntent in the 

true sense, viz. belief in the malevolent fox spirit. The 

psycoodynamics of Koro has been discussed time and again 

in relation to the Chinese yin-yang imbalance thoory which 

is rot a cultural theme but a doctrinal world-view of 

the Chinese philosophy at large, which tries to interpret 

the changes of the universe, the nature, the human oody 

and thus health and illness within its purview. It is 
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therefore, rot a specific cultural cognition attached to 

any particular illness. Sexual conflicts, guilt and dysfWlc

tions, castration fear and ethnic and goo-p:llitical stress

all the documented issues in Koro psychodynamics thus 

far rep:1rted are rot again culture specific, i.e. these 

represent a universal phero meron except the chance-time 

correlation with sp:1radic or epidemic Koro occurrences 

in a particular mmmWlity. Therefore, the culture boWld

ness of Koro is gradually losing groWld so much so that 

a new termirology 'genital retraction syndrome' is of 

late gaining acceptance. This discussion by Dr. Prince 

in the backgroWld of socio-cultural cognition of folk

beliefs in fox spirit and its analytical references from 

Siro-Japanese folklores gives a new impetus to readdress 

the Koro pheromeron as really a culture-boWld illness. 

This is a unique theoretical reinforcement to the weaning 

cultural significance attached to Koro. 

L. J. Kirmayer 

From the Witches' Hammer to the Oedipus Complex 

tion Anxiety in Western society. 
Castra-

T'Lan6cuftu'Lat P6ych.iatuc Re.6e.a'Lch Review, 1992, 29, 

133-158. 

# This is an elegant and comprehensive analysis of the 

theme of castration anxiety including its universality, vari

ability and the meaning across the cultures. The author 

in his attempt to explore the dynamics of castration anxi

ety and sexual identity in culture-related illnesses of 

oriental societies like Koro, dhat syndrome or magical 

penis loss also cites an equavalent clinical entity in wes

tern society. In the elucidation of these similarities, 

he mentions four important dimensions of socio-cultural 

cognitive constructs as follows ~ 
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(1) cultural differences in modes of thought; 

(2) different ethnophysiological theories regarding speci

fic bodily vulnerabilities and the meaning of distress; 

( 3) universal psychodynamic principles at the background 

of unconscious fantasies and fears of castration, and 

( 4) the experience of socio-cultural male role that dicta

tes gender-related anxiety among vulnerable indivi-

duals. 

The author stresses the role of conversion and its changing 

symptom profile in reference to the perception of penis 

loss and Koro. He argues that with the adverif of bio

medical care the classical hysterical symptom manifesta

tions only changed in presentation but not in prevalence. 

Moreover, the nature and extent of dissociative psycholo

gical mechanisms; inherent in conversion disorder, is 

also changing or gets replaced by the factor of "physio

logical dysregulation due to emotional conflict or social 

stress". "This process", he further adds, "would tend 

to affect both men and women equally, although it might 

be mitigated in individuals or groups who maintain tradi

tional beliefs and health practices in parallel with increa

sed access to biomedical care". 

The author maintains that there are varied forms of soma

tization or hysterical equivalents, irrespective of "medical 

legitimation and delegitimation", which reflect the sexual 

anxiety. He cites the example of the North American epi

demic of chronic fatigue syndrome in this context, which 

in the broadest sense is a reflection of fear or loss of 

potency by the individual. Thus the forms of sexual dis

tress per_ception and its clinical presentation depend on 

the cultural reference of concerned beliefs and practices 

in a society. 

The author provides a rich discussion on various ethno

physiological influences on the expression of castration 
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anxiety in different cultures. In support of the cultural 

specificity he cites examples of semen-conservation doctrine; 

sexual restraining; masturbatory guilt and psychosexual 

anxieties. However, while all of these have a universal 

distribution, Koro is seen only in China/south-east Asia, 

but not in this typical form in western societies. He 

attributes this to the expression of sexual (castration) 

anxiety onto the concept of "cognitive amplification", 

the dynamics of which is heavily dependent on folk be

liefs, ethnophysiological ideas and social stresses of 

the concerned cultural group. This part of the discussion 

contains some interesting references from the Victorian 

era of European medicine where sexual excess or mastur

bation was medically regarded in diagnostic term and 

depicted as the cause of physical disability or madness ! 

The section on the 1 mythic wound 1 contains a thoughtful 

discussion on phallic symbolism in mythology and in icono

graphy. The most interesting and academic argument the 

author forwards is the primal fear of the mother or the 

theme of 1 castrating female 1 unlike the commonly accepted 

theory of male (father) castrator in the genesis of male sexual 

anxiety. This valuable insight in the area of "fear of 

the feminine" as a research agendum necessary for a mean

ingful understanding of not only sexual anxiety in vulnerable 

males but also the varied forms of male predicament in 

present-day world. Like the psychoanalytical theme, Kir

mayer also attaches equal importance to social roles in 

the genesis of male sexual anxiety. He asserts a dual 

influence i.e. the castration anxiety and male social role 

in the masculine existential concern as follows : 

NWhat polarizes the sexes may be partly biology but it is 

also surely the asymmetry in social roles Both sexes have 

similar existential concerns : the struggle to bind a balance 

between active and pass 1 ve, aggressive and recert i ve. con

taining and being contained. But social roles privilege 

one side for each sex and force the individual to hide his 



or her conflicts with role-appropriate behaviour. Thus, the 

man who feels his own passivity too clearly is ashamed and 

struggles to regain his own phallic power. The bedrock of 

castration anxiety then is not only a psychodynamic problem 

but a social problem - the disqualification or disavowal 

of the feminine• (p 146) 
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The author explains the theme of castration anxiety 

in its broader perspective ("power, potency and physi

cal endowment") in the North American society. He 

analyses the changing age-specific (e.g. adolescent, 

adult and older male) dimension of castration anxiety 

in western social systems and expresses his opinion 

that : 

"On a wider social scale, sexual anxieties are manifested 

in the projection of sexual vigour and power onto the bodies 

of the Afro-American or the poor and feed one undercurrent 

of racism and oppression• (p. 146) 

A critical analysis of male gender anxiety is provided 

from the developmental and upbringing perspectives 

of western societies. In the typical family structure 

of technologically advanced societies the absence of 

father is becoming a harsh reality which prompts the 

author to say, "The American male then is doubly 

bereft : he lacks his father to initiate him into the 

male role and lacks male mentors to nurture and vali

date his manhood". 

In a stepwise analysis it is shown how the psycho

dynamic relevance of Oedipal anxiety has changed with 

the changing socio-economic pattern of the society. 

The expanding orbit of Oedipal anxiety in this process 

eventually equates the sexual fear with death. 

In conclusion the author discusses the role of ethno

physiological ideas in the culture-specific syndromes. 

He stresses the dual influence of psychodynamics and 
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the social-interactional dispositions on the cultural 

cognition of culture-bound syndromes. He interprets 

the male vulnerability towards sexual anxiety in the 

post-traditional society as the "anxiety of influence", 

a desparate attempt of the male to free from his father

image for easing the expression of his own individual 

spectrum in its totality. 





INVIAN SCENARIO OF GENITAL RETRACTION/KORO LITERATURE 

FROM 1943 TO 1993 
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The earliest reference of genital shrinkage as a clinical 

phemmemn is mted in a descriptive account of the dream con

versations of an ascetic by Dr. Sarasi Lal Sarl<ar in 1943. 

Except the publications of Dr. A.P. Pillay in 1953 and of Dr.A. 

Venl<oba Rao in 1978, there is virtually ro mention of genital 

shrinkage or Koro-lil<e syndrome in the literature from India 

till 1980. 

From 1981, Koro started appearing by name in the Indian 

medical press with increasing frequency, specially after the 

1982 Koro epidemic in the North-Eastern part of India. A review 

of a total of 24 publications during the span of 50 years (1943-

1993) is presented. Under a separate heading a list of 47 tiles 

on Koro is appended, which the author presented in various 

oonferences, seminars, and worl<smps (of Indian Psychiatric 

Society, East Zone; Indian Psychiatric Society; Indian AsSJcia

tion of Social Psychiatrists; AsSJciation of Industrial Psychia

trists of India; Indian Anthropological Society; Indian AsSJcia

tion of Clinical Psychologists; Indian Academy of Applied Psycho

logy; AsSJciation of Clinical Psychologists; Delhi, and World 

Psychiatric Association, Regional Conference, 1-bng Kong), during 

the last few years. 

1. 1943 

* S.L. Sakar 

1 A study of the psychology of sexual abstinence from 

the dreams of an ascetic. 

Intetnat.i.onai Joutnai o6 Pt>ychoanaiy6.i.6, 1943, 24, 

170-175. 
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# The author re(Xlrts a Koro-like feature in the dream 

oonversations of an ascetic. The preaching of Sadhana 

(meditation) here and oonsequent changes of sexual 

morphology reminds one of Koro symptoms, the differ-

ence being that in the latter it is the expression 

of distress whereas in the former it is a desired 

goal of sexual restrainment of Sadhana : 

2. 1953 

"By the restraint of the sexual passion (produced by 

practising Sadhana) the activities of the penis are des

troyed. It then gradually shrinks and becomes small. 

Then it becomes inverted and draws itse 1 f within the 

body in such a way that its very root · enters 1 nto the 

body. By this process its appearance becomes that of 

a female sexual organ, while really it is the disappear

ance of the sexual organ from outside the body. This 

is nothing more than the outward development of an asce-

tic". 

* A.P. Plllay 

Anatomi.cat p'Lobte.m6 o~ 6ex. In, Sex Society 

and the Individual. Ed6. A. P. PiUay & A. EUi6, 

Intetnationat Jou'Lnat o6 Sexology, Bombay. 

# A. P. Pillay, an eminent sexologist from Bombay 

re(Xlrts that prwccupation with genital morphology 

amstitutes the majority of his patients. He 

describes one of his clinic cases, a 29 year 

old unmarried man with history of masturbation 

and passive and active homosexuality who came 

with the romplaints of "(Xlor erection, premature 

ejaculation and shrinkage of penis" and ronstant 

oocturnal emissions which started after first 

hetero-sexual rontact at age 28. The patient 

took unani medicine which ro rrected his exces

sive seminal emissions but mt the {X>or erection. 
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This is probably one example of "attenuated Koro" -

a term later used by Rao in 1978, in the context 

of complaints of genital morphological changes (small

ness/shrinkage) by neurotic patients where the classi

cal and dramatic clinical sequences of Koro expres

sion are lacking. 

3. 1978 

* A. Venkoba Rao 

, Some aspects of psychiatry in India. 

Tw.n6cui.tu'LCLi P6ychiat'Li.c Re.6eatch Re.vie.w, 1978, 15, 

7-27. 

# It is an excellent brief account on the state of psy

chiatry in India with a nice selection on culture

bound syndromes in the Indian subcontinent. Important 

culure-bound syndromes like possession syndrome; 

the Indian Dhat syndrome, the ascetic syndrome, 

malignant anxiety and suchi-bai (obsessional neurosis) 

are included in the account. The paper also discusses 

at length on depression in the Indian context. 

The author asserts that there is a strong cultural 

beliefs in the clinical expression of different sexual 

neurotic disorders like Dhat or ascetic syndromes. 

He shows the similarity of semen cognition between 

Indian and Chinese culture, where "semen is held 

to bestow robust physical and mental vigor, longevity, 

and supernatural powers", in the both. 

The author describes a specific form of Indian sexual 

neuro~is relating to penile morphological change which 

he terms as an "attenuated form of Koro". He states 

"An attenuated form of Koro, a syndrome characterized 

by fear of retraction of the penis into the abdomen, 

is familiar to psychiatrists in India, Patients suffer

ing from this disorder show impotence and hypochondria-
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cal preoccupation with the size and shape of the penis 

and the quality and quantity of semen, This syndrome is 

invariably attributed to masturbation, Improved lite

racy and socioeconomic standards, and sexual education 

on simple scientific lines help prevent the develop

ment of this disorder" (p. 9}. 

1 
• GoDo Shukla and DoHo Mishra 

, Koro-like syndrome : a case report. 

Inc:Uan-lou.tna1 o6 P6ychiah.y, 1981, 23, 96-97. 
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# This is the first Koro case report from India. The 

authors describe a 20 year old Hindu single male 

who presented with one-year old complaints of severe 

anxiety, a feeling of gradually diminishing size of 

penis and scrotum. He had also strong masturbatory 

guilt and the authors believe that probably this 

anxiety and guilt was operative at the background 

of his complaints. He responded well to anxiolyics 

and four sessions of narcosynthesis with pentothal 

sodium. One month later he developed a florid psycho

tic state with the idea that "he had no penis and 

no scrotum, although he was gripping firmly these 

structures with his right hand and became violent 

on being asked to leave them free". He became symp

tom free with a course of eight BCTs along with 

neuroleptic medications. 

1982 

5. 1982 

• , 

0 
0 ICORO BPIDBMIC IN NORTH-BAST INDIA 

Po K o Chakraborty 

Koro : a peculiar anxiety neurosis (a case report) , 

Inc:Uan lou.tnat o6 Poychiatty, 1982, 24, 192-193. 
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# This is the second case report of Koro in the Indian 

context. The author describes a case of a 19-year 

old college student with two-year old complaints 

of generalized weakness, frequent nocturnal emission 

and a feeling that his penis was getting smaller 

day by day. The patient made a hole in his right 

truoser pocket through which he used to hold the 

penis so that it would not disappear inside the abdo

men. The patient attributed his habit of too frequent 

masturbation as the cause of this malady. Anxiolytics 

and supportive psychotherapy failed to relieve him 

of his conviction of shrinking penis, but he showed 

remarkable improvement when neuroleptics were added. 

The author express the view that cultural beliefs 

of sexual physiology and pathology have a key role 

in Koro which thus may aptly be designated as "cul

ture-bound psychogenic disorder". 

i 

Fig .17. Koro case reports from India. 
1st - Shukla 6 Mishra, 1981. 
2nd - Chakraborty, 1982. 
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6. 1982 

* D. Dutta, H.R. Phookan and P.D. Das 

, The Koro epidemic in lower Assam. 

Indian Joutnat o6 P6ychiatty, 1982, 24, 370-374. 

# This is the report of the Koro epidemic of Assam 

which took place from June to September 1982. Four 

districts (Goalpara, Kamrup, Darrang and Nagaon) 

out of ten were affected by this epidemic (Fig.18). 

This a well oo m prehensi ve report of the first Ko ro 

epidemic on Indian SJil and provides detailed featu

res of ooth the individual and the epidemic from 

the perspective of Indian culture and Assamese ethni

city. The authors describe 83 cases, 64 male and 

19 female of this epidemic. The findings can be gro u

ped wtder the fallowing headings. 

Demographic characteristics. 

Age range was 4 to 40 years where majJrity of cases 

(55.4%) were between 20-29 years. Marital status-

59% of the cases were single and 41% married. Reli

gion - 83 .1% were Hindus, 15.7% Muslims and 1. 2% 

Christans. Ethnicity - 61.4% were Assamese (Hindu, 

Muslim and Tribal) , 24% were Bengalese and 1. 2% 

Rajasthanis. Education - 3.6% were students of SJme 

professional oo urses (Engineering, Law, Chartered 

Acoountancy), 9.6% were graduates, 44.6% were educa

ted upto seoondary level and 19.3t were illiterate. 

Occupation - 43% had m occupation iincluding two 

mimrs and twelve housewives, 33.8% were workers 

and 23.8% were students. &:>cio-Eoommic Status 

61% from middle eoommic classes, 27% lower eoommic 

class and 6% were from upper class. In eight cases 

SES was mt reoorded. 

Clinical characteristics. 

1. Time and place of attack - 74%, attacks started 

indoors while 24% was outdoors. In 10 cases there 
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was m record. 79 • 4% attacks occurred in bet ween 

6 pm to 6 am with a maximum record between 7 am to 

1 pm. 

2. Presence of history of hearsay or witnessing a Koro 

patient - 72. 3% of the cases had definite expo sure 

to hearsay, discussion or witnessing a Koro case 

on the day of their attack or within previous 2-3 

days. Most of the cases showed extraordinary ap pre

hension about the infective nature of the illness. 

3. Duration of attack - Koro attacks lasted from five 

minutes to five hours with an average duration of 

25 minutes. 

4. Symptoms -

i) Genital - shrinkage and inward pull of the penis 

in males and shrinkage or inward pull of the 

breast in females were the main presenting fea

ture. Out of the 19 females, only nine (47 .3%) 

had Koro breast symptoms and m one had genital 

oo mplaints. The remaining female cases showed 

varieties of anxiety symptoms. 33 males (70.1%) 

had shrinkage and inward pull of the penis. 

11) Anxiety symptoms - A host of psychosomatic mani

festations of anxiety were present, viz. , fear, 

apprehension, palpitation, sweating, sinking feeling, 

air hunger, extreme retro sternal pain, extreme 

thirst, restlessness and feeling of impending death. 

iii) Disturbed Consciousness A tingling sensation 

started from the toes with an upward radiation 

in SJme cases and was 1bllowed by a spell of 

dizziness and fainting which varied from a semi

oonscious state with bizzare movements to total 

dissociation of variable duration. 
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iv) Relapse - 12% case had a history of relapse within 

30 days of the first attack. 

The authors failed to trace any significant oontribution 

in the cases of overt sexual perversions or overindul

gence. The illness earned a local name - "Jhin-jhinia" 

in the CD mmunity. 

7. 1982 

• P .s. Sacbdev and A. Shukla 

, Epidemic Koro syndrome in India. 

Lancet, 1982, .U., 1161 (L). 

# It is a brief report of Koro epidemic of l'ilrth-East 

India. The authors reported a series of 60 Ko ro cases 

from a village near Gauhati (Assam) out of a total 

600 households. They report detailed analysis of 

30 cases (17 male and 13 female). The majority of 

cases were from the age group of 20-40 years and 

about 2/3rd of them were married and were mostly 

from lower ecommic class. The disease was locally 

termed as "Jhinjhinia bimari", meaning a tingling 

disease as the onset symptom was a tingling sensation 

in the legs. The authors report different SJcial modes 

of treatment, viz. oold water pouring, lime juice 

drinking and holding of shrinking penis. 

8. 1982 

• A. Chakraborty, s. Das and A. Mukherjee , Ko ro makes an epidemic appearance in India. 

Ttan6cu.itutai New6iettet, 1982, 111, 3-4, Decembet. 

# It is an abstracted news of the Koro epidemic of 

North-Eastern India. It provides a very brief acoount 

of the epidemic scenario with evidence of extreme 

panic the epidemic created in this region as fullows : 
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"Parents who were con vi need their sons 1 penises were shrinking 

had tied strong thread to the foreskin and secured it to another 

thread tied around the waist. As a result, ulcers formed on 

the foreskin. In the hilly Darjeeling district, doctors had 

to measure boys 1 penises at i nterva 1 s to show parents there 

was no shrinkage". 

The authors suggest that mass fear and panic may 

have Slme relation with the previous epidemic of 

a "mysterious disease" involving death in this region 

which turned to be cerebral malaria. In Slme parts 

Ko ro was termed 1 Ka ttao 1 meaning "cut off" . 

9. 1982 

* Amnymus 

, Koro, Psychological Scare 

India Today, 1982, Octobet 15, 139. 

# It is a report of Assam Koro epidemic in a weekly 

news magazine. The mass response to this psychiatric 

epidemic is vividly illustrated in this a ceo unt. 

" It was not a sight the orthodox Marwari owners of 

Gauhati 1 S crowded Fancy Bazar would have fancied. A 

Bihari rickshaw-puller lay semi-conscious in the middle 

of the main market square, surrounded by over 100 men. 

Many more watched shyly from a distance and women scam

pered away giggling as two men stripped him and pulled 

desperately at his testicles. Face contorted in pain, 

he begged them to let go of him. But while everyone 

1ooked on sympathetically, the effort continued, until 

some young men standing by insisted that he be rushed 

to the hospi ta 1 • The doctors at the nearby Gauhat i 

Medical College Hospital immediately ruled that his 



prob 1 em was ep1l epsy and that a few more minutes of 

"pulling" could have killed him. 

The bizarre public torture that the rickshaw-puller 

survived on that September 13 afternoon was not the 

result of a sudden revival of some long-lost sadistic 

ritual• The men who seemed to be his tormentors were, 

in their own view, trying their best to save his life 

by preventing his testicles "from sinking back into 

his abdomen". The scare in the lower Bramhaputra valley 

today is such that anyone suffering from the faintest 

form of numbness or unconsciousness is immediately 

diagnosed as having Koro, the rare culture-bound psy

chiatric disorder that makes a man feel that his testi

cles are sinking back into his abdomen. 

The unfamaliarity with this atypical somatization and 

the academic ignorance of the local medical community 

fails to reassure people at the point of distress and 

thus helps the spread ot this illness in the region 

with increasing frequency of help-seeking from folk 

healers and quacks by the sufferers. The little attempt 

of psychological explanation of Koro by local psychia

trists fails to compit with the tormenting scare and 

social acceptance of the illness in the region. 

But such simplistic, modern theories do not find many 

buyers among the frightened and superstitious people 

of the area as is evident from the way the scare has 

continued to spread. There are three home remedies 

touted wisely all over; applying lime to the earlobes 

and four other places on the body : drinking copious 

amounts of lemon juice; and pouring cold water over 

the head if the symptoms have a 1 ready set in • As a 

result of these lime and lemon "remedies" by mid-Sept. 

the price of lemons in Gauhati had shot up from 20 
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paise a piece to 80 paise. And an increasing number 

of 1 abourers and rickshaw pullers went to work with 

lime marks on their earlobes. Even some of the officers 

of the State Government secretariat could be seen shyly 

carrying 1 arge flasks of co 1 d 1 ime juice around with 

them. In fact until these "remedies" became widely 

known, almost half of the rickshaws in Greater Gauhati 

were off the roads. 

The hush only helped quacks, some of whom charge up 

to Rs 500 for curing the d1sease-w1th nothing more 

than ground multi-vitamin tablets~ 

* A. Chakraoorty 

, An epidemic of Koro in West Bengal (India). 

Indian Joutnai ofJ P6ychiatty 1 1983 1 25 1 138-139. 
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# It is a brief repJrt of the West Bengal Koro epidemic, 

with a special mention of the North Bengal region. 

The dramatic presentation of Koro and asoociated 

traditional healing rituals (oold water pJuring) inclu

ding prophylaxis with lime SJXl t marking and wearing 

of black arum slices have been reported. A case 

of Koro in a young boy with frank psychotic attack 

is aloo reoorded. Various local names for the disease 

eg. Kat tao in North Bengal, Jhin-Jhini in lower Bengal 

and Disoo in Calcutta are also m ted. The author 

attempts to explain the epidemic of North Bengal 

in terms of social stress, viz. the existing tension 

between local inhabitants and immigrant refugees from 

Bangladesh. 
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11. 1983 

* D.N. Nandi, G. Banerjee, H. Saba and G.C. Ebral 

, Epidemic Koro in West Bengal, India. 

Intetnationat Joutnai o6 Sociat P6ychitty, 7983, 29, 

265-268. 

# This is a brief report of the West Bengal Koro epide

mic with three case reports from rural areas. 

The first case, a 19 years Hindu single male, resident 

of a village at the outskirts of Calcutta, who after 

hearing a discussion of Koro while traveling in a 

train, developed the illness on his return home. 

The second case, a 18 year old single Muslim female of 

Beldanga, Murshidabad district, develo pad Ko ro breast 

symptom (shrinkage of breast followed by burning 

and trembling of breast) after an attempt to see so me 

male Koro cases of her village on that day. The 

third one, a Hindu unmarried female of 16 years 

age from a village of H:lwrah, developed breast symp

tom. She had a history of anxiety neurosis a year 

back. 

The authors are of the opinion that Koro is an acute 

anxiety reaction where suggestion plays an important 

role. 

12. 1983 

* Bditor, TPRR 

t News and Views : Koro epidemic in India 

# 

Ttan6cuUutat P6ych.iatt.ic Re6eatch Re v.iew, 7 983, 

20, 750-757. 

It is a publication of the same report of Drs. A. 

Chakraborty, A. Das and A. Mukherjee which appear

red in the Transcultural Newsletter, 1982, Vol. III, 

No.3 & 4, December 1982. 
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13. 1983 

* D. Dutta 

, Ko ro epidemic in Assam. 

Btit(6h Joutnat o6 P6ych(at'ly, 7983, 143, 309-310(L). 

# It is a very brief report on the Koro epidemic of 

lower Assam, India. 

14. 1984 

* D.N. Nandi, G. Banerjee, S. Bera and S. Nandi 

, Mode of spread of epidemic Koro in a village of 

West Bengal. 

Ind(an Joutnat o6 P6ych(at'ly, 1984, 26, 331-334. 

# This is a report of the West Bengal Ko ro epidemic 

with an excellent psychoanalytical study of mass 

response to illness-rumours in the community. It des

cribes a case of a businessman of a village of Malda 

district, who acted as the key messanger of the 

illness news which he dissipated among the villagers 

on his way back home. He first discussed the news 

of this terrifying penis disease in a shop where 

four persons fell victim to Koro instantaneously in 

a chain reaction. Some panicky customers carried 

this news into a nearly village where, upon hearing 

from them, two married women were struck by the 

malady. The younger brother of the businessman under

went Koro attack when the family heard the news 

of this dangerous disease from the man. 

This is a nice account of social oontagion where a 

a terrified businessman terra rized others and helped 

the spread of the illness in the oommunity. This 

example illustrates the dynamics of group psychology 

in the dissemination of rumours by the process of 

ego identification among the poople with suggestible 

personalities. The age range of the affected five 

persons was 18 to 22 years. Both the female cases 
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had history of hysterical attack and one male case had 

a ro ncurrent affective diSJ rder (phase m t mentioned) . 

The authors describe a unique incident of mass fear 

where a group of paJple came with their little sons, 

whose penises were tightly tied with rope. The rom

plaints of penile shrinkage was made by the fathers, 

mt the sons. The authors thus oomment : 

"Psychologically the fathers were the real victims of 

the epidemic, But the symptoms were not centred on their 

own organs ( ie, mutilation of the self). It spilled over 

the organs of those whom they hold as dear as the self~ 

15. 1984 

* R. Khubalkar and 0. P. Gupta 

, Psychodynamics of Koro (a case repJrt). 

# 

Indian Joutna1 oiJ P6yc.hi.ahy, 1984, 26, 180-181. 

This is a Koro case repJrt of a 21 year old unmarried 

male from Wardha, Maharasthra. The patient here 

lacked the classical presentation of Koro but oom-

plained of gradual diminishing of penis size at the 

background of existing romplaints of erectile dysfunc

tion and mixed anxiety-depression. 

The treatment oompliance witth psychotherapy and 

antidepressi vas was guo d. 

The psychosexual history of the case is impJrtant. 

He had strained family relationships. Strong mastur

batory guilt and expJsure to pormgraphic literature 

were instrumental in the symptom choice. A previous 

psychological fear of penile pathology (he read in 

SJme book that excessive masturbation leads to reduc

tion of penis size) acted as a cue which hastened 

the Koro symptom expression. 
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16. 1986 

* S.M. Agarwal 

, Ko ro in an Industrial set up. 

Pape.'t pte.oe.nte.d at the. 13th Eaot Zone. Con~te.nce. 

o{, lncU.an Poychiatuc Socie.ty, Rou.tke.Ua, Ouooa, 

Octobe.t, 1986. 

# This is a case rep:J rt a f Ko ro in a young male employee 

a f a Steel Plant a f Bo karo , Bihar. 

17. 1985 

* P .s. Sacbdev 

, Koro epidemic in North-East India. 

Au.otta.Uan & New Ze.ata.nd Jou.tnat o{, Poychiat'ty, 1985, 

19, 433-438. 

# It is a comprehensive rep:Jrt a f Koro epidemic of North

East India (Assam) with three case rep:Jrts. It is 

an extended version of the author's earlier paper 

published in Lancet in 1982. 

The first section of this paper cxmtains a short phem

memlogical description of the Koro symptom with 

historical references. The seoond part describes the 

survey findings a f the epidemic in fa ur villages a f 

Kamrup (Chandrapur) and Nowgong (Goverdhanpur, 

Khatbashi and Kajoli) districts a f Assam. The villa

ges together make up aoout 600 households and 4000 

poople of which 60 persons were affected with Koro. 

A detailed analysis of 31 cases (18 male, 13 female) 

showed the following demographic features. Age 

Highest frequency (41.9%) was in the age group of 

20 to 30 years. Marital status - 29% were single 

and 71% were married. Education - 41.9% were illi

terate; 38.7% had 5-10 years schooling; 16.1% had 

high school education and 3. 2% had mllege education. 

Occupation - 25. 8% were students; 6. 4% farmers; 9. 7% 
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fishermen; 38.7% housewives and 19.6% had 

other jobs. Socio-Economic Status - 61.3% belon

ged to low and 38.7% to middle economic class. 

Religion 90.3% were Hindus and 9. 7% were 

Christans. Ethnicity Non-tribal constituted 

67.7% and tribal 32.3%. 

Clinical features of the cases snowed tne follow

ing characteristics. Time of attack 67.5% 

of the attacks tool< place in the evening; 6.4% 

in tne afternoon and 16.1% in the morning. Num-

ber of episodes . one attack was noted in 61.3% . 
cases; two in 22.6% and more than two in 16.1% 

cases. Residual symptoms were present in 51.6% 

cases in the form of either anxiety symptoms 

(9 

( 3); 

cases) 

fear 

or tingling ( 2) , sleep disturbances 

of recurrence (5); paraesthesia in 

faintness ( 1) ; pain abdomen ( 1) genitalia ( 1) ; 

or headache ( 2) . Premorbid personality in 

58.1% cases abnormal personality trait was pre

sent as follows anxiety ( 12 cases); depen

dence/passivity (10); emotional instability (2) 

and shyness ( 8). History of past psychiatric 

illness was present in 9. 7% cases. 38.7% cases 

had significant family history like major depres

sion ( 2 cases); conversion disorder ( 1); sleep 

disturbance ( 1) ; physical illness ( 4) and Koro 

syndrome ( 4). Sexual history showed that exces

sive masturbation was present in one case; 

excessive nocutrnal emission in 4; Dhat syndrome 

in one; marked ignorance of sexual matters 

in 5 and poor heterosexual relations in 4 cases. 

Five patients also had additional psychiatric 

diagnosis, viz. two of major depressive disorder, 

recurrent (in remission); two of conversion 

disorder and one of schizophrenic disorder. 
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A study of patients attitudes towards the causes 

of Koro evinced that 16.1!11 regarded Koro as 

a physical illness; 9. 7!11 viewed it as entirely 

psycho logical in nature and 28. 8!11 OJ njectured 

it as ooth. 48.4!11 were mnOJmmiital. Heat and 

humidity were alSJ attributed to be the main 

physical causative factors. 

The author discusses the "hot and OJld" mdel 

of the illness with passing reference from 

Indian Ayurvedic treatises viz. the Caraka 

Samhita. The OJ mplaints pertaining to gradual 

reduction of penis size, the author remarks, 

is a OJmmon psychosexual problem enOJuntered 

in patients with sexual diSJrder. 

* 0. Sl masundaram 

, The Malleus Maleficarum and its psychopathology 

of sex. 

Indian Jou.tnat o{; P6ych-i.at'Ly, 1985, 27, 123-126. 

# This an interesting discussion paper devoted to 

the OJmpariSJn of sexual psychopathologies as depic

ted in the recent DSM-III and in the old document 

of 15th century descriptions, viz. The Malleus 

Maleficarum or the Hammer of the Witches, written 

by Henry Kramer and James Sprenger. 

The author points out that a phemmemn akin to 

Ko ro has been described in Chapter 7, part II, 

question 1 of The Malleus Maleficarum, as follows 

"witches can take away the rna 1 e organ not 1 ndeed by 

actually di sspoil i ng the human body of it. but by con

cealing it with some glamour!' 

There is an exceptional example of penis loss m ted 

in this tx:>ok - a man from Ratisoon, who reOJvered 

his member after threatening the witch. 
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This penis-loss phemmemn has gained recent 

interest specially after the Nigeria epidemic ( Ilechu 

l<wu, 1992) and these acmunts reflect the Western 

tradition of penis-maleness-witch myth rot very 

far in its mntent and form from that enmuntered 

in Tanzania, China, Malaysia, the Black American 

cultUI."e or Ghana, ins:>far as the male fear of castra

tion from a female castrator is mncerned. This 

last theme has been analyzed in-depth recently 

by Prince ( 1992 J and by Kirmayer ( 1992 J • 

19. 1986 

* D.N. Nandi and G. Banerjee 

' A psychoanalytical study of Koro. 

Sami..k6a, Joutnat o6 the Indian P6ychoanatyt.i..cat Society, 

7986, 40, 94-104. 

# This is a discussion paper mainly devoted to the 

psychological explanation of Koro in terms of castra

tion fear with three case illustrations. 

The first section describes in brief the historical 

background of Ko ro in reference to Chinese cultural 

beliefs with a short acmunt of global Koro occUI."r

ences. The semnd part mntains a short descriptive 

rote of three Koro patients, viz. a 22 year old mar

ried women from Jalpaiguri; a 17 year old unmarried 

girl from BUI."dwan and a 28 year old married man 

from Calcutta. It is interesting to mte that the first 

and the third cases developed depression after three 

years and one year of their Koro attacks respectively. 

The authors provide an excellent discussion on castra

tion anxiety in relation to the clinical phemmemn 

of genital retraction and fear of death in Koro. Loss 

of l))tency, emanating either from the loss of penis 

or breast, the authors assert, has an imp)rtant psycho

analytical significance to the pers:>n, viz. it represents 
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a damage of the body image and injury to narcissism. 

They draw an example of symbolism in male Koro 

situation as 

"the sensation of heat stands for the sign of sexua 1 

excitement and the effect to cool is to get rid of the 

excitement • Painful state associated with castration 

anxiety can be explained as punishment for sexual act 

and expiation for guilt sense • The fear of impending 

death arising out of punishment for expression of sexual 

wishes and guilt is well evident• (p.101). 

In females, the authors try to explain the Koro 

symptom choice as a phenomenon of "phallic passi

vity", passive oral striving and phallic identity 

(breast). The situation of breast loss "gives her 

an opportunity to get rid of her obvious feminine 

identity and to satisfy her unconscious wish to be 

a man". 

Relevant to this discussion is the recent indepth 

analysis of castration fear theme in the context 

of Koro by Prince ( 1992) and by Kirmayer ( 1992) . 

20. 1989 

• A. Chakraborty and D.C. Ba8 

, Genesis of the Koro epidemic in West Bengal and 

Assam Implication of Turtle cults. 

H u.man Sciece, 19 8 9, 3 8, 14 2-1 4 9. 

# This is a brief research note on the theoretical 

postulation of the genesis of Koro epidemic in refer

ence to the symbolic theme of turtle-cult and Jungian 

psychology of collective unconscious. 

The authors provide a short account of Koro epidemic 

of Assam and West Bengal. They discuss the various 

hypotheses of different researchers regarding the 
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genesis of Koro illness and its epidemic form. They 

attempt to explain the Indian Koro epidemic in terms 

of social stress, viz. refugee versus non-refugee 

(indigenous/permanent) community clash/stresses. 

These authors believe that the cult of tortoise is 

a significant cultural theme related to possession 

of land and having symbolically to do with the 

Koro illness and its outbreak. They are of the opi

nion that a fusion of self, sex and soil as seen 

in fertility cults is operative at the root of Koro 

epidemic of India because, "the threat of displace

ment from the soil thus may give rise to atavistic 

fear of loss of identity symbolized by the penis". 

They mention the mythical link and cultural customs 

and rituals about tortoise which symbolically repre

sents the dimensions of virility, stability and immor

tality. Thus, they assume, "It is only where folk 

beliefs and Hindu mythology equate the tortoise 

with land that the phenomena arose, and once the 

atavistic fear was activated it affected the refugees 

and the settlers alike". 

The authors apply the Jungian theory of symbolism 

in this particular situation and offer the following 

psychoanalytical explanation : 

"We suggest that the symbiosis of the collective iden

tity with land and the key sexual power to impergnate 

the land are all symbolized by the tortoise which is 

archetypally apprehended and incorporated in the collec

tive unconscious. The threat of dispossession of land 

w~ich amounts to unconscious violation of the arche

type activates it with highly charged emotional reaction 

and a se 1 f -protective wi thdrawa 1 as it were in the un

conscious plane" (p. 148). 
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They conclude that the Koro phenomenon is an expres

sion of identity problem related to land. In support 

of this contention they cite the correlation bet ween 

the ongoing ethnic clashes or tension or geo-political 

stresses of human displacement in the areas of south

east Asia from where the epidemic of Koro has been 

reported. 

21. 1990 

* A. Chakraborty 

, Identity, Land and Sex 

In P6ych.iatty : A wotid Pet6pecttve. 

Ed. C.N. Ste6an.i6, Voi.4, 1990, Ei6ev.ie'L Science 

PubU6het6 B. V. Hoiland, p. 222-226. 

# This is a discussion paper where the author attempts 

to correlate the ever-increasing geopolitical tension 

with stress in recent time, resulting in a vast mass 

of "uprooted humanity" as refugees or voluntary 

migrants, with their loss of identity and the conse

quent displacement of this collect! ve social anxiety 

into various somatization& including Koro. She refers 

to a similar proposition made by Murphy (1982) 

in the context of Koro epidemics of Singapore and 

Thailand. She offers an explanation for the Koro epi

demic of North-East India in the light of the rising 

identity conflicts arising out of the rapid migration 

of people from Bangladesh to these regions. As a 

secondary explanation she forwards the Hindu beliefs 

and health practices including the tortoise cult. 

In a· socio-anthropological analysis she points out 

the existance of fusion of self, sex and soil in 

the construct of fertility cult, so much so that this 

enhances the emergence of a group ego having "mysti

cal identification" with the soil of the inhabited 

land and thus "the threat of displacement from the 
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soil may give rise to atavastic fear of loss of iden

tity symbolised by the penis". 

The author refers to the anthropological significance 

attached to the turtle cult in the North-Eastern 

Indian culture and shows the lexical similarities 

between the Indonesian name for turtle (Koro) with 

that of "Kacchap or Kantha" in North Bengal. She 

speculates on some possible connection of Koro sympto

matology with turtle cult prevalent in gee-cultural 

areas along the equatorial line, where the animal 

is also found in abundance. 

* A. Chakraborty 

, Culture, colonialism, and psychiatry. 

The Lancet, 1991, 337, 1204-1207. 

## This is a nice discussion paper on the topic of 

cultural dimension of mental illness in reference to 

India. The implications, both favourable and unfavour

able, of western psychiatric classification is dis

cussed in the context of clinical manifestations of 

mental diseases in Indian patients. Mention of Koro 

and Dhat syndrome (an Indian culture-bound syndrome) 

has been made and the author rejects the proposi

tion or the inclination to categorize them simply 

as anxiety state as per western nosology. She advo

cates the need for rational understanding in the 

treatment of such cases by specialists who are cul

turally and professionally sensitive to a given socio

cultural situation. 

23. 1992 

* M.S. Bhatia. IC.N. Thakur. R. Cbadda and S. Shame 

, Koro in Dhat syndrome. 

Incli.an Joutnai o6 Soc.iai P~ych.iatty, 7992, 8, 74-75. 
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# This is an interesting case report of Koro in associa

tion with another culture-bound syndrome, viz. dhat 

syndrome. The authors present the case of a 26 year 

old married male who presented with the complaints 

for a month of gradual shrinking of penis leading to 

the point of total disappearance (into the abdomen) at 

the background of a host of somatic distresses (weakness, 

fatigue, sleeplessness, worthlessness and sad mood) due 

to passage of dhat (semen) with urine for last three 

months. The patient responded completely to the treatment 

with amitriptyline (75 mg OD) for a month. 

24. 1993 

* 5. 5. Damodaran and 5. H. Nizamie 

, "Incomplete Koro" - A forerunner for mood disorders: 

Two case reports. 

IndA.an Joutnat at P6ychiatty, 1993, 35, 60-62. 

# The authors report two interesting bipolar affective 

disorder cases where the Koro symptom appeared 

in association with the depressive features but dis

appeared during the phase of mania. Both the cases 

had sufficient neurotic sexual preoccupation with 

masturbatory guilt. The symptoms of moderate depres

sion, suicidal ideas, high level of anxiety and ideas 

of reference in the first case got favourable response 

to treatment with imipramine 150 mg/day and psycho

therapy, but on the lOth day after discharge from 

the hospital he developed manic symptoms when 

he calimed to possess a "very big penis" . The second 

case had a classical Koro presentation i.e., "penis 

becoming smaller and getting pulled into his stomach". 

Treatment attempt with haloperidol, amitriptyline 

and then ECT was no good because of the side effects 
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of each when the patient eventually developed ( 3 

days after the second ECT) florid symptoms of mania 

and "claimed to have a big penis". Treatment with 

sodium valproate showed good result and all his 

sexual symptoms were gone by the end of a fortnight 

of treatment. 

NOTK 

1. The paper of Shukla and Mishra (1981) was reviewed oy 

J. McGilvray in the Transcultural Psychiatric Research Review, 

1983, 20, 59-60. 
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PAPERS ON KORO PRESENTED BV THE PRESENT AUTHOR 

1982 : 1. 

1983 : 2. 

Koro a form of mental illness. 

A mini outbreak of 'Beechi-Out' di~Drder in Khari

bari block of Darjeeling district. 

3. Social oognition analysis of the Koro aftermath: 

Medical and Surgical fatality. 

1984 : 4. Biomedical potential for symptom choice in Koro. 

5. Psychopathosexuality in Koro patients. 

1985 : 6. Analysis of North Bengal Ko ro epidemic with three 

years follo wup. 

7. Draw-a-Penis Test (DAPT). 

8. Per~Dnality profile of Koro patients. 

9. Koro : Hlw much culture-bound ? 

An ethmhistorical and transcultural analysis. 

10. Neuroticism, extraversion and sex-guilt oognition 
in the genesis of Ko ro . 

1986 : 11. Comprehensive study of Koro phemmemn including 

the ethmhistorical analysis of world Koro with 

special reference to 1982 North Bengal Koro epidemic 

and presentation of two male Koro cases. 

12. Koro among Kinship, 

13. Trait anxiety profile of Koro patients. 



14. 

1987 : 15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

1988 : 21. 

22. 

23. 

1989 : 24. 
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Age specific trait anxiety in Koro patients. 

Penile perception of Koro patients. 

Diagmstic ms:>logy of Koro. 

Dysmorphic penile perception in Koro. 

Penis root perception of Koro patients. 

Penis shaft perception of Koro patients. 

Glans penis perception of Koro patients. 

Dysmorphic penis-image perception - the root of 

Koro vulnerability. A longitudinal study. 

Psychic infectivity : The role of positive illness 

cngnition in psychiatric epidemic. 

Koro s:>cial response A longitudinal study of 

r«>rth Bengal Koro epidemic. 

Role of medical rognition in psychiatric outbreaks

study from North Bengal Ko ro epidemic. 

25. Koro A state of sexual panic or altered physio

logy ? 

1990 : 26. 

27. 

SJcial treatment in Koro. 

Mediro-cultural cngnition of Koro epidemic 

ethmgraphic study. 

28. Clinical analysis of 101 Koro cases. 

29. Koro in females with analysis of 48 cases. 

30. Art in Koro. 

An 



1991 

1992 

1993 
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31. Ko ro in schizophrenia with a case report from 

an industrial setup. 

32. Koro in affective dioorder with a case report from 

industrial setup. 

33. Breast perception of female Koro cases. 

34. Semen oognition of Koro patients. 

35. Deviations in the perception of penis. 

36. Koro in heroin withdrawal. 

37. Koro following cannabis smoking. 

38. Koro with depression in Nepal. 

39. Ethmmedical exploration of Koro illness. 

40. Koro and the turtle oonnection. 

41. Definition and classification of Ko ro . 

42. Chronic Koro - a new entity ? 

43. Jhin-Jhini - A potential fur hysterical oontagion. 

44. Koro in West Bengal again : Reports of nine cases. 

45. Recurrent Koro in a case of repeated withdrawal of 

I. V_. Buprenorphine. 

46. Penis-loss - an atypical obsession - Three case 

reports. 

47. A mini-epidemic of Koro in 1974 in Jalpaiguri -
A brief account. 


